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Established 1912
Six bid on 
breokwotor
i The contract to construct |
I the $2-million-plus Sidney i 
I breakwater will be awarded |
< to one of six firms by the |
I end of this week. |
I Tenders for the project |
I were opened Aug. 4 and |
I were being reviewed by |
I Public Works Canada at |
I press time. I
I Bids ranged from a low f;
I of $2,776 million from |
I Miller Contracting Ltd. of I 
I Vancouver to a high of |
I $3,336 million from Ledcor |
I Construction Ltd. of Van- |8! 5
i
couver. |
Other firms bidding on i 
the project were Fraser I 
% River Pile Driving Co. Ltd. |
I of Vancouver, Bellingham f 
I Construction Ltd. of Van- I 
I couver, Millang Enterprises |
I Ltd. of Delta and J-I-J I 
I Construction Ltd. of Van- |
I couver. T
I Once the contract is I 
I awarded, work on the |
I breakwater should start I 
within the next month, I 
predicted Public Works I 
Canada project manager | 
;.,Ted Appleton. . » -|
“The rnore work they get | 
done in the good weather, I 
I the less it will cost them,” | 
I he said. |
* Construction of the I 
I 1 20,000-cubic-metre i 
I breakwater will be subject I 
I to the weather. A storm not I 
I only halts work on the pro- | 
I ject, but may damage com- | 
I pleted sections, Appleton I 
I explained. I
I The breakwater, which I 
I will provide protection for | 
I an upgraded Port of | 
I Sidney, is to be completed i 
I in February 1989. J
FARMERS FIGHT TO SAVE REMAINS
Heritage kiw^i fruit trees destroyed
?0,tt
Kiwi fruit farmers left the 
fields and rushed to to save kiwi 
fruit trees being destroyed at the 
Agriculture Canada research 
centre on East Saanich Road 
Aug. 2.
By GLENN WERKM AN 
Review Staff Writer
One farmer physically stop­
ped Agriculture Canada 
workers from using a tractor to 
remove a dozen 10-year-old 
kiwi plants, confirmed Dr. Joe 
Molnar, director of the Agassiz 
research centre. Six whole trees 
were untouched.
“The action the farmers took 
was completely justified,” said 
Barb Brennan, secretary of the 
Kiwi Fruit Growers Association 
of B.C. “This particular plan­
ting made us invest thousands 
and thousands of dollars. ”
The association had earlier 
asked Agriculture Canada of­
ficials not to remove the plants 
and maintain them for their 
research value and historical in- 
'terest.
Friday morning they got a 
reprieve. Word came from Ot- 
tav^'st' that' the remaining plan ts * 
aren’t to be touched until the 
matter is reviewed in a meeting 
with Agriculture Canada’s 
O 11 a w a -b a s e d d e put y 
agriculture minister, who will be 
in Vancouver later this month, 
Brennan said.
Kiwi fruit farmer Geoff Van- 
treight says the plants arc vital 
to the future of his crop.
“We’ve got a lot of money in­
vested. We want to find out 
how long they’re going to last.
“I’ve been told the old plants 
will take the frost and 1 want to 
find out. This is what started it 
all,” he said.
Brennan said the association
is asking the government for 
permission to irrigate the re­
maining vines and hope growth 
returns to the roots of 12 trees 
which were chopped down.
But Molnar said the kiwi fruit 
trees were more trouble than 
they were worth for the research 
centre. “All the varieties we are
pulling out we have 1.5 times 
over.”
“We know it survives here,” 
Molnar said. “What is heritage 
about an eight- or nine-year-old 
fruit tree?”
He said there are lots of kiwi 
fruit which were planted outside 
private residences in Victoria
about 20 years ago.
He also said that the plants at 
the Saanichton research station 
were originally planted im­
properly, with spacing normally 
used for growing grapes.
“They’re difficult to harvest 
because they are so close 
together,” he said. “And they
are not marketable because we 
did not maintain them.”
Molnar said he had authority 
from Ottawa to remove the 
plantings after Aug. 3, but 
Brennan said the association did 
not receive notification about 
the removal after requesting in 
writing that they be preserved.
REMAINS OF KIWI trees are loaded onto an Agricuture 
Canada truck on their way to being destroyed last 
Wednesday. Peninsula farmers rushed to stop the 
destruction and ended up pulling the keys out of a
tractor at the research station on East Saanich Road. 
Inset, fruit from one of the trees Is almost large 
enough to market, despite being two months ahead of 
the standard late>October harvest.
Two former mayors 
seek Nortk Saoaich choir
If you're concerned aboul 
garbage and how ii's irciiicd, a 
chance lo do someihing aboul it 
approaches.
Members of the public arc in- 
viled to make suggestions foi an 
independent, comprehensive 
waste nianagemeni study within 
the Capital Regional District, 
'Hie study will address pov 
hlems with solid waste and in­
dustrial wiisie, It will look ill 
better management ol sewage
treatment, recycling progrtims 
and other w.'tsle nitmiigemeni 
schemes.
“There iire three (sewage 
treatment) plants here tluti arc 
clumping lic|uid effluent and 
sewiige sludge into the sett,” 
said waste nuinagement ad­
visory group chairmtui Derrick 
Mallard,
The public is invited to the 
first round of hcitrings to voice 
concerns and make recommen­
dations to the terms of the 
study, Mallard said.
Duly one public hearing is sel 
for llie Saanich I’eninstda, 
before lire terms of reference 
are submitted to the CRD 
sanitation and water committee 
in October. Ollier meetings are 
scheduled for UVic, .liian de 
|■uca and .Samiich,
riu,' Satinioli Peninsula 
liieeting will be held at 7:30 
p.m,, Aug, 25. in Holy Trinity
Church Mall on Mills Roail in 
North Saanich.
“Organizations, associations 
and individti.als are invited to 
these hearings to express tlieir 
perceptions of such a study,” 
Mtdlard said,
Terms of |•efercnce m.ay be 
recommended to the CRD 
board in Nervemhor and the 
study could shut tis etirly as 
December, he stiid.
Contlnuod on Pago A3
Ipath cleared for michaluk to run
LINDA MICHALUK
Two fonnci mayors will be 
vying for the North .Saanich 
mayoralty -• recently resigned 
l.iridtt Michaluk and George 
VVT'siw'ood, who last served on 
council in 198*1.
Westwood wiis North 
Saanich* mayoi from 1977 until 
1979 and serverion council from 
1979 until 198*1,
During thill time, he served as 
a regiomd board rlirceior, alder­
man. ehidrman of the water 
commission iind on tnosi 
municipal committees.
“I feel at this time in Norili 
•Saanich, the council could use 
some e.xpericnce to lead it into a 
l)it of shdiility,” lie said.
Me plans to file nomimition 
giaiicis at the wild of Align:.t fot 
the .Sciu. 24 by el eel ion. 
Nominations close 12 noon 
,Sc|Jt. 6.
Michaluk. alio tcsigncd as 
mayor In:,•cause of ii mnnicipal 
contract svith her hnsbaiurs 
firm, has iihcaily aimoniKcd 
plans to seek ic election,
Ihc immici|i;ility no longer
GEORGE WESTWOOD
has a contract with ilie firm, 
removing the conflict.
'Tt was a technical ilis- 
rpialificniion.” she said.
None of the present aldermen 
will be contesting the mayor’s 
sent. Aid. Bill Taylor Itad cim- 
sidered nirming, but bowed out 
after Westwood announced his 
candidacy.
“With George Westwood 
putting his hat in the ring it 
s|>liis the vole hadb,” he ex 
plained.
Aid, Reliccca Vermeer said 
she has never considered lumv 
ing for mavor.
zMd. (lu is l.,ott said he has no 
imeresi in the trosiiion. Neither 
Aid, Bill Got don or Aid,Don 
Cavcilc) pS.ui Ii.) i uii.
"Not thk'i lime, the liming is 
itoi right,” Cnvcrley said. *‘l 
think iTI lei Geoigc andT.iiu,l.i 
iuive all the fun,”
Any alderman planning to 
mm for mavoi would have hail 
to re.sign by Aug. H so a bydec* 
lion could be ‘.cheduled to fill 
the vacant aldcrm:mie seal.
North .Saanich council .'unecd umminiously ,-\ug. 3 to pay 
the $4,372.75 still owed to Graeme and Murray ( 'onMiliauts 
Ijd. -- clearing llic way for l.inda Michidiik to try ii’ regain 
the mayor’s cl'iair in the Scpi, 24 hyeleciion.
. '“■“"ly VAlDRiBlMNNOX'
Review S'f/in Wiifoi
But Miclialuk noted another nioiion, p.assed .'ii ilie, same 
meeting, will preveni the new niiiyor oimi seivmg on .my 
mmiicijial conunillec.s oi ihc regional Im.iid until Decemf'ci.
"'f'hey have shut whoever the snceessfni mayoially e.'in- 
didateisom of anycommiitees,”Mii;h!duk said;
Conned mcmfn;i.s agreed lo e.xieiui die lemi'ioim y appumi, 
ineni.s to nmnicipal committees and lire regiona! disiiivi until 
December,
'f'be appuimmi'nl*' were t'vida aficr Mii'h.ilid," rcu'din'd as 
. mayor (.m .Itily 19 in response to confliei'Of;imeicsi charges 
atising from work done by hei Imsbaiul’s firm. Graeme and 
Murray, fm-North Sarmich
Aid, Rebecr.’i Vermeer eledlonged the imai bill !umi 
Oiaeme and Murray ('onMiliants, saying comicil irwinl'ieis 
had fiecn told the bill was SlH(K)dm ing, in-camcia nurctiugs,
” riie numbci now is $<h,t ,’2.75,“ shes.iid. “ 1 )u’disciei'cii
cy .seems loo great. There iinoi be au explanation.”
Municipal engineer Igor Zahyiiacz said he had cheeked the 
figures, hours and work done by the compaiiy to deierminc 
the fimit bill, Tlie total is within the $7,(K)() corrliiigcney luiul 
lor (fie Wain K‘o;ulT'ire I lull.
('oimci! agreedwith V'ermeei's recoiiiineiulation that the 
ilistrici obtain a siaiement from (he company, releasing North 
Saanich fiom any fnrlher oblig,aiion.
,Ald. Don ( averluy Insisted the hill he paid iiromfiily so 
enuncii will noi have lo discn'*.N the issue again in 15 oi 3(1 
days, ' _ , ,
'T'll sign the cheque if I have to,” he said.
Ald.Dee f.tailin (pieMioned a memo, from acting inayor Bill 
1 a viol dll cc dug aiUci men It,i use disci cl inn when conn ncm ing 
<m the situation She MigpestecI interviews touting 1‘ayUn as a 
possible niayoralty caiu.llilaiecomravcm’d (he memo.;
'f'avlor disaerer-d. Mivim,' his niemonderred to pres*, 
lelcases, not to inieiviews,
; .Michaluk liad hoped comieil would iigrce lo pay ilte cdii" 
snltine firm’*', bill,, ending die assoeiaiiim beiween i|io eonv 
n:mv and Nnrih Saanich .and lillctwirig her lo return to 
rimhii'ipal I'loliiie.s,
“l! sva'i a icclmic.'il distiiialificaiioii and once that vvas 
leali/cd die only ihiiig lo i.lo was lesign.” ‘die said,
“I donT diinkmy lecortl is whtd is at ipicsiion lieie.”
480.1,
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We bring it all together
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3 Per Bag. Limit 2 Bags with 
Min. $25.00 Family Purchase.
2.16
/kg
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BEVAN AND FIFTH
41 ®
Kybek colls f©r Ipfersectlori lmpro¥emeiits
Aid. Ron Kubek has lost his 
patience over a lack of action to 
improve safety at the intersec­
tion of Bevan Avenue and Fifth 
Street.
After watching a bus-car col­
lision and a small fender bender 
at the Sidney intersection, 
Kubek told council Monday 
that aldermen can’t “bury our 
heads in the sand and ignore’’ 
the problem.
Traffic lights or a four-way 
stop are needed, Kubek said.
The town and the provincial 
ministry of highways have 
delayed handling the problem, 
“yet accidents still seem to take 
place,’’ Kubek said.
His comments put him on a 
collision course with the mayor. 
“I take exception to the com­
ments that somehow council lias 
put this off,’’ Norma Sealcy 
said.
She said concerns have been 
passed on to the ministry, and 
Kubek had no right to make ac­
cusations.
Kubek said the pressure 
against the provincial govern­
ment needs to be increased and 
that a staff report on the pro­
blem hasn’t come before coun­
cil.
Sealey said, “Accidents hap­
pen at a lot of corners and 
they’re not always resolved with 
alight.”
But Kubek said Staff Sgt. 
John Penz of the RCMP 
detachment calls Bevan and
Fifth “the worst intersection for 
accidents we have.”
His motion to keep the 
pressure on the provincial 
government department passed.
Aid. Bob Jones, an Oak Bay 
policeman, said he disagreed
with Kubek’s insinuation the 
town had dragged its feet.
However, he supported the 
motion because of “an unac­
ceptably high risk at that in­
tersection.
“1 think we should press
highways to give us a staff 
report.”
One traffic problem in Sidney 
has been addressed by the 
ministry.
The intersection of Beacon 
Avenue and Seventh Street now
has a regular light system, 
rather than a flashing green for
drivers on Beacon and 
signs for those on Seventh.
MO GIMMICKS
DAMAGE TO the right front of a Pontiac Bonneville owned by a Sun City, Calif., resi­
dent is extensive after hitting a B.C. Transit bus at Fifth Street and Bevan Avertue at 
about 3 p.m. last Thursday. The driver was charged by Sidney RCMP with failing to 
yield after leaving a stop sign.
Woter shortage crisis over
, Peninsula water crisis over for 
the moment
Saanich Peninsula residents 
gave a good response to a plea 
from the Capital Regional 
’District to use less water — but 
the chief engineer is still 
cautious.
“I would caution people to 
not waste water unnecessarily 
because all we need is a couple 
of hot days and we’ll be in trou- 
>ble again,” said Mike Williams, 
CRD chief engineer.
1;: Jf the response had not been 
vsa good the CRD would have 
jgCC^sidered putting in restric- 
;|ti(||ns, he said.
‘:|i iThe last time general restric- 
ItiOns were put in place was in 
1976-77, before the water supp- 
i ly to the Peninsula was increas­
ed, Williams said.
A method of water restriction 
whereby residents of odd- 
numbered homes alternate 
watering lawns and gardens 
with residents of even- 
numbered homes, depending on 
the day of the month, doesn’t 
have much of an effect, 
Williams said.
“It tends to reduce peak
POLICE RESPONSIBLE 
The Central Saanich police 
department has been given the 
responsibility of issuing special 
occasions permits for beer con­
sumption in Centennial Park, 
Aid. Wayne Watkins said Mon­
day,
“We’re leaving it in the hands 
of the police department for 
community events,” VVatkins 
said. “But we’re still not en­
couraging open season on 
drinking in Centennial Park.”
Cominutiiiy events that are 
already planned and Itave the 
liark liooked will be given coti- 
sideralion by the police depati- 
ment for the rest of the yoiir, 
Watkins saiti.
“We can’t he nailed down to 
a hard and fast policy,” 
Watkitis said, ”We are a little 
hit iti limho.”
A formal policy is expected to 
he ilrawn up for itpproval hy 
council in time for ticxt year, he 
saiil.
“It’s going to he restricted to 
a > small contained area.”
flows during high flow periods, 
but doesn’t have much of an 
overall effect during a 24-hour 
period,” he said.
CRD water services is more 
concerned about overall use 
during a 24-hour period than 
the rate which people use the 
water.
People on high ground may 
experience low pressure during 
peak periods, generally from 6 
to 9 p.m., but as long as the use 
over a 24-hour period remains 
reasonable the water will con­
tinue to flow.
A record. 8.6 million-imperial 
gallons were used on the Penin­
sula July 20. : .i,
“The use we experienced in 
late-July was not expected until 
two years from now,” Williams 
said.
A new water main being in­
stalled at the Dawson reservoir 
in Central Saanich will help the 
situation somewhat, he said. 
And a new pump station at the 
Stelly’s exchange should be
.ready for the summer of 1989.
“We have an ongoing pro­
gram of capital improvements 
to take care of the demand,” 
Williams said.
ALL YOU PAY FORISTHECARI
1972 TOYOTA COROLLA (Automaiic). 4 door, Sedan. Only 55.000 $OQQK 
original miles.............................................................................ASKING
1981 G.M.C. Heavy 1/2 Ton Pickup. V-8, Auto, lilt wheel, trailer $£100^
1975 G.M.C. Heavy 1/2 Ton Pickup with canopy. One owner. Only I SQQQiK
77,000 original miles.....,L........... .....i..,............................ LL.iuASKlNG ©
1980 FORD PINTO 3 door Runabout. 4 speed. Two lady owners. QQK
Only 41,000 original miles........L,..............i....................... ASKING Y, 1
1979 PLYMOUTH VOLARE Station Wagon. Slant 6; auto. Two local -
1979 DATSUN 510 4 door automatic. One local owner. Only 56,000
original miles..............Y..;;,,.... ;Y.........L....................ASKING
1980 MERCURY ZEPHYR Estate Wagoh;;6 cyl, :autdmatic. Lovely « 7|
condition. Only 64,000 original miles. .;v:..t:Y:LYiiv'Y................ASKING
1985 FORD TEMPO 4 door sedan. 4 cylinder automatic. Air $CaQK
conditioning, nice clean condition............................................ASKING
1986 MERCURY LYNX 4 door Sedan. 4 cylinder automatic. fT
Lovely condition.......................................................................ASKING
1975 VOLKSWAGEN CAMPER. Only 91,000 miles. Nice clean $£5^1 OK
1987 NISSAN KING CAa Automatic. Like new condition. $"3 “i QOO
Only 12,000 miles............................................................. ASKING I i
1980 PONTIAC ACADIAN 4 door hatchback. 4 speed. One local $OQOK 
owner. Only 45,000 miles........................................................ ASKING
SEETHE CLARAGE BOYS!
WE’RE DEALING & WE WELCOME TRADES.
BANK FINANCING O.A.C.
GIaFcl^€ MotoF Safes
Dealer7614 2360 Beacon Ave. 656-BSS6
WHICH MEANS
WASTE
Continued from Page A1
“We want to make sure the 
study is done in accordance with 
the public.”
Specific or local problcm.s to 
be studied, the actual study pro­
cedure, who does the study, 
benefits of the .study, funding, 
procedures for public analysis, 
involvement of government and 
public education are .just some 
of the issues the advisory group 
wants the public to address.
Information and guidance 
shecis for the public to focus 
their suggestions arc now 
available from municipal balls 
in Sidney, Central Saanich and 
North Saanich and from the 
CRD office on Yates Sued.
The advisory group rcqiicsls 
that all presenters provide six 
topics of llicit stiggc.siions ;tt ilic 
public hearing.
Reconditioned (30 days war­
ranty) Washer & Dryer $399.00 
for the set
Seiection of home entertain­
ment T. V. ’ s, Radios, 
Cassette Recorders.
2 High Back Recovered
Chairs....... ............................
............$129.00 & $169.00
Sofa and Chair recovered. 
................... .............. $699.00
20% OFF all Books.
Last Week of this Special: 











is an Your Head
IN SIDNEY CENTRE 
/I102-23B7 Bovan Avo. 
(NokI lo Sniowny)
MEDALLION 3 WHEEL 
9000 LX POWER SCOOTER
STOP PAIN!
speo,al®2995'>“
■s24'9'>“DRUCLESS PAIN RELIEF 
T.E.N.S. UNIT ................. ..
"• HOME NURSING AND . OSTOMY CARE 
SELF HELP AIDS PRODUCTS
. WALKING AIDS • FREE DELIVERY
WELCOME TO A NEW WORLD OF CARING
B ....... -A..* , A » ( , M C A ►* * f A f 1 X' I'AMfV'T* *••% ^ ** ^3550 BLANSMAKU bl, SvtoHroim, ooA-Mbaa







.S« tliir*y look limo lo lalk wilh David about dnuiw.
.They I'callsKt; tliat hv lotlay’s world he has* probably been 
approacbed by «ouiieoue allempting lo lure him lo start
ushig uppers or maybe :>oioeihhrg even more dangerous.
They told David what driif|s can do and how they can affect 
his fiiturt! cban€:es of havinej a productive life.
Now be can make the right dechdon If he’s ever confroitted 
with'It..
why watt until tomoirrctw to talk to yowr,c.lillc,lren.
Tfdk wltli them today. ■'
Insnuisrt nit n CLimmuftitv amivicn by Ttw RftviC'W
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CCNA,
Sense restored
Central Saanich has restored some sense to the way it 
deals wdth special occasion liquor licences.
Aid. Wayne Watkins told The Review this week that 
licence applications for beer gardens in Centennial Park 
will once again be e.xamined and recommended if they 
warrant it, rather than not recommended at all.
Council had reacted to reported problems during one 
ball tournament by punishing all ball clubs. Special 
licenses, which are issued by the Liquor Distribution 
Branch, require the recommendation of police. Council 
had decided that only licenses for community-based ac­
tivities, such as Central Saanich Days, should be recom­
mended.
It was unfair to presume the guilt of all ball clubs that 
want licences to serve their guests and members. Some 
clubs have excellent records of of keeping Centennial 
Park clean, and problems during one tournament ap­
pear to have been quite exaggerated by the time their 
descriptions reached aldermen’s ears.
Holding a beer garden during a ball tournament is not 
necessarily a rowdy, destructive activity. And a beer 
garden helps keep the park the centre of the fun for a 
tournament’s duration.
It’s good to see the unfairness has been removed.
Kiwi controversy
Some trace of Island research into kiwi fruit produc­
tion should remain at the local quarantine station.
Although the crop is established, it is still a relatively 
new one for the area. Many farmers have invested a lot 
of dollars and time into making kiwi fruit a profitable 
enterprise.
It’s understandable that they were offended when 
federal officials started tearing out the station’s trees, 
last week. The farmers earned a reprieve and some of 
the trees will remain at least until farmers’ concerns are 
heard.
The trees’ main value is their age. They show new' 
kiwi farmers what lies ahead for their crop. According 
to federal officials, there’s little research value.
The function is admittedly limited. But it seems un­
necessary to tear all the trees out.
: A smcsiler territory
A hearing on proposed changes of B.C,’s electoral 
boundaries was held yesterday in Victoria. We hope the 
shrinking of the Saanich and the Islands contituency 
was looked upon favorably.
Under the Royal Commission’s plan, the southern 
part of the constituency would disappear.
The southern border of Central Saanich is a good 
southern limit for the riding, making its three major 
municipalities Central Saanich, North Saanich and 
Sidney.
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Vermeer responds
Editor:
It is obvious from the letters to 
the editor last week that the 
events surrounding the dis­
qualification of former Mayor 
Michaluk have been mis­
construed. I hopx: tl’.e following 
chronology of events will give 
your readers a clearer undcrsuind- 
ing of the issue.
1. On June 13, 1988, Aid. Chris 
Lott requested that council and 
staff consider the possibility of 
municipal bylaws being chal­
lenged because of Michaluk’s 
possible, conflict when voting on 
matters involving Graeme and 
.Murray, in which her .spouse had 
an interest. The matter was raised
in-camera because ofiahyoBgoing 
court challenge of the district’s 
erosion bylaw. The matter was 
subsequendy referred to the 
municipal solicitor, Don Lid- 
stone, for an opinion. ,
2. On June 27, 1988, Lidstone 
discus.sed with council, in- 
camera, the contents of his letter 
of June 22. Lidstone pointed out 
that if council should pay Graeme 
tind .Murray for inspection and su­
pervision of the Wain Road Fire 
Hall, .Mayor Linda Michaluk 
would be disqualified from hold­
ing offcc.
Technically, the mayor was not 
in conflict at that lime because 
there was no council re..solution 
authorizing the work.
3. On July 12, 1988, I requested 
council members to keep all mai-




VICTORIA - "’nie office I .serve accepts .sole resixinsibiliiy, 
and wiihmii qualification, I apologize for this sad event,’'
Willi those word.s, Aiiomcy General Bud Smith announced iluii 
hi.s offee ha.s turned over to Ombudsman Stephen Owen all files 
in connection with the .spy .scandal that has broiiglu his prcdcccs- 
,sor into .some disrepute.
While the etigcrncss wiiJi w'hich Uic government helps the in­
vestigation along is slightly embarrassing, the fact that a through 
probe is taking place at all can only lx; wcicometl as gcxxl ncw.s,
I say embarrassing lx;cause I have never seen a government .so 
anxious and impatient to fold up the rug and cxpo.se some of ilic 
dirt underneath, Indications that former attorney general Brian 
Smith may end up the only one to l>c, discredited as a result of the 
invc.stigalion, would seem to accauni for at least some of the 
govcrnrneni’.s enthusiasm to get the ball rolling.
Here's a brief review of the facts. Between January and June 
19H,7, Concerned Citizens mr f.lhoice on Abortion had ns ranks 
innUr'iiicd b)' private invcid.igaior;>, vrtjrking for the 'v’ancouver 
law firm of Farris, Vaughan. Wills and Murphy, That firni, in 
turn, acted on die instructions of then attorney general, Brian 
Smith.
"Htc private investigators literally infiltrated the pro-choice or- 
ga.nizidion, becoming rnemlicrs, working for the group, Bud 
kSiiiilh iv«iy.s , the invcsiij.altjis cvt,n pic’KCil up IDi. HWuy 
Morgcntholcr at the airport and delivered press rcdeascs to Van­
couver media ouUel-s.
The attorney general also says that Brian Srmih was the only 
one who knew of the ofrctaiiori. I hc law Bnn rcixatcd only to 
him: No one else In die ministry knew anything about it. h4ciiher, 
.Niys die attorney general, did the premier or any other cabinet 
tninisier.
A.s Smith wan an.swering rcportcrs'.qucsiion.s at a press confer­
ence. reprcseriuitivcs of Concerned Citizens for Choice on Abor- 
lion and the B.C. Civil Liberties A.ssociatiori were examining die
files, Alter that, ilic ombudsman wa.s to take pos,session of them.
Bud .Smith declined to release any details of the files lx;causc it 
might prejudice the ombudsman's investigation, hut Owen has 
already sttid his report would be made public.
The attorney general admitted that his previous assc,ssmeni of 
llie spy scandal a.s a "bungled KcysioiH' Cop operation" may have 
been somesshat inappropriate.
"In my view', this kind of activity should never have occurred. 
It's .simply inconsistent wdih the high .standards of conduct and 
procedures that arc a.ssix’iaied wdih the office ,'uul with die cx- 
peciations of Briii'di GnlumtMansT'he said.
"It's very important that the attorney general’s office lx. scon as 
a place where even-handed adiniiiistr.ition of justice is taking 
place," he said,
So it is, but dammit, I distinctly rememlxr Brian Smith uttering 
the same, or similar sentiments when he was ailorncy general, 
L-ci’s wail and :xc, if Bud Smith is as forthcoming if he’s ever 
called upian to co-operate in an investigation that involves [xoplc 
other than iho.se whose falling from grace must induce a cieliruini 
of joy in government ranks,
Having said that, I’d like to reiterate that the investigation of 
this affair by Oinluul.sman Sicjihen Owen is gixKl news. I still 
find the. whole scherne asioumling, worthy of a tinpoi dictator in 
a banana republic. What, in God's name, was Brian Smith think­
ing when tie launched this operai inn?
There is a name for jK;oplca.vli(,> did what tlrcy did on behalf of 
the then attorney general agent provocateur.
Bfid Smith says he dex^sn’t tydieve. that Ids predecessor broke 
any laws in die prexess of the operation. Well, may lx not in the 
legal sense, hut I can ilimk of several laws of common riccency 
and morality dial were blaiauii) hrokem „
If there is any lesson in this, ii must lx the i'calizaiion liow thin 
the dividing line is between dem(K;raiic principles and govern-
iT'Cfit opprcf.'‘i''''n, g
When the chief law enforcemcril officer ignores .toihc very 
basic dcmrcratic principles tlie right lo iirivacy and freedom 
from government o|.'prcs.sion, to incnlion tvvo ••we arc in ir(,iub!c. 
Tile fact (hat it came to liglii ami dmi the cuncai atluiricy gcncial 
assures us it will never happen again is encouraging, but not 
altogether reassuring.
Consuini vigilance is the only guaramcc for freedom, and w'iili 
all due. rcs|X'c«, a camankerouv, prcs.s i.s pail of tlmt gimramcc, 
even though you may, at times, tx fed up to llic teeth wdih what
you consiucr nmcK-iaKuig ami ncgaiivi.un, J
ters in-camera and pay Graeme 
and - MunraVf However, - eouncil- 
and staff felt that the whole mat­
ter should be de-classified be­
cause of mounting inquiries and 
allegations of cover-up.
4. In an open meeting on July 
12 a resolution to pay Graeme 
and Murray for the inspection and 
supervision performed up to July 
8, 1988, was defeated.
5. On July 14, 1988, Aid. Don 
Caverly and Aid. Bill Gordon of­
fered an "olive branch," and 
asked the mayor to call a byelec- 
tion for her position. Michaluk 
made it clear she was not resign­
ing, and that she would sue the 
council and each member individ­
ually if council proceeded to pay 
Graeme and Murray, thereby dis­
qualifying her from office.
6. On July 15, 1988, Tasked the 
engineer and treasurer for in­
formation concerning the pre­
vious contract wiili Graeme and 
Murray, It had been as-urned that 
the inspection and supervisory 
work wvis a coniinuation of a pre­
vious contract, It w'as at this point 
tliat I became aware for tJic first 
time that Michaluk \va.s already 
disciualified from holding office,
7. Instead of carrying on with 
the disqualification issue to the 
court as .Miclialuk had tlireaicned,
1 decided ii was better to end it 
then by relea.sing the above iii' 
formation. On July 18, ihat in­
formation was made iiiiblic,
8. On July 18. 1988, the 
rminic ipa I sol it itor confirmed tiie 
mayor's disqualincaiiuii,
I have enclosed .supporting 
dixumerii.s which attest to the 






! wisli in make dear wkiy 1 bar! 
to resign last weak from the ad­
visory planning commission, 
G)uile .simply it was iiccc.ssary to 
, fore.,.fall ilit; ituiiuiiLiii ailu()iion 
hy Sidney cniincil of the official 
coniriuinity plan, Only in this way 
coillil I lx free in iviinf fuit pub., 
licly the,serious fault,s in the plan.
'Hie siaiul I look svas not an 
e,'isy one, But as a crmccrned 
citizen and in a situation where a 
plan which would have had most 
scrion.s and adverse coiiscqticnees 
for .Sidney vvas ixitig rushed lo 
adoption, 1 knew I had no alterna­
tive!,
f 1, 1. ., ,
of a council ilmi had already
given the plan two readings for its 
adoption and professed ■ its saiis- 
facuon with the plan. On behalf 
of Sidney I had not choice but to 
make an issue of asking for a 
fresh start on the plan.
The reaction against die plan at 
the public hearing and the later 
decision by council to put the un­
satisfactory plan on hold vindi­
cate the steps I took. I commend 
the council for its collective w'is- 





.saying if Sidney 
would get a better plan. This is 
"bargain ba.scmeni planning" at 
its worst. Wc now tiavo the op-
hired by tlic 
the obvious 
his work by 
paid more it







Wiiti all the energy she applies 
to mure wianhy eaitscs, Rebecca 
Vermeer continues her attack on 
l.inda Michaluk with a letter 
detailing ttie foriiier mayor's so- 
called disregard for ilie law, 
llowever, Vermeer fails to 
mention liiat emmeirs May 4, 
1987 resnlmion, wliicli then 
,'\!(,l. Micli.iluk voicti. Was a[i- 
proving a rcconiniendaiion froin 
the fire committee, anil iliete 
seemed to be no reasiui at the 
lime for Michaluk to Ic.ave the 
meeting, NoNuly at die meeting 
ctiallcnged tier pariicipaiioii in 
tliis vole,
I he .Sejn, }. I, ios?, resoluiion 
seconded tty Michaluk aullutii/cd 
llie iiumicipaliiy (iioi Graeme atul 
Murray) to piocced lo call tor 
lenders on the three (tptions pre­
sented by (iiaenie and Muiray for 
file liall leiujvations, Again, thcie 
wu'! nn challenge,
Vc'tnu'cr savs i| is ttlndons 
Michaluk knew of her poiemial 
coiiihct ('I iiueicsl but chose to 
p'.iu 1ki,-,c11 ,.iIhuc the law. Due 
might ask what tlicn-mayor idoyd 
Hairop aud ilie aldeniieii were 
doiiie whih' :ill iIum-c ajl.'jvsd 
iruicliiuaiioiis were gating ou, not 
lo meiiiloii senior municipal staff. 
The fact is that nobody, iuchiding"
SCJilU'vf hci.scll, IKIiCOCvl ill,It
auytliing was wtong until a few 
weeks ago,
tl's appaieni dial iheie was an 
honest mistake, not only on 
Mayor Michahik's p.ui, butf » t i ■.'luuvM 17 Hv..nu»si in vrunt"
Contlnuod on Pago AS
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A few years ago, in order to obtain some lime for reading and 
relaxing, I travelled solo by train from Vancouver to Toronto, a 
total of 72 hours.
A large pan of my time was spent in a roomette broken by brief 
visits lo the dome car, the dining car and the club car.
There was a surplus of scenery to absorb, too. First the lumpy 
part of Canada from Vancouver to Banff; then the flat pan to 
Winnipeg; and finally the wet and rocky section. In order to fill 
the time not spent lurching from car to car or staring out the 
window, I fell lo ceiling gazing.
A tranquil sport is ceiling gazing. While not sufficiently excit­
ing for the Olympics, it is nonetheless taxing in its own way be­
cause lo participate it is necessary to keep your eyes open.
It is best done in the supine position, in or on a bed. It is pos­
sible to ceiling gaze while sitting up, but one’s neck is apt to be­
come locked in the tilted back position thus making eating, 
drinking and otherwise looking after one’s self extremely dif­
ficult if not downright messy.
So stick to supine; backside down, lummy up.
The first step is to make a general survey of your ceiling to see 
what usable bumps, lumps, lamps, cracks and whatnot are up 
there. Anytliing outside the boundaries of the two sets of parallel 
lines which usually form ceiling boundaries is considered out-of- 
bounds.
While some ceiling gazers maintain anything which continues 
from the ceiling down onto a wall, such as a crack in the plaster, 
should be considered in play, most players consider such a posi­
tion silly, unsportsmanlike and just the sort of thing you’d expect 
from those wet-liberal, pinko commies from the East.
Oops, sorry. I didn’t mean lo bring politics into this.
Anyway, the following is a partial list of the ceiling games pos­
sible on a roomette ceiling. Only slight adjustments are required 
for rnore spacious playing fields.
Cloud Gazing: pretend there are cloud formations on the ceil­
ing and move them around. Change the weather. During storms, 
the cracks can be lightening forks. Avoid thinking rain or you 
may have to change the sheets.
All the Cracks are Railways: trains speed lo their destinations 
in the comers. Pretend tliey are VIA Rail uains taking you very 
slowly to the wrong places. Avoid all crashes. Crashes cause 
nightmares.
Blackboard: the ceiling is a big blackboard covered wiili sums 
to do and equations to solve. This can be cither an isolated ex­
ercise or a warmup for.
Balancing the Family Budget: draw lines and columns up ilicre 
and list your income and expenses. Where docs all the money go 
each month? How much is left over for vacations? Why not?
Ceiling as a Calendar: mark down all Sundays and legal holi­
days such as your birthday. Block out two weeks for vacation 
lime. Block out more vacation lime. Keep blocking. You’ve 
earned it. When the whole year is a holiday, go to sleep.
Paint a Mural: start slowly with a few brush strokes. Now fill in 
the details. Don’t let any paint dribble down the walls or you’ll 
be disqualified and one of those pinko commies will get you. Use 
wax crayons if you’re not all that confident.
Design a Solar System: the light in Uie centre can be die sun. 
The various bumps are planets and moons. Name them, compute 
orbit times. If they begin to orbit around the light, do not return 
to the club car until tomorrow. Decide which planets contain life. 
Have an inter-planetary war.
Rocket Ship: the ceiling is the control panel of your rocket ship 
which is hurtling through space to stop the war you started in the 
previous game. Work those dials and switches. Veer to avoid 
meteors and space junk tossed in your path by the bad guys. Gel 
those commies in your sights and BLAST THEM TO HELL. 
Yahoo! You won.
Sink back onto your pillow and rest. You’ve earned it.
Whew!
It’s time for another drink.
BF Goodrich
GET 1 TIRE . V\r^
you buy 3 at our regular







Continued from Page A4
cil and senior staff. This chain of 
errors went on for months. Even 
when Michaluk’s role as mayor 
was belatedly challenged, three 
different legal opinions suited
there had been no conflict of in­
terest while Michaluk was in the 
chair.
Vermeer’s motives in U'ying lo 
pin the blame on Linda Michaluk 
alone are between her and her
FROM THE ■
’ OFTHgli^g
I ,, ' . f . V
conscience. But the lime has 
come to recognize that errors 
were made by many people, and 
that these errors have now been 
corrected.
Perhaps we can now get back to 
the constructive business of run­
ning the municipality. The first 
step should be to re-elect Linda 
Michaluk as mayor and give the 





ONE POTATO TWO POTATO added up to a whole lot of 
spuds for Sidney gardener Irvine Doud, who dug from his 
backyard two monsters measuring four inches by one foot. He 
reports collecting over 25 lb. of potatoes from the one prolific seed 
spud, including the two giants.
NORTH SAANICH Aid. Rebecca Vermeer is not sluggish on 
sludge treatment — just on North Saanich paying for the pilot pro­
ject. She stressed she is in favor of the treatment but not of the tab. 
A story in last week’s Review showed her opposition, but failed to
note that Vermeer still voted in favor of the motion.
♦ ♦ *
m tt
SUMMER IN SIDNEY is something Karen Bulmer of Surrey 
just couldn’t help writing about. A poem read into the record at 
Monday’s council meeting notes that, “Summer in Sidney is like a 
big bright sun/lt’s full of surprises and lots of fun/You can sit out­
side with a soft-flowing breeze/not a big breeze like the ones that 
make you frccze/Thcre’s building, stores and flowers too/And by 
the Sidney shore there’s the sea that’s deep blue/So if you’ve never 
seen the Sidney town, hurray up and come on down!’’>|c
THE RIGHT thitig to do after working for Sidney’s proposed 
marine mammal museum is not ask tor any motiey. It's becoming 
downright unacceptable not to kick in at least part of the work for 
free. Council tnoved Monday night to allow the marine mammal 
museum cotnmittcc to take the joli to tender, alter receiving a non­
bill in the atnouni of $500 from surveyor Richard J. Wey.Hr If If
A NEW FACE and a confused circulation manager arc worth 
Review staff notes, this week, Valoric Lennox, late of Now 
Newspapers on the Maitilatid, joins the roporiitig staff. Lennox 
also worked 10 vears with Bex Publislting, on the Delta Optimist, 
the North/Sottih Delta Weekender and the Richmond Times, i.en- 
nox has been busy, between stories, rounding up a place to call 
home on the Peniiisula, so things have been frantic. Maybe Valoric 
can take a lesson in surviving Mondays Irom Lori Fitzpatrick, out 
intrepid circulaiioti manager who tu rived to work wearing two dif- 
ferent shoes, Oh well, 1 hey w'cre close,
. *f . H
WE'VE GOT,some handy Beautiful British Columbia Magazane 
guidebooks to give away, What to sec and do throughout B.C is 
detailed in the books, which also feature stories on the province’s 
nine regions and profiles of cities and towns. Everything for the 
traveller is includetl, iutd we htive fom of the books left. If you 
phoite in lime, ttfter 8:30 a.m, today, w'c’ll put your name on one of 
them and hold it for pick-up. By the way, the guidebooks sell for 
$8.95 each.
.SORRY LEGIONNAIRES. Whtil was calletl the Saanich Penin­
sula Pipe Band in it photo from the B.C. Summer Games opening 
ccremotties in last week’s Review is acittally the Saanich Peninsula 
Royal Cattadian Legion 37 l>ipe Band. What’s in a name? To the C(
Sidney Legioti evidently (piite a bit aiid for good reason. Ihc 
Legion nabbed iht* i.thmied musicians all the way liom Sookc, 
vvhere titev were called the Sookc 1 lighlattders I’ipc Band.
■ ' ■ ■ ■ I ♦ ^,,
OFI' lO Wl’ST lUiinonion Mall is Susan Marlinan of Cedar 
I ane ttt Sidm-y She was tlu’ liu'kv winner of a draw I’riday after­
noon at Inira Aladdin Travel. The company is celcbratinB its 2lsi 
nnnivetsarv in Sidnev. I he prize includes two nights accommoda­
tion at the Fattiasyland Hotel and the flight is courtc,sy of Air 
Canada, . .
'Fj-! -'Oj. : ^, u,:iMr ^ ■
Editor:;
There has been a great many 
statements in the newspapers and 
questions from interested resi­
dents regarding the recent situa­
tion in the District of North 
Saanich on the subject of conflict 
of interest and being disqualified 
from holding an elected position. 
The Municipal Act is the 
authority on this subject and de­
scribes the situations in great 
detail.
There arc 10 situations that arc 
li.slcd in Section 82 (1) (a-j):
“(a) is an employee or salaried 
officer of Ihc municipality;
(b) receives any remuneration 
or payment from Uic 
municipality;
(c) has, directly or indirectly, by 
himself or ilirough another ]x:r- 
son, any conlraci or inlcrcsi in a 
contract with or for the 
municipality;
(d) has a di.spuicd accouni 
against or due by the 
municipality, or against whom 
the municipality has a disputed 
account.’’
There follow other siaicmcnts 
that complete the (lisqualifica- 
lions section.
What thi.s section means is that 
it doesn’t matter if the elected 
pcr.snn stays in his scat or leaves 
the council during any discussion. 
Ihey arc still disqualified if they 
are in conflict with any of the 
staicrncnls in this section.
With regard to the editorial and 
cartoon in the Review dated July 
27, 1988, the statement I issued 
for the described ''lurmoil" wa.s 
for that situation ONLY,There is 
NOT NOW or ever will be any 
permanent rcsiiaim on any 
alderman slating hi.s/hcr new's 
publicly, It obviously wasn’t con- 
siidcred very seriously tis one 
wouldn’t wait to hustle a 
opy down to the Review as soon 
a.s it wa.s received. Perhaps the 
edilorial staff should also hitvc 
some faith in the administration 




North Saanich Council did not 
write the Municipal Act, and we 
are bound lo adhere lo it.
There was an effort, in camera, 
to try to settle this matter. When 
this failed, and the municipal 
solicitor reversed his original 
opinion as to disqualification, all 
matters were de-classified and be­
came public.
There has been much said about 
the special council meeting of 
Thursday, July 21.
A premature motion (Res. 689) 
by Aid. Dee Bailin to pay 
S G raicme and = Murray' Goiisu hah ts 
failed at that meeting for w-ant of 
a seconder.
It did not fail just to prevent 
Linda Michaluk from running for 
Mayor again. It failed bccau.se wc 
did not have an invoice from 
them as yet.
In fact, every effort was made 
to expedite matters and another 
special council meeting was 
called for Aug. 2, so that she 
could enter the mayoralty race.
At this Aug. 2 meeting, an in­
voice from Graeme & Murray 
dated July 2.5, 1988, was finally 
presented in the amount of 
$4,372.75 which was considerab­
ly above the figure of $1,800 
which had been bandied aboul up 
lo this lime, an increa.se of 142 
percent.
As llic .$4,372 figure w,a.s still 
within the contingency budget of 
the Wain Road firchall project, 
the payment wa.s approved unani­
mously, freeing Michaluk to 
remain in the by-election.
'Lo have authorized payment 
without this invoice would have 
been a total dereliction of duty.
This whole matter, however un- 
forlumitc and emotional, was not 
a “smear campaign” but au un­
folding of events as dictated by 
the Municipal Act.
Bill Gordon 
, Aid. North .Siuinitli
Track record
so does Gordon
Former Central Saanich superintendent of iMiblic .services Gary 
Rogers n-as Ignored bv eouneil Aug. 2. upon his retirement after 22 
years of service to the residents of (’cntial Saauicb. In accepting the 
honor Rogers mentioned that there have only been two mayors he 
lias not served uiuler. “After that long you feel like a part of the 
place, almost like you own it,” Rogers said. 'There were ii lot of 
things I would have liked to have done." Mayor Ron Cullis said, 
••Wh'puever performance Was needed. Gary was always prompt, 
alway.s professional and always a gentleman.;
Editor;
I liclicvc a few comments arc in 
orticr to rciily to sc,vcral letters to 
your mailbox of Aug, 3,19HH.
Firstly, the Municipal Act i.s 
very explicit alMUri what is ti con­
flict of Iniercst and what is a dis- 
mwiiiiwauvta fujin livildlng vifitw.
I............• BRENTWOOD 
? EE^sirarrwnsi “pen mon..sat.O ^ . a ^ asm......




















• RENTAL CASKET AVAILABLE p,• DIRECT CREMATION BILLELSOM
• SHIPPING-ANYWHERE IN CANADA OR U.S.
HAYWARD’S 2492 BEACON 655-4555
Kdilor;
Why arc taxes so high for the 
average B.C. filmily? To answer 
that question, look at the track 
record of the provincial govern­
ment. In 1975, Ihe volets opted to 
change from a New Democratic 
lo a .Social Credit government. 
The total provincial debt was $4.4 
billion, all owed liy Crown corpo­
rations such !is B.C. Hydro .and 
all .scheduled to be .sciileil.
Since 1975, succc.ssivc Social 
Credit governments have run up ji 
real government debt tliat toi.als 
$19,2 billion, or $’24,700 for the 
average B.C, fiimily. **
’I'hc most blatant example <if ir- 
resixirisiblc government spending 
IS the haiUling ol the Coqudialla 
highway wliich has cost $5{K) 
million more than the origin.aL 
price of .$37,5 million, 'Then we 
have North Faist Coal. lixpo and 
Skyuain, each project having 
over $l billion pumped into ibem. 
What has been our real return on 
invesimem? We still have higli
A11 aHIT1:0rUflAL. 0t:siignIdrafting
n Cuiiloni lloimm
I) Mill 11 ■ rofild»inl ifti OfivijIotHnoiUir 
Ii CotTiniorcIfll Dn‘ii(|n 
n I'rnimninilon DfMWInoH 
0 ProUHit
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Move public input, this time MORE FROM THE MAILBOX
HOPEHTTOOl
SOFAS-LOVESEATS-CHAIRS
• NO CREDIT CHECKS
NO INTEREST
• 12-13 MONTHS TO PAY 
833 YATES STREET 
9 • 5 P.M. MONDAY-SATURDAY
383-3655
Mayor Norma Sealey wants 
more public involvement in the 
redrafting of Sidney’s official 
community plan, after a public 
hearing weighted heavily 
against proposed changes.
“A newspaper called public 
hearings the last great blood 
sport,” Sealey said .Monday. ‘T
Notice
Make no Furniture purchases until you 
see the NO INTEREST, NO DOWN 
PAYMENT, NO PAYMENTS TILL 
FEBRUARY 28,1989 flyer coming in 
next week's paper.
Brought to you by...
think that’s an apt descrip­
tion.”
Hearings tend to attract only 
the opposition, she said. ‘‘.A. 
number of people hase told me 
they don’t agree '.vith the op­
position at the public hearing at 
all,” Sealey said.
Council rescinded two 
readings of the community plan 
draft, in the wake of the un- 
friendlv Julv 27 hearing and the
resianation of an advisory plan­
ning commission rnemp-cr oser 
the draft’s contents.
Much of the discontentment 
is over zoning the southside of 
Harbour Road for high-densiiy.
multiple-family residential pro­
perty.
Sealey said an open discourse 
with the public during a second 
try at the updating the plan 
would help erase the idea that 
the consultants are unfamiliar 
with Sidney.
One speaker at the hearing 
thought consultant Tom Becker 
of UM.A was from .Arizona. .Ac­
tually, U.M.A is a Burnaby com­
pany.
Council and the consultant 
need "one on one” contact with 
the public, Sealey said.
Council now plans to meet 









Se.nior citizens in 
Saanich have a whole 
themselves.
.Mayor Ron Cullis oificiaily 
proclaimed the week ot .Aug. Ic 
to 21 Seniors NN'eek and Central 
Saanich Senior Citizens are tak­
ing advantage of it to raise 
money for an addition to their 






.A fair featuring plenty of fun 
and entertainment for all ages 
has been dubbed t.he Seniors' 
Fun(d) Fair.
It will be heid from 11 a.m. to 
5 p.m. .Aug. 20 and 21.
Dancing, music, a cakewalk.
bingo games and a display by
ENLIGHTENMENT
‘‘Just when we’re sure we 
know everything, we find 
we don’t know anything!!”
Sulamith VVu'ifing Greeting Cards, Bee Wax Candies, Incense, 
Books, Art, Crystals and Gemstones, Fine Jewellery and 
Bach Fiovver Treatm.ent.
2385 BEACON AVE. 656-0772 MON, 12-S:30’TUES.-SAT. 10-5:30
ST. EUZABETH’S 
Roman Catholic Church
10030 Third St., Sidney 
652-1309
Saturday Mass.....................5:00 p.m.
Sunday Mass......... ..............10:30 a.m.
OUR LADY OF 
ASSUMPTION 
Roman Catholic Church




Sunday, August 14th, 1988 
THE PARISH OF ST. MARY'S:SAANICHTON
8:15 am..................... Holy Communion
10:00 am..................... . Morning Prayer
a Nursery
Farewell Sermon. P, Cuts, 
Followed by refreshments 
Rector Rev, Robert Sansom 
656-9840 Anglican • Episcopal 652-1611
WELCOME TO
ST. JOHN’SUNITED CHURCH
SUMMER SERVICES........ 9:30 am
10990 West Saanich Rd,
Deep Cove 
Rev. Hori Pratt • July 




(Mt. Newton 4 St, Stephen's Rdl 
652-4311
. .............. Holy Eucharist
.................. Sung Eucharist






Mooting at the 
Seventh-Day Adventist 
Church lor Worship at 9;30 AM 
10469 Rosthaven Drive in Sidney 
Como Join our Growing Fellowship 
Rev. Peter Coutts ■— 655-3548
ST. ANDREW'S ANGLICAN CHURCH 
9686-3rd Sl„ Sidney 
SUMMER SCHEDULE 
8 and 10 am Service 
(Child Caro Program, Nursery) 
The Rev. David Fuller
SAANICH PENINSULA 
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THE CENTRAL SAANICH 
VOL FIRE DEPT
IS NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS 
FOR NEW MEMBERS
PROSPECTIVE APPLICANTS MUST 
QUALIFY AS FOLLOWS:
— 19 YEAR,S OF AGE
— VALID B.C. DRIVERS LICENCE
Rr-■ o. 1 r-, I— >, I "■ I— .^'1. >, 1 r-> .A | A A K H O I Ili:v'oiL-.'’C2iV 1 L-JF UCIN I riML. OMANlUrl
PHYSICALLY FiT
ANYONE INTERESTED, SHOULD 
SUBMIT AN APPLICATION 
BEFORE THE 31st OF AUGUST
APPLiCAnONS CAN BE 







Continued from Page A5
unemployment, uneasy labor rela­
tions, tis well as a lowered finan­
cial rating.
The premier’s attempts to 
restructure our government has 
notfiing to do with making gov- 
emnient more accountable lo the 
pc-ople. Decentralization actually 
centralizes decision-malting in 
the premier’s office. Privatization 
vvas introduced without any pub­
lic consultation. Wc still have no 
i.peciric explanation of die ad­
vantages in selling public asscis, 
whether the taxpayers are going 
to get a fair return on those assets, 
or even if it makes sense to .sell 
any govemmeni programs at all.
If wc were to conduct our [Xir- 
sonaJ business in the same fash­
ion '-VC could expect a vi.sit from 
the banker. In the inieresus of 
derncvcracy and fuscal re.sponsibil- 
iiy, it is time for this government 
to involve the uixpaycrs of B.C. 
in all financial planning. .-\s min- 
i.stcr of finance, Mel Couvelier 
should insist dial all major gov­
ernment policy decisions are open 
to full public scrutiny before they 
are made, to restore confidence 
and .stability to our province.
Daryl Barnett 
President N.D.P.
Saanich and the Islands
Lloyd llarrop declared mayor by 
default and her subsequent sup­
port for Aid. Bill Taylor in the 
mayoral byclcction repre.seni, so 
to speak, the fall of the second 
shoe. Is there to be no end to die
manoeuvering.'’
If Vermeer really feels she 
should run our municipality can 
she not directly stand for office in 
the byeleciion?






.Acting mayor Bill Taylor’s as­
surance in last week’s Review 
that the motion passed by North 
Saanich council on July 21 was 
only intended lo “confirm the 
contract wdih Graeme and Mur­
ray” and “to determine how 
much work vvas done and how 
much money vvas owed” will not 
help his own council’s credibility.
Tho.se of us who heard the dis­
cussion leading up to the passing 
of the moUon and the testimony 
of die municipal engineer knew' 
that it vvas also the intention of 
the majority of council to see if it 
could not be found to be in the 
municipality’s interest to have 
Graeme and Murray continue 
work on the fire hall and possibly 
other contracts.
the Saanich Historical .Artifacts 
Society are just some oi the 
ev ents planned for Pioneer Park 
on Clarke Road during the two 
days.
■Admission is free and snacks 
and refreshments vvil! be 
available.
“It should be a lot of fun,’’ 
said past president Lea King, 
“It’s a beautiful little park 
down there and this is the first 
time irs being used for a com­
munity event.”
For more information cal! 
652-1737 or 652-40S7.
Editor;
Incredibly, Rebecca Vermeer 
continues to search the North 
Saanich council minutes for 
bombs but still keeps finding only 
mudballs. Her latest offerings 
against Linda Michaluk in last 
week’s Review were the usual in­
advertent technicalities and an 
outright misstatement of fact. 
Specifically, resolution 757, 
seconded by Linda Michaluk, did 
not authorize “Graeme and Mur­
ray to proceed vvi'ih tendering the 
fire hall renovations.' ’,
The resolution actually directed 
that “staff (municipal) be author­
ized to, proceed to/tender on the 
three options recommended by 
Graeme and Murray for the pro­
posed renovations’ ’ and hence its 
seconding 'Dy .Michaluk con­
stituted no lechn'ical violation.
Even in ,the absence of such nit­
picking, Vermeer's ordnance will 
continue to misfire unless she 
.somehow manages to demon- 
smaic that .Michaluk knew that 
her position was technically in­
correct and hence showed the 
“disregard for the law” detected 
by the meticulous alderman.
Can we be .shown at least some 
reasonable evidence that Linda 
.Michaluk or her hu.sband made a 
personal .gain significant enough 
[0 justify the risk of deliberate 
flouting of the rules,^
'While, to the best of my knowl­
edge, Linda Michaluk can be ac­
cused (if no action which lias 
been anything but above board, 
Rebecca Vcrmccr'.s own history 
eni council shows considerable 
v’v iilciGc of licf I'licfcrciwe fur the 
back door.
By her ovvn admission it wats 
^ilc wiu) i.ieni.ii!ucd iii iximera 
council sessions to “coverup” 
thealieged Michaluk infractions.
Many of us who have ob,\crvcd 
Kc'dcccm Vermeer’s hclutvior on 
and off council do noi believe 
ihc.i her recem acoons were 
Girricd iTii 111 tlic abseiKc of a 
p!;m, dive rcsigiujfion by I itida 
MiJialuk wots Inii ifie fir:-,i sic|Hn 
suchaj'ilaiu
Her mioic'.v'ssfnl ai'cmpi |i’> get
This meaning vvas apparent in 
the comments of Aid. Chris Lott. 
Aid. Rebecca Vemiecr made 
things most explicit when she 
overrode- Aid. Don Cavcrly’s ob- 
jecLion that the fire hall w’ork was 
already being performed by an­
other firm by reminding that, 
legally, no contract existed wdih 
that firm in the absence of a 
council resolution.
This last point of view, of 
cour.se, vvas rejected as being im­
moral by Vermeer a few weeks 
previously w'hen it w'as suggested 
by the municipal legal council 
with regard to avoiding the 
Graeme and Murray conflict.
In any case this impression of 
council intent was certainly con­
firmed by the engineer’s report to 
council on July 25, which was 
devoted almost solely to compar-'' 
ing the technical and financial 
merits of choosing either Graeme 
and Murray or the nc'vv firm to 
carry on with the fire hall inspec­
tion.
It vvas apparent dial had die 
engineer given any evidence for a 
consequent advantage to die 
municipality, council members 
would have voted to formally 
reward the contract to Graeme 
and Murray for almost certain 
continuation through the mayoral 
election.
1 henrd nothing from Aid, 
Taylor, Aid. Bill Gordon or Aid. 
Vermeer wliich indicated any 
priority would be given to assur­
ing the eligibility of Linda 
Michaluk to air the electorates 
recvuifirmaiivin of its wi>h to have 
her in the mayor’s chair.
It wa.s only the icsiimony of die 
imimcipal engineer. Aid, Dee 
Bailin, press and 'I'.V, coverage 
that assured respect for the rights 
of Uiula Michaluk and the voting 
[Hililie.
Unfortuiuucly dieiv is no evi­
dence to Mii'poii Aid. Taylor's as- 
senioii ih;u “l.mda Michaluk 
should h.ive moic fitidi m die 
aldermen of Norili Saanich.''
(iii Soelliier 
Nurlh Saaiiieh
Ron A ['unlco Ffoomiin '\8loleoino you to 
PENINSULA ALLIANCE CHURCH
, 4th a Mt. Baknr, Sliinoy 856-9957
SUNDAY 9:30 a.m. Fiimlly Worship 
and Siinday .School
A Csrlng F«llow«hlp for in« Wr^oln Fsmily
iKtHiaiiwtimm'wwiiMMnwiMWMMKMamstiwfltMM






10:00 n.m, Only, til Sisptembof 
REV, G. n, PAUL DAVIS 
S56-32n(Homo fi55-J«R4
SAANICHTON UIBLE FELLOWSHIP 
2159 Ml. Nowton Cros« Rd
Communion Sorvicr*............. SiJO.i.rri.
FamilyS«nUe«,. .... ......... ..11 00a.m.
Hitrtftry Sunrlmy School 
Youth Qfoup*. Biblo Sludlhi* 
pji$lan ntek SiinUm 
iSMJii auptm
SWhfty Penlecostil Amwmbly 
10364 McDonald Pam Road 
SIdnay, B,C. VIL 529 
Paafof rjav# Hduaar i'. ' 
9:46 am ....... Sunday Sc,hj^ol





M/ r n A-i' t.llMi-'
Sunday Sarvicaa 8 a,m. and 16 a.rn.
Sunday School 10 a.rn,



















2269 Mill* (Id, . pnor« 666-5012 
rt(«v, Q«raldW, Mailer 
ll.OOa.m, . ............ Mark Logwi
Boy'* 4 Olfl'a Ctuh», 
nliti'l Sutnlemhor
A Church (at ih# W'ho/e Fumliy
r»l an m r'v'-e-rr-i f'liorv r’Amv Fm -IH , W ^4 W ^ w V
A sli|i. ii|) ;il Ihc fell V '.lip 
knocked oiti a ciuw.ilk at 
Swart/ Bay when ihe (.jiieen i.d' 
Biirnahy plowed heiwceii ivn' 
gnitleprvas invieiid of inintloek, 
l lic av:cidt.'nt (K.cinu‘d at 1.' 
mviii I as die ]],{', I'cny
was coiniii)’ inin Herlli ,? al the 
dock, The shi|i vvi'in I'oivvecn 
i.wf' ceineiii lopT'cd giiiilc|'H'’a‘-. 
'"dh'd ,, !,ib'v!riiie on'
die cat w.ilk.
!|T heiewere no injiii ies and no 
dainuge to die (city, saiti I'crty 
L t'l iioiaiion pniihe telanons oP 
(ieei; Ueiiv NIcholstin.
"It was like (he ship was die 
dtieaii III a needle. It wcni hei- 
ween the dolphins msie.td td ni- 
tothedthk,”
I lieie was iio tme on die cut 
W',ilk when the ,n,ceitleiu oc- 
etined, Ntehob.nn saut
sliiicinre is oniv nseilt . ' ■ .VI. lU. M , iHJd. VitL
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NAME CHANGE OFFICIAL
Museum dedicated to preserving 
B.C/s oviation history
>•0
The aviation museum at the 
Pat Bay airport has a new name 
— but the dedication to preserv­
ing aviation history remains.
By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
The official name change to 
the British Columbia Aviation 
Museum, formerly the Cana­
dian Military Aviation 
Museum, means organizers can 
concentrate more on the provin­
cial history of aviation and less 
on wartime souvenirs.
"Our long-range plan is to do 
a comprehensive history of 
British Columbia’s aviation 
history,’’ says president Pat 
Phillips.
The museum also plans an in- 
depth study of the history of the 
Pat Bay Airport as a military in­
stallation during the Second 
World War.
About 10,000 people went 
through the gates of the 
museum’s site for a new restora­
tion hangar off Canora Road at 
the Pat Bay airport on Aug. 1, 
Phillips says.
And $15 airplane rides of­
fered by Juan Air were taken 
advantage of by about 90 peo­
ple.
"We tried to show people 
what’s involved with restoring 
an airplane,’’ Phillips says. 
"Hopefully they’ll be able to 
come again and see the pro­
gress.
"When the aircraft is finished 
there’s not a lot to see, as far as 
I’m concerned,” he says.
Next on the list of the many 
aircraft in the museum’s inven­
tory is a Norseman CF-JDG. 
Wings for the plane are arriving 
soon.
A Gibson Twin Plane 
reproduction — completed 
recently and displayed at the 
Royal B.C. Museum in Victoria 
— was returned in time for the 
open house.
NEW BUILDING 
The Gibson and other aircraft 
will soon have a warm, dry 
place to spend the winter. Work 
on the 100-by-125-foot clear 
span restoration hangar is ex­
pected to begin soon and be 
finished by October.
The museum executive is 
waiting for final approvals 
before construction will begin, 
Phillips says.
Some of the aircraft the 
museum plans to display in the 
restoration hangar are a Kit- 
tyhawk 10.34, leased by the 
museum. It i.s completely 
restored and is now in storage.
A Bolingbroke 9104 is under 
active restoration and a rare 
Eastman E-2 Sea Rover was
THE LATCH RESTAURANT
LUNCHEON





ANCIENT AIRCRAFT displayed during the open
tion Museum Aug. 1 is a Gibson Twin Plane, built in 1910 by William
Visitors examined this and many other aircraft in full or
house was held on the site of a new restoration hangar to be built later this year on 
teased land off Canora Road at the Pat Bay Airport.
propped up at the open house 
and is an upcoming project.
The museum is searing for a 
fuselage to fit a Tiger Moth 
4277. The wings are currently 
being rebuilt. A Canso 11007 is 
also a recent recovery project 
and the museum is seeking ideas 
for its restoration.
Several planes remain in the 
bush, awaiting recovery by 
museum personnel.
Help from the community is 
welcomed. "We see it as a cen­
tre for retired people to get in 
there and get their hands dirty,’’ 
Phillips says.
"We get people walking in 
here who used to work on these 
aircraft right at this airport.”
No admission will be charged 
once the museum opens to the 
public in the new building. "It’s 
obviously going to be a tourist 
attraction, but that’s not why 
we’re in it,” the president says.
The museum is currently in a 
2,400-square-foot leased 
building. Phase One of the new 
facilities will be about 15,000 
square feet.
The extra room is welcome. 
The current facilities are jam- 
packed with aircraft-related 
goods. Much of the work 
curator David Maude does is 
never seen by the public.
The entire inventory is 
catalogued on computer. File 
photos are stored in special 
long-term acid-free storage 
facilities.
‘‘There’s a lot o f
unglamorous stuff,” Phillips 
says. "The airplanes are the 
visible result of what this thing 
is all about, but they’re a small 
part of it.
"The human interest side of 
it, that’s what it’s all coming 
down to.”
As a result of finding the 
Eastman Flying Boat, Phillips 
met Eastman’s son, who lives 
on Salt Spring Island. The 
museum also received 
photographs from a woman 
who posed with an Eastman 
during her honeymoon at Har­
rison Hot Springs many yetirs 
ago.
"It starts as an innanimate 
object and you end up chasing 
stories around.”
Original sales brochures for 
the Eastman were sent to the 
museum from the Smithsonian 
Institute in Washington, D.C.
A search for the propeller 
ended in its di.scovery — on the 
wall in the Duncan Legion.
Phillips plans lo hold two 
open houses each year and 
hopes to have a travelling ex­
hibit one day.
"The biggest problem with an 
aviation museum is you need 




SOUP OR SALAD 
THE DAILY SANDWICH 
COFFEE OR TEA.......










FOR BREAKFAST, LUNCH, DINNER 
OR JUST RELAXATION
returns, Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays to the "Dog” in 
our Pub: August 18-Sept. 3 with his special brand of SING-A- 
LONG and‘Ribald’HUMOR!!
V PATRICIA BAY HIGHWAY 1146
FALL NOTHING,! I WAS ALMOST 
TRAMPLED TO DEATH 8YA MOB 





UNITED T’S NOW IN SIDNEY




Quality carpet at or below our cost. An 
offer you will not see often. Sizes up to 
12 ft. X 30 ft. for living room — dining 
room. Please, personal shopping only, 
and bring your measurements.
4 DAYS ONLY 
AUG. 10, 11, 12, 13 th
STYLE SIZE COLOUR
SUGG,





i: C'W ' ■ ^
ft #
BEFORE LEAVING LET US 
ARRANGE YOUR 
TRAVEL INSURANCE-













































14'5x12 C, Brown 
77x2ro Sandstone 
237x12 Grnon 























































































































































































































































EXPERIENCE THE “UNITED CARPET” DIFFERENCE
NOW 45 STORES CtEZBZ /lOCOCOVERING THE WEST 0DD"“^€>00
#103-9810 SEVENTH AVE., SIDNEY MARINER VILLAGE MALL (BESIDETOmiVTUmS)
IS
Page AS THE REVIEW 9781-2nd St., Sidney B.C.
Wednesday, August 10,1988 ^
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Saanich Peninsula scenery will be featured in the first 
solo show by local artist B.A. Milne on Aug. 13.
The show will be held in St. Paul’s United Church, 
Sidney, from lO a.m. until 4 p.m.
The artist, who has been practising his craft for the 
past I3 years, recently graduated with honors from the 
University of Victoria fine arts program.
‘it’s my first solo show. I’ve just finished school and 
want to show people what I’ve been doing for the past 
few years. It’s also an introduction to the community,” 
Milne explains.
Drawings of local churches, homesteads and nature 
will be exhibited. “The scenery here is just gorgeous. 
There is no shortage of subjects to sketch,” she says. 
Milne’s work was first introduced to the community 
three years ago and includes pencil, pen and ink draw­
ings, and oil and acrylic paintings.
Above Is Milne’s rendering of ihe Blue Peter Pub on 
Harbour Road in Sidney.






































HEINZ Y DAIRY MAID p
SQUEEZE APPLE I
KETCHUP JUICE 1
Bonus 1 Litre 1 ^ 1
2^8 ggO
1 BICK’S « .
1 HAMNBURGER, 1 H
1 HOT DOG RELISH, 1 ^
1 SWEET BITS ................ .375 mL 1
DOLE jmK jm.PINEAPPLE . . „.93« ARCTIC ICE 1CARBONATED COo
WATER.................... tsspilO© 1
1 BICK’S ^ ^
1 BABY DILLS ^48
Iyumyums.......
PAPER nn. I CHEESE RITZ .148 |
TOWELS............... ,,98'|cB*“EBS |
I DILLS “168
1 PLAIN, GARLIC ' . 1
i POLSKI........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...U H
KRAFT j
SPIRALS
MAC. & CHEESE .toorOO
SUNLIGHT 1






BUTTER........... . . . . . . . . . . . S..S 1
POST 1
BRAN i 08 1
FLAKES............... ...tour 1 1
1 ZIPLOC «
[freezer ■4 68




TENDER FLAKE OjDo 1
LARD......... ..Mr 00 1
1 MAPLE LEAF „
1 FLAKES OF 28





JUICETetra....   .IL ® |
1 BOURASSA - 4% ^
I DRINKING i08
1 WATER.......................... -H 1
OLD LONDON
MELBA i78
TOAST Plain...... ...AOng 1
CHIFFON ^ 1
BATHROOM i 38 1
TISSUE,,,..... .........R.iip.ci< 1 1
■ PUNCH 7QC
1 ORANGE, FRUIT, S O




NAI 1 PV'<t Ii
CHILLI CON CARNE 003 
MILD, HOT..... .........mX
I McCAIN DELUXE _1 PIZZA 088





CREAM CLEANSER -4 78
REG. & LEMON........ soomL 1
i McCAIN ^
i MR. -4 38




















NUTS....... ..... ...... 3fing lln B
WEEKEND DEMO SAMPLING
IN STORE DRAW FOR BEACH 
CHAIR WITH UMBRELLA,
CCDVinP anH .QAUlWfiR
' lliMM II I W i imiit ' Wk I K Wi /• 'r* w .
The Review provides this com­
munity calendar free of charge, 
space permitting. Preference will be 
given to local non-prof it, clubs and, 
organizations. D^dline for adver­
tising upcoming events is noon Fri­
day.
COMMUNITY COURSES 
Camosun calendar for Fall ’88 
available Aug 18 in libraries and 
shopping malls. Registration Aug 
20, 9-3 pm, Isabel Dawson Bldg., 
Lansdowne campus.
GARDEN CLUB 
Monthly meeting topic is in- 
depth look at Garden Show, tips on 
preparing exhibits. 7:30 pm, 
Margaret Vaughn Birch Hall, 
Fourth Street, Sidney, Aug 15.
CAR PICNIC
Third Annual Cowichan Valley 
car picnic, everyone welcome, start 
at Duncan Farmers Market, 10:30 
am, picnic lunch at Brentwood Col­
lege in Mill Bay, Aug. 21.
FISHING DERBY 
Annual Gorge Road Hospital 
derby in Saanich Inlet. $10 entry, 
$2.50 prize draw tickets available at 
Gorge Road Hospital, Saanich 
Anglers’ Assoc and marinas. 
Weigh-in 12 noon at Anglers An­
chorage Marina .Sunday, Aug, 14. 
SWAN LAKE WALK 
Loop trail 1.6 mile around lake, 
each Thursday and Sunday during 
August, Meet at sanctuary parking 
lot, rain or shine, 10 am. for two- 
hour walk, 479-0211
MEETGROUNDFISH 
An introduction to local ground- 
fish will be presented Aug, 10 from 
noon until I pm at the Maritime 
Museum, Victoria, Noon-hour 
presentations on catching salmon 
will be given .'\ug. II and one on 
managing Vancotiver Island’s 
fisheries will be given Aug, 12 at the 
museum,
WHO HOOTING?
Owl Week at Goldstream I’ark's 
visitor centre will include instruc­
tion on imitating owls at 2 pm Aug, 
10; Information on Goldstream owls 
at 2 pm Aug. 13 and movie on owl 
rehabilitation at 2 pin Aug. 14,
BIRD WATCHING 
Instruction on bird watching is 
offered at tlie Nature Sanctuary 
parking lot. Swan Lake Road, star­
ting at 8 am Aug. 11. For informa­
tion call 479-0211.
AID ON AIDS
A workshop on AIDS and Safe 
Sex will be held Ang, 11 from 10 am 
until noon by the Single Parent 
Resource Centre, F'or information 
call 385-11 14.
SlDNEYSPITlNir 
The history of Sidney Island is re • 
counted at 8:.10 pm August 13, 
followed by the Sidney Island 
;Spitiid(,', a day of family nctlviiic.j;, 
on August 14 from hilO |jm to 4:.30 
pm.
SMALLCLAIMS 
Prtieethtrc program on small 
claims court, T he Law Centre, 7;,30 
pm Aug. 10 RSVP 388-4516. 
TROLLEY TEA 
Authentic 1/4 scale models of 
Victoria streetcars running at 2882- 
Hagcl, Colwood, $2.50 adults, 2-4 
nm Aiie' 13
ISLAND TOURS 
Explore Galiano, Main, .Salt Spr-
S*
ing and Saturna Islands, guided 
tours through Gulf Islands by 
Panorama for seniors, Saturdays in 
August,.656-7271. , ,
MILNE SHOW 
Work by local artist B.A: Milne 
will be shown Aug. 13, 10 am to 4 
pm, in CE Hall, St. Paul’s United 
Church, 2410 Malaview, Sidney. 
VOLUNTEER GREETERS 
Victoria Rediscovery Society 
looking for volunteers to welcome 
visitors to Helmcken House, 
Craigflower Farm and Point Ellice 
House, 387-3440, leave name and 
number,
SHORT CAMP
YM-YWCA Camp Thunderbird 
offering six-day camp for those 8- 
12, $186, Aug. 28-Sept. 2. Also, 
space left in 12-day program and 
Wilderness Experience program for 
boys and girls 14-16. Register at Vic 
Y,880 Courtney, 386-7511.
NATURE WALKS 
Capital Region Parks nature 
walks will be held Aug. 13 at 10 am 
in Francis-King Park starting at 
1710 Milan Road; Aug. 13 at 10 am 
and 2 pm at Elk-Beaver Lake Park 
starting from the parking lot kiosk; 
Aug. 14 al 10 am in Franci,s-King 
Park from 1710 Mima Road; Aug. 
14 at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. in Willy’s 
Lagoon Regional Park starting 
from the Nature House; Aug. 14 at 
10 am and 2 pm to the petroglyphs 
of East Sookc Park, starting from 
the AylartI Farm parking lot; Aug. 
16 at 10 am in Coles Bay Regional 
Park starling from the Iverness 
Rond parking lot and Aug. 17 star­
ling from the nature house in Wit­
ty's Lagoon Park at 7 pm. Walk 
topics are, respectively, plant suc­
cession; lakeshorc plant.s: forest 
creatures’ homes; trees; native 
petroglyphs; forest to seashore and 
prehistoric native sites. For in­
formation call 478-.33‘W,
WIN A CRUISE
Royal Viking Cruise for two, 
tickets $2 each or six for $10 at 
various merchants, local malls, 
PCA office.
NOEL, NOEL
Christmas cards from Save The 
Cliildreii Fund, half price sale at 




invite:; interested job scd;!','.! 
register for employment at 
0851,
TRUCKING
PCA Tlirlfl Sliop welcomes 
voluntecr.s with trucks to pick up 
donated goods, Mileage Is paid, For 
inform,'itiori call 656 351 1.
SIDNEV SLICE
PCA Volunteer Cookbook wiili 
great recipes, including the .Sidney 
(s ;*( PT'A
9751 ,3rU Street, or at the Thrift 










Hope - a place to watch 
the trees grow
BREADNER VETERINARY SbKViuta
FNV' DR. SHELLEY BREADNER D.V.M.
Pi vW provide
a mobile service for horses.
Z144A Keating XRd. 652-9700 Saanichton
By Hugh Nash 
Special to The Review
The main highways in Alaska, during the state’s short and 
frantic summer, are alive with speeding autos crammed full of 
tourists who take only a few days to experience this northern 
state which is large enough to swallow British Columbia and 
California, and still have room for all three maritime province 
plus a chunk of Southern Ontario.
The autos play tag around lurching camper vans and pickup 
trucks.
Everything is hurry, hurry. No time to waste. Winter’s coming; 
school’s just around the comer; the scenery will disappear. Take 
two pictures and move on.
But not every Alaskan holiday need increase the sale of anti­
acids. There are quiet back pockets in Alaska’s jeans if you just 
turn off the beaten tracks and avoid tlic most publicizal areas.
One such spot is Hope, population 224, a fonner gold rush 
town, 100 miles from Anchorage on the south shore of Tumagain 
Arm and only 16 miles west of busy Highway 1 which leads 
south to Seward where thousands of fishermen stand shoulder to 
shoulder casting for salmon.
There’s good salmon fishing in the Hope area too. Pinks in the 
three to five pound range arc numerous in July and August and 
nearby creeks spawn enough Dolly Varden fill even the largest 
sizzling pan. It’s easy to find your own private sjxit.
If you’re looking for a hub of commercial activity and exciting 
night life, stay away from Hope. But its two stores, three cafes, 
one gas station and handful of motels can supply your basic 
needs. Hope is not an extension of tawdry Anchorage.
It’s a place to watch trees grow, look for beluga whales chasing 
salmon in Tumagain (named by the British explorer Captain 
Cook because after exploring yet another inlet, had to turn again 
to get out), pan lazily for gold missed by early miners, or dis­
cover sunbeams during a quiet, woodsy walk among the spruce, 
hemlock, alder and cottonwoods.
Tumagain Arm is actually a fjord and has one of the highest 
tidal variations in the world, more than 32 feet (10 metres). Tidal 
bores are frequently seen.
A good place to start soaking up Hope atmosphere is in the 
town itself. Wander along its few streets and peek into gardens 
beside the log homes. Smell the roses on the other side of the 
fences.
Many of the buildings go back 100 years to the gold rush days. 
The Hope Social Hall, built at the turn of the century, abandoned 
in the 1950s but later declared an historic building, has been 
given a new roof and rejuvenated for town meetings, elections, 
square dances, potluck dinners and even the occasional basket- 
bdlgame.
Grab a coffee, snack or a full meal at the Seaview Cafe at the 
' end of Main Street. Owners Joyce and Don Ohr are full of local 
lore and Don, a barrel of a man, has co-authored a 45-page book­
let, A Place Called Hope, which he’s pleased to let you browse 
through - or buy for $6 US.
Hope wasn’t always a quiet spot. It got its start in 1895 when a 
dozen cabins were built by miners taking gold from nearby 
■ 'Resufrectioh,'Six Mile, Palmer and Bear Creeks. There;was a
five-year, stretch’ of k:avefmining^which‘by;the^carlyl90ps^ Was;
beginning to wind down. Serious rhining petered out in the 1940s 
but even today some claims arc still providing a living for a few
industrious souls. r- . ,
Relics of tlic gold rush days arc almost impossible lo find along
the creeks. "The environmental people made the mining people 
get rid of it all," Ohr said. "So they just dug a hole and buried it."
There arc the remains of a cabin and a sawmill on the 3.5-milc 
Gull Rock trail which heads west from the Forest Service Por­
cupine Campground at the end of the highway a mile or so past 
Hope. It’s an easy aail and you arc treated to views of Tumagain 
Arm and ice-covered mountains in the distance.
Other trails lead into the mountains of the Chugach National 
Forest. Ambitious hikers might want to tackle the 38.6-milc 
Resurrection Pass trail. It’s a popular trail and reservations arc 
required if you want to bed down in one or more of the nine, 
trail-side Forest Service log cabins - cost $15 a night.
There’s a whole network of trails in the mountains. It’s just a 
matter of deciding between a picnic beside a waterfall and a trek 
above tree line. You might even catch a meal in one of the many 
streams or lakes.
Occasionally a brown (grizzly) or black bear will want to join 
in the fishing or sec what you have in camp. It’s best to let ilic 
bear have its look around.
There’s an easy way to tell a black from a grizzly. If you climb 
a tree after annoying a bear and it follows you up and chews on 
you, it’s a black bear. But a grizzly can’t climb trees so it will 
push the tree over - and then chew on you. It’s best to give bears 
a wide berth. After all you’re in tlieir territory, they’re not in 
yours.
Hope sits on the northern edge of the Kenai (pronounced keen 
eye) Peninsula which hangs by a 10-milc-widc sinew of land like 
a wattle of earth, ice and mountains under Alaska’s chin. The 
Kenai Borough is home to over 40 per cent of Alaska’s sports 
fishing and is rated as one of the world’s most heavily populated 
areas for moose. Wolves roam the woods and caribou play in the 
high lands.
According to Ohr, you can stand on Hope’s Main Street with 
binoculars, and watch white Dali sheep and mountain goats 
"bring their kids out into the sunshine on the sheer, rocky crags" 
towering above the town.
The sheep may not remember the violent earthquake that 
rocked the town on Good Friday, March 27, 1964, but the resi­
dents certainly do.
A Place Called Hope says that the ground heaved and rolled; 
people were thrown against walls; canned goods flew from 
shelves and rolled about the floors; a large section of town 
dropped seven feet and the sea rushed in.
Homes were swept away, orchards destroyed and the store Ohr 
now owns "stood in several feet of water." Concerned residents 
jacked it up and now it stands as the last building at the end of 
Main Street. You can stand on its porch, gaze seaward, and not
envy those people almost a quarter century ago who scrambled to 
save their town after they had saved themselves. Miraculously, 
no one in Hope was killed or seriously injured.
Now, other than the occasional mild earth rattle, a common oc­
currence throughout Alaska, life pretty much just coasts along in 
Hope. So if you plan a whirlwind; tour of the 50th state and want 
to insert some quiet, breath-catching time into your program, pull 
off the road at Hope and take time to watch tlic trees grow, 
i For further information, write; iChugach National Forest, An- 
fehorage Ranger-District? P.O. Bp%l 10469, Anchorage, Alaska, 
99511; or Anchorage Convention and Visitors Bureau, 201 E. 
Third Avenue, Anchorage, Alaska, 99501; or State of Alaska 

















Echoing itself, North Saanich 
council confirmed nine 
committce-of-tlie-whole deci­
sions at last Wednesday s 
special meeting.
Council agreed to defer any 
decision on connecting 
Dunsmuir l-odge to the 
municipal sewer sysiem until 
after an on-site sewage disposal 
report is received in mid- 
August.
The lodge, operated by tlie 
University of Victoria, requires 
connection to the municipal 
sysiem to meet Waste Manage­
ment Branch requirciiients and 
because the existing tile Held is 
substandard.
Tenders for four firms bid­
ding on tlic official community 
planupdate will be considered 
after they make presentations to 
North .Saanich council. Hyltiw 
amendments on imderground 
power requirements, tclciihoue 
and cablevisiou are to be reler' 
red to the upcoming community 
plan review.
The Benes Creek storm sewer 
project will go to tender as soon 
as the municipal engineer has 
finali/cd the plans aiid cit.sc- 
menl, discussed tlie project with 
the affected property owners 
and reported back to North
Saanich council.
Use of Kanishay Park by the 
Sun.set Riding Club was referred 
to municipal staff for review. 
Council is to receive a report on 
the issue at its Aug. 29 meeting, 
after which the park u.se may be 
referred to the parks commis­
sion and the municipal .solicitor 
for comment.
The parks commission was 
directed to consider installation 
of garbage containers at Chalet 
Beach and other beaches when
preparing the 1989 budget.
Council agreed to purchase a 
1979 grader from Finning Ltd. 
for $70,0(X), provided municipal 
staff find the equipment accep­
table.
Council also agreed to pur­
chase of an asphalt roller from 
the company for $7,519.
The extension of cither 
Falkirk Avenue or .lura Road 
was tabled by North Saanich 
council to give residents a 
chance to work out a mutually
acceptable access in the area. 
Acting mayor Bill Taylor noted 
residents are now meeting and 




PRICES EFFECTIVE WHILE STOCK LASTS OR UNTIL AUGUUST 13th, 1988
“Good Neighbor”
Cedar Fencing Panels T^rnmr
.......










1 X 6x4stk.nohole ..........
1 xBxSsTK. NO HOLE..........
1 X 8 X 6 STK.no HOLE...........
















1x8 Rough Codfir Random Longlh..... per lln. 
4x4x8 Troaled Ponce Posts........
lin.
Ri JOIN CAPITAL IRON in 
SIDNEY’S NEWEST RETAIL CENTRE
RETAIL COMMERCIAL SPACE 800-5000 sq.n. AVAILABLE 
QUALITY BUILDING, EXCELLENT LOCATION









4 X 4 X 9TreatedPencDPosts....... ............ - ir
............... -..... . ....—^AfJA DA’SCjKkfuiat HNISHXNG STOll EJ-
WINDSOFl Windsor Plywood
(iiIfwirir^Fi fiiaii'i [mumMi
2120 KEATING X ROAD
652-5632 MON-FHI«;00am-S;30pm SATURDAY 8:30 ®m*5:00 pm
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Glance af the wall a history
lesson at ANAF hall
History hangs on the wall at 
the Army, Navy Air Force hall 
in Sidney.
By VALORIE LENNOX 
Review Staff Writer
A gleaming brass insignia 
that decorated an artillery
Notice
Make no Furniture purchases until you 
see the NO INTEREST, NO DOWN 
PAYMENT, NO PAYMENTS TILL 
FEBRUARY 28, 1989 flyer coming in 
next week's paper.
Broujght to you
helmet before the turn of the 
century is nestled in a display 
case among an array of more 
than 374 military badges from 
the past 100 years.
A Maxim machine gun, 
liberated from the Germans 
during fighting in the First 
World War, rests next lo the Sc-
^ .-.■.V,>2513BEA<X>NAVE
656'-3724^.











TODD PRIBILSKY, M.Sc. 
Audiologist C.C.C. 
Gov't. Licensed
“To Hear Better is to Live Better’
RE: LIQUOR COWTRGL AND LICENSING ACT 
: : ;APPL!GAT!ONTOR 
(fVlARINE PUBLIC HOUSE) UCENGE
It is the intention of the undersigned to apply; pursuant to the provi­
sions of. the Liquor Control and Licensing Act, to the General 
Manager, Liquof Cohtfcii and Liceti’sirig Branch, Victoria, B.C. for a 
Marine Public House licence to operate a licensed establishment on 
the premises situated at: Legal Description— Lot B, Section 11, 
Range 4 East, and District Lot 1, North Saanich District, Plan 40364. 
Municipal Description — the property located immediately to the 
north and to the east of Seaport Place, Sidney, B.C. which property 
does not yet have a municipal address.
APPLICANT: Sidney Pier Holdings Ltd.
The above type of licence permits the sale of all types of alcoholic 
beverages by the glass on the premises for 14 continuous hours, bet­
ween 9:00 a.m. and 12:00 midnight, Monday through Saturday 
Hours may be extended until 1:00 a m. but only on Fridays and Satur 
days. Sunday hours are also permitted between 11:00 a.m. and 
12:00 midnight. This type of licence also permits the sale of beer, 
cider and coolers by the bottle for consumption off the premises.
Residents located within a 6 block area or Vz mile radius of the prO' 
posed site are requested to register any comments by writing to: 
GENERAL MANAGER
LIQUOR CONTROL AND LICENSING BRANCH 
PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS 
VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA 
V8V1X4
Written opinions must be received by 26 August, 1988 to be con­
sidered,
, yWV,.. ^
A SOVIET ODYSSEY 
SUZANNE ROSENBERG
In our own mile corner of the world, all too often we look out with 
smug satlGfactlon on the rest ol the world oblivious to the hard­
ships laced by others.
"A Soviet tXlyssey" by Suzanne Rosonboig is a candid explora­
tion ol the tenor and injustices Iricod by ono woman, 11 Is a story 
that will "open your eyes" to a world that is quite foreign to many 
of us: unfortunately, to some Ihe tale is all too familiar,
Rosenborg was bom in Poland and her family immigrated to 
Cantrda when she was a young child. However, due to her 
mother's atronrj belief In the Socialist Movement, the (amily 
relocated to R(jssln The mother had tiopeci a revolution would oc­
cur in Canada, airnilar to the Russian Revolution but achieving bet­
ter tesuKc than it had In Russila, h
“A Soviet Odysaov’' lolls how Rosenborg had lo use oxlremo cau­
tion not to crifize Ihe goverr'tment lo ariyono, This did not prevent 
her ultirnate ancisi, ,
The author reflects upon her lime in tho Russian prisons and 
Intxiur can'rpfj.
While "A Soviet (.Xiyssey" may seem like a tarrihly opfxjresslve 
story, rttoderfi need to be made aware of the gross unfairness that 
some poopict are being subjocted to. Suzanne Rosenborg more
accoiT’iplk'i'fiuc tfliM . ,
Avwlinblo at:
A BOOKSTORE A MORE
4th a Beacon Open 8 am-10 pm EVERY DAY
HARRY NUNN poses with one of museum’s residents
cond World War Bren Gun used 
by the Allies.
There’s a Sten gun, quickly 
and cheaply made during the 
Second World War, that 
museum curator Harry Nunn 
describes as “the most 
dangerous weapon ever made 
because you could kill yourself 
with it.”
One young Canadian soldier 
did die when one of the 
lightweight machine guns ac­
cidently discharged.
Shattered airman’s goggles 
bear witness to the 1917 battle in 
which Nanaimo pilot Leonard 
Francis was shot down in com­
bat. With the goggles are Fran­
cis’ helmet and wings, worn by 
the Royal Flying Corps 
member, and the joystick from 
his First World War plane.
‘‘The aim of it is for people to 
come in and see some of the ex­
hibits. It’s a military museum,” 
Nunn says, explaining that the 
Sidney branch of the ANAF 
took over the provincial collec­
tion in 1982.
The branch is designated as 
the museum unit for the pro­
vince and Nunn has devoted 
several years to organizing, 
cataloguing and arranging the 
display.
Last year the local club 
recognized his efforts by presen­
ting him with the Earl Grant 
Award, naming him the 1987 
member of the year.
Nunn, who works full-time as 
a school custodian, sees his 
volunteer curator’s position as a 
chance to indulge his interest in 
military history — without pay­
ing the money to collect the ar­
tifacts himself.
But the ANAF branch has lit­
tle money to spend on the col­
lection, he stresses, so it’s 
always seeking donations from 
veterans and their families.
One such donation included 
the medals and memorabilia 
from the First World War 
which once belonged to past 
ANAF Pacific Command padre 
Harry Berry. Included in the 
collection is the card from then 
Princess Mary given to the 
veterans.
A recent coup was the ac­
quisition of 11 mannequins and 
First and Second World War 
uniforms assembled by a private 
collector. Nunn hopes to soon 
have at least two of the manne­
quins on display in the club’s 
lounge.
As much as possible, donors 
names are displayed with the 
items.
There have been some 
notable contributions from 
local people. The late Anthony 
Clark, a onetime member of the 
Saanich police, contributed 
beautifully detailed paintings of 
military ships based on 
photographs.
Alan Greensides of Sidney 
devoted 150 hours to the crea­
tion of an exact scale model of 
the HMCS Haida, making 
many of the minute parts 
himself.
‘‘Everything is to scale. It’s a 
beautiful Job,” Nunn says. The 
three-foot long model is pro­
minently displayed in the club 
lounge.
A colorful section of wall 
bears ship’s crests, both original 
and copies, dating back to the 
Rainbow. One of Canada’s first 
destoyers, the Rainbow sailed 
from 1910 until 1920.
There are photographs and 
paintings of ships and planes, 
plus a special shifting display 
board for military photographs. 
Especially interesting are 
photographs from the Royal 
Air Force station at Patricia 
Bay during the Second World 
War. Nunn also has copies of 
the monthly magazine put out 
by the base.
There are non-working 
replicas of British, German and 
Italian revolvers dating back to 
the Second World War, samples 
of grenades, gas masks, dag­
gers, mortar bombs, bayonets, 
rifles, a bazooka and wickedly 
curved Australian bush knives.
One arresting display, 
especially for regalia lovers, is a 
collection of Nazi badges, 
medals and dress daggers, 
marked with imperial eagles or 
swastikas.
All items are securely fasten­
ed in place and many are in 
display cases.
The 1,100 members of the 
Sidney unit can see the display 
at any time. Non-member^iean 
visit at the invitation of' a 
member. Nunn can be reached 
by calling 656-4190.
He plans to continue 
upgrading the collection.
‘‘It is memories for the old 
veterans and education for 
suceeding generations.”
ANAF helps charity 
with meat draw
Saanich Peninsula charitable 
organizations are the real win­
ners at meat draws held at the 
hall of the Army, Navy and Air 
Force Veterans, Sidney 
Museum Unit 302, each week.
Many of the more than 1,100 
members pack into the club Fri­
day and Saturday afternoons, 
eager to buy $1 tickets and try 
their luck at svinning a welcome 
addition to their freezers.
Organizers estimate $I0.(KK) 
to $15,(X)() goes to Saanich 
Peninsula charities every three 
months. Etich week over $l,0(K) 
worlli of meat is placed next to 
a drum full of tickets. Within 
two hours five ptickages of 
steaks, chicken or roast beef 
have gone liome with five win­
ners.
“'Wc get the money from the 
Saanich Peninsula, so it goes 
back to the Saanich Peninsula,” 
said publicity chairman Rene 





. FULLY LICENSED -
Super Summer Specials!
The hospital, the institute for 
the blind, baseball teams, cubs 
and scouts, and numerous other 
non-profit organizations benefit 
from ANAF donations.
‘‘It goes mainly for the elder­
ly and to the kids,” Gagnon 
said. ‘‘Wc wish wc could donate 
more.”
Any organization on the 
Saanich Peninsula can send a 
letter to the club executive for 
consideration of a donation, 
Gagnon said.
Five draws of five prizes each 
are made Friday and Saturdays 
starting at 5 p.m, By 7:30 p,m, 
all the draws arc imttle and 
many of the ticket buyer,s have 
gone home for dinner,
Other members then come in­
fo the 230-seal club ■in plenty 
of lime for the live band, whicli 
takes the stage at 9 p.m.
Every three months 
who bought tickets 
another chance to win. 
draw is made from all 
sold in the past threemonths. 
The grand prize winner receives 
$250, second prize is $I(K) and 
third is $50.
TTie ANAF Indies auxiliary 
looks after ticket sales and 






COMBO FOR ONE 
CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
CHICKEN FRIED WCE 
SiSDONELEWPORK ■






CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
CHICKEN FRIED RICE 
BEEF CHOP SUfcV 
m BONELESS PORK 
0,F. PRAWNS 





FAMILY SIZE WONTON SOUP 
rr PAN FRIED PRAWNS WITH QARLIC 
BLACK BEANS
rr ALMOND GUY DINQ CHOP SUEY 
■r SPECIAL FRIED RICE ONLY 
s CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
SiSriONELESSPORK 
(.Sftrvos 4*5 Person# w
tl^0»ocirc8i priority
OPEN 11:00 AM TUE.-SUN (Except mmp)
uOaMirwuww Oa'i r*W «,<* «>«> WAuii ^
a
Uc,search i,s a lop pi ioi ily of The 
Arthritis .Society, Modem neat* 
mcnl can check disability but it 
cannot clinuntne the di.seasc.
The Aitliriti.s Society asks your 
help to coniinne tins vital rC' 
searcit elTort
F'or free inrormaiion. plea.se 
write or call Danda Hnmphtey.s, 
Coiniminiciilion.s Coordinator. 
Tlic Arthritis Society, B.C, and 
Yukon Division. H9.S West UHh
V'»ne'''nv(‘»*, tTC' w/sv ii ‘i
vWinc. 879.7511, UK*,d 310 or 
AM
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Pier power upgrade promised by feds
A $250,000 power upgrade of PatCrofton. Siddon noted the present Siddon had announced con-
Tsehum Harbour in Sidney was The work, slated to start this power system is obsolete and struction of the $2 million
announced Aug. 2 by federal winter, will replace two-thirds can’t handle the number of breakwater for Sidney.
Minister of Fisheries Tom Sid- of the existing power system by boats moored at the govern- “I can’t afford to come many
don and Esquimalt-Saanich MP next spring. ment wharf. more times,” Siddon quipped.
‘‘When everybody hooks on. He suggested the community 
they’re pulling more power than consider instituting a harbor 
the system can deliver,” he said. authority similar to the authori- 
He refuted suggestions that ty recently established in Port 
the announcement was a pre- Hardy under a five-year agree- 
election ploy. ‘‘There have been ment w-ith the ministry.
Is your pet on 
a special diet?
We carry a complete 















^2 10223 McDonald Park RoadEs:
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a lot of good announcements After leaving Sidney, Siddon 
for B.C. in the past four years visited the Gulf Islands, an-
and there will be lots of good nouncing $47,000 in upgrading
announcements in the future.” to hulford Harbour, $143,000 
Harry Brooks, operations of- i,” improvements at Ganges, 
ficer for tlie Pacific Region to harbor
Small Craft Harbours Branch, tacihties at Crofton and $62 000 
described the present electrical m whai I lepaiis at Dcgnen Bay. 
system at Tsehum Harbour as 
‘‘a bit derelict.”
Mooring at the harbor has in­
creased and the commercial 
fishing fleet, which the it’s in- 
letided to serve, now uses more 
electrical equipment. The har­
bor serves an estimated 1,000 
vessels atinuaily. Brooks said.
‘‘We've h;id quite a few com­
plaints about the power,”
Brooks said, explaining that the 
present system breaks down 
when too many vessels try to 
draw power.
Crofton congratulated the 
minister on increased efforts 
made by Fisheries Canada to 
resolve west coast problems.
Siddon said the small craft 
liarbors budget alone had been 
increased by $150 million, most 
of which is going towards 
upgrading harbors used 
primarily by commercial 
fishermen.
‘‘This is part of what we do to 
look after the facilities, which is 
the job we have been elected to 
do,” Siddon said.
‘‘If people think we are doing 
the job right, we will be re­
elected.”
Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey, 
on hand for the announcement, 
thanked Siddon for coming 
with another project for the 
community. On his last visit,
Feed ffinra
Sidney, B.C. 655-4433
PIXIE CARROT belongs to Saanichton resident Jack 
Todd. He found the deformed vegetable in his garden 













SA UFAT S/DNFr SUPER FOODS
THE REAL LESS PRICE STORE
.,1O0DS
SINCE SidnBY By The Sea
1964
WHILE STOCKS LAST.
HOME OF SAVINGS FOR 
GROCERIES, PRODUCE & MEAT
WINDOWS SMASHED
About five windows worth 
about $600 were smashed on the 
south side of Stelly’s School 
sometime between 12:15 and 6 
a.m. Aug. 4.
Central Saanich police report 
no entry was gained to the 
school and nothing was stolen. 



























WE ALWAYS PRODUCE MORE FOR YOUR FOOD DOLLARS AT SIDNEY FOODS—GUARANTEED-
^ Nx f r t j h ^ ^ ^ f '
tk' ft k i t ‘ ^ ‘" i ' ' ' ' J H
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fo'i Ii ' A ’ I’Mili I
pi SiwI wl irnBimB:
CUT GRADE‘A’BEEF « *
BLADE CROSS i 39




LAMB............ ...... ......5.71 kg Im lb.
WHY PAY MORE
READY TO SERVE 4^
HAM?roN........
WHY PA Y MORE
1 BONELESS BEEF “199
j CHUCK CROSS RIB STEAKS4.39kg i h,.
1 BONELESS BEEF '“165
j BLADE CHUCK STEAKS,.3.64kg 1 ib,
1 FRESH CUT BEEF OOC
j BRISKET B.B.Q. RIBS ..i.ofika 0!J,I
1 LEAN GROUND BEEF.,.3,63ko 1 .i,.
FRESH IMPORTED 047
LAMB LOIN CHOPS. 7.65kg 0 m
FRESH SHOULDER BUTT i 49
PORK ROAS rS Boneless ,3.28 kg i ib, 
FRESH SHOULDER BUn “139
PORK STEAKS............. a.oekg 1 m
FRESH BREADED “179
PORK CUTLETS .......... 3.95 kg 1 m
READY TO SERVE “109
HAM bull Portion.................... .,..2.40 kg I ib.
READY TO SERVE <41 Q9
HAM STEAK........ .........4.39kg 1 m. 1
-SCNEIDER'S FROZEN- g%OQ•SAUSAGE ROLLS. ,.6ooqZ Ob, 
•QUICHE LORRAINE 2oog 439
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OENEFIM.Mll.Lfl
• FRUIT WRINKLES i5io
• NATUBAl, VAlLtiV
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niiAwi D,*' McVITIES «« n / ZIPLOC PLASTIC -I 217LIFE CEREALS ...mj RICH BISCUITS..... .........aoog r' STORAGE BAGS , .........
CRISPIX CEREAL..........isog i HANDI-WRAP............. ..aombox I
SAVE MORE ON FROZEN FOODS-- ( UQUID 1 L Rodll.............. ............ £
“I ' ( IVORY t*1ll/l 7
® UlQUID SOAP Rofill 500 mLr. ,,£^^
I ♦ SWANSON tirrr
CHICK! N 
azfiq timKf V ,i 17 (t.v. dinners
■ H MINUTE MAID
MMSTHON0; j ctAiORANGE PUNCH .,3SS mL
• CREAM CHEESE »«'>•. If •amrmmmm swee
PARMESAN CHEESE.......^ ....
-j09
KRAFT CRACKER BARREL 







fl i 7 8UNIHIRST ASST’D, TTC PURINA
,.300 mi.. CUP OF. NOODLE..,..,,,./oo ' DOG OHd'W ,.,,
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A beaulilui damasK tici<ing quiUec to iayefs 
ot Seaiy foam ovef tne finest grade cotton 
felt give a comfort ar>d ouraDiiity guaranteed 
tosat•s^/-
Tne universally oopuiar 3t2 coil count in-
fiersonnq ur^it nas a
maiiress industry over many years.
The unchallenged Seaiy patented torS'Ori 
bar base ensures a longer life and belter 
support to the wnoio sleep set
TWIN 2 pee. 1 698. y2 pfiss 349*
jpULL 2 pee. 898. |y2'ifis|,44i.
QUEEN 2 pee. 998.
iKtNG 3 pee.
1,498. [l^ pfb749j
SUGG. SELL V2 PRICE
TWIN 2-pce. set 1460“ I 729®“
DOUBLE 2-pce. set 1720“ 859““
QUEEN 2-pce. set 1960“ 979““
LUXURY ELITE; Pathe quilted to 1” super soft foam. 
Imported Danask cover. Upholstered with 14” luxury firm 





10*4 iftJ'V ri Yr n i .“ I? ■. a U -■ 'vja I ;1 a, a i « .i
•f :*Lrt* V? 1? l-i ■ V*5-
TWIN 2 pee. set 1,170. 1 471. Si9., i;
FULL 2 pee. set 1,400. ' 601.
QUEEN 2 pee. set 1,600. 701. s;.-- SgSfS
KING 2 pee. set 2,140. 941. iiiiiis1 a SSn ■ , 1
Take home our KALORA 
decorator carpets and see 
how tantalizing your home 
can become! Place them 
by your bedside 
alongside your sofabed 
Finish off your 
bedroom with this limited 
time special.
30-40% OFF ENTIRE 
INVENTORY!
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Lifetime warranty on mechanism and frame. 
T.V. headrest; tilt over cleaning action; top 
grade spring filledmattresses. Large choice of 
colours.
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Neva! Gun Run steeped in history
Mi
ENGLISH BULL DOG, 
Lance Corporal Ar­
chibald (Grunt) Hender­
son II, is the mascot for 
the U.S. Marine Corps 
Security Force company 
from Bangor, Wash. Ar­
chie is two years old and 
travels with the company 
all over North America.
During the 17th century guns 
weighing almost one ton were 
carried aboard ships and often 
put ashore in support of land 
operations.
story and photos 
by Glenn Workman
NAVAL GUN RUN brought military operations of the 17th century to the minds and 
eyes of hundreds of Saanich Peninsula residents who took in the Canadian Navy 
display at the Panorama Leisure Centre last Thursday.
ABOARD A GRIZZLY AVGP armored vehicle outside 
the Panorama Leisure Centre Thursday was Cpl. Carey 
Mountain, a member of the Canadian Forces army per­
sonnel. Artillery and other items were examined by 
many while on display in the parking lot.
Today, the Naval Gun Run 
competitions between Canadian 
navy forces from the East and 
West coasts require the same 
strength, agility, determination 
and teamwork, a GFB Es- 
qiiimalt information officer 
says.
“It is a challenging-and 
vigorous contest requiring the
competing crews to manhandle 
a heavy and cumbersome field 
gun of the 1812 period through 
a series of formidable 
obstacles,” says Lt. M. 
Ferland.
Competing teams of 35 peo­
ple each race the gun to a wall, 
dismantle it, climb the wall, 
span a 30-foot chasm and fire 
the gun.
The gun is again disassembl­
ed, carried back over the chasm, 
assembled and fired.
Not even that’s enough.
-'.The gun, isv-disassembled 
• again, carried through a hole in
the wall and raced to the finish 
line. The winner is the crew that 
completes the course in the 
fastest time, less any penalty 
points deducted for infractions 
of competition rules.
Last Thursday the West 
Coast team completed the more 
than 100-foot-long course in 
two minutes 26 seconds. The 
East Coast team did it in two 
minutes 29 seconds.
Each wheel weighs about 150 
lb., the carriage about 475 lb. 
and the cannon about 250 lb.
-in 1967 sailors averaged; 
about four minutes to complete
the run.
“The high standards and 
team spirit produced in this 
event have resulted in life-long 
bonds of friendship and shared 
commitment to excellence that 
will be carried throughout these 
men’s naval careers,” Ferland 
says.
Accompanying the Naval 
Gun Run Thursday at 
Panorama were the City of Vic­
toria Pipe Band, the Silent Drill 
Team of the United States 
Marines from Bangor, Wash., 
and the National 
Naval Rdservei
DUni in! Y PRP.S!=MTS
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^PURCHASE ANY SNORKELLING PACKAGE
r-A? 4^^ (MASK, FINS, SNORKEL)
AND YOU WILL RECEIVE:
(A) PROFESSIONAL SCUBA
i'NSf RUCflON FROM ^ '
VANCOUVER ISLAND’S 




(B) 10 HOURS OF ACADEMIC TRAINING
(C) 10 HOURS OF POOL TRAINING
(WE MAKE SURE YOU'RE COMFORTABLE 
BEFORE GOING IN THE OCEAN!)
(D) FOUR OPEN WATER (OCEAN)
TRAINING DIVES
(E) INTERNATIONAL OPEN WATER 
DIVER CERTIFICATION.
ON SALE
/one equipment rental ,
CARD: WHICH ALLOWS YOU\ ^
TO MAKE 5 SCUBA DIVES Q
AFTER YOUR COURSE WITH jr LIJu 
OUR RENTAL EQUIPMENT!?!
onlyS150«“
•ru’ruNDAni.F on eouipment 
PACKAOr; inmCHASE









NEXT BEGINNERS COURSE STARTS IN CSQUIMALT, AUGUST 15th, 1908
US'for A FUN DIVE!!! ;;
SUNDAY,AUGUST21,19«B-WEWILLBHBOATDIV!NGINTHE 
"GULF ISLANDS” COST $a0/r-V?r«f»n - $50 WITH EQUIPMENT.
S STAR TRAINING FACILITY
SIDneV iURP fT 5CUBfl
2537 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY, B.C,
656-9202
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THERE’S TWO PLACES YOU CAN 
POUR A GOOD CUP OF COFFEE 
. . . HOME AND . - -
THE
BRENTWOOD BAY SHOPPING CENTRE 652-1192
PROVINCIAL LOSS
Sad day for Hotel
fastball team
The banner was up in left 
field and more than 15 fans had 
travelled to the Lower Mainland 
to cheer on their team, but Sun­
day ended as a sad day for the 
Hotel Sidney mixed fastball 
team.
By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
Hotel Sidney lost two games 
during the final day of the 
three-day B.C. Championship 
tournament to end up in fourth 
place overall.
“We had really high hopes 
going into it and didn’t get the 
breaks when we needed them,’’ 
said coach Joe Sparrow. Hotel 
was the silver medal winner last 
year in the provincials.
Saturday ended with the team 
right where the players wanted 
it. They beat the Vancouver 
North Shore Blue Jays 15-2 in a 
morning game.
Starting pitcher .Mike Merrett 
threw six strikeouts for a four- 
hitter to help his team to the win 
in five innings. Reliever Ai Reid 
struck out two batters and 
allowed one hit in the fifth.
Then the locals crushed Oak 
Bay Guesthouse 11-5, with Mer­
rett throwing out four batters
and allowing seven hits.
Sunday morning the excite­
ment was in the air. The game 
was close, but it ended with 
Hotel’s first loss.
The team was leading 10-9 in 
the top of the seventh and final 
inning against the Dusters — a 
Richmond team defending the 
provincial championship it 
earned last year, after beating 
Hotel in the medal round.
The Dusters had last bats and 
made the most of them. A pinch 
hitter cranked it over the fence 
with one runner on base to give 
the home-town team an ll-lO 
win.
Merrett threw a lO-hitter with 
no strikeouts. Hotel was up 10-6 
at one point in the game. Spar­
row said.
The loss put Hotel into the 
losers’ round. The team went up 
against the Canterbury Spirits 
Sunday morning.
Reid started and Merrett 
completed the pitching chores 
for a 12-4 win in five innings.
Hotel played again, this time 
against the Vancouver 86ers. 
Final score was a 5-1 loss for 
Hotel and the end of the line.
Hotel batters had four hits in 
the entire game, Sparrow said.
The 86ers went on to win the 
losers’ round and on to the win­
ners’ circle after beating the 
Dusters 9-2 and 17-3.
The Richmond Giants finish­
ed in third place and Hotel took 
fourth spot.
Top batters on the tourna­
ment for the local team were 
Dean Christante, with a .706 
average, nine RBIs and four 
home runs; Tony Floor, with a 
.667 average and two RBIs; 
Shane Griffey, with a .632 
average and four RBIs; and Joe 
Benning, with a .583 average 
and five RBIs.
Left fielder Liz Ter Mors bat­
ted .400 for eight RBIs and 
played a fantastic game in out 
field.
“She played the best ball I’ve 
ever seen her play,’’ Sparrow 
said. A great catch against Oak 
Bay and another later in the 
tournament made her per­
formance outstanding, he said.
Final standings for the team 
— after league games, tour­
naments and the provincials are 
counted — are 32 wins and five 
losses.
“Overall it was a great 
season. It just ended up too 
quickly there,’’ Sparrow said.
The RCMP team, with members from Sidney and Colwood, played the team from 
Tillers last Friday night in the second game of a best-of-five series to determine the 
top team in Panorama Leisure Centre’s adult ball hockey league. Tillers won the 
match 4-3 to take a two-game lead.
Track ‘86 on track
Tenders have been opened 
but no contract has been award­
ed for one of two companies to 
lay a unique synthetic track sur­
face near Parkland School, 
Track ‘86 president Chris 
Doman said Monday.
“We’re definitely going to
have a six lane track,’’ Doman 
said. Both bids were a little 
below the $150,000 maximum 
set by Track ‘86 and have now 
been passed on to consultants.
Doman expects the contract 
will be awarded this week and 


















installed by the first week of 
September. i
The new facility will feature 
long jump, pole vault and high 
jump facilities beside the 400- 
metre track.
Since 1984 about $400,000 
has been raised through fun- 
:draisersv.!,dancesv^ the - sale of 
firewood and the sale of declic'a- 
tionsjcpf one-metre sections, of 
the track for $500 each.
“These dates are all tentative 
but we are hoping to be, ready 
for the end of September,’’ 
Doman said.
When the project was started 
in 1984 organizers thought two 
years would be a good target 
date, naming it Track ’86, 
Doman said.
“We’re running a little late 
but it’s getting close,’’ he said. 
The track will be named once 
it’s completed.
J'he track is being built on. 
about seven acres of a 14-acre' 
parcel Ihe Saanich School 
District leases from the 
Memorial Park Society. The 
society owns about 40 acres and 
is building ball diamonds and a 
park in the northwest corner 
beside tlic Pat Pay Highway. ,
The track will be ;i eomiiumi- 
ly facility with the .school taking 
priority for u.sc during .school 
hours, Doman said. The .school 
board has agreed to maintain it,
Tillers and RCMP fight 
for boll hockey sypremacy
Tillers and the RCMP were 
fighting it out in the final best- 
of-three championship series in 
ball hockey at the Panorama
Leisure Centre.
Tillers won 4-2 last Wednes­
day and 4-3 last Friday, to take 
a two-game lead over the Moun-
'Bqil Hockey; Final Standings-
vv L T,: GF,: GAPTS
TILLERS' 12 2 '4^': 128 '45’ 28
RCMP 12 5 1 89 61 25
76’ERS 11 4 3 106 46 25
VIC. POLICE ASSOC 10 5 3 86 75 23
SPORTSTRADERS 9 4 5 84 50 23
CAPITALS 10 6 2 103 46 22
BEARS 9 7 2 70 54 20
BULLETS 6 8 4 86 70 16
MAROONS 6 9 3 77 86 15
BRAVES 4 12 2 50 122 10
CHARGERS 2 14 2 47 111 6

















































In round two of the playoffs 
earlier, the Mounties won two 
straight games, 2-1 and 5-3, to 
eliminate the 76ers in a best-of- 
three series. ,
' Tillefs -beat out the Victoria 
Police Aslsociation with scores 
of 4-2 and 5-3 to win their best- 
of-three series and advance to 
the final round.
Eight teams competed in 
grueling single-game knockout 
round one action late last 
month.
Tillers beat the Bullets 8-2 
and the RCMP beat the Bears 5- 
2.
To qualify for round two the 
67cr.s beat the Capitals 3-2 and 
the Victoria Police Association 
eliminated the Sportstraders 
with a 6-5 overtime win.
Tillers arc expected to take 
the championship over the 
RCMP this week, when they 
play tlic third game, and possi­




More B.C Summer Games .esults
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Saanich Peninsula aihleies 
took more 1.LC. Summer (lamc.s 
medids than eiulior reported,
During the Cuunes, hosted by 
Ottk Bay/Grcater Victoriii July 
28 to 31. uuisici.s .swimmer 
Phillip McOnnond, 41, won 
three gold, four silver and one 
bronze medal for his pet' 
fornitinecs.
The Victoria Masters Swim 
Club member, who lives on 
Central Saanich Road, won 
gold medals in the lOO-mette 
backstroke, the 200..metre 
medley relay and the 100-mctre
individual medley.
He won silver mcdiils in die 
50-metro freestyle, the 50-inetie 
backstroke, the ,5()-meirc bni- 
tcrfly and llie lOO-inctre 
breasisiroke. Ills .sole bronze 
medal came in the 50-metre 
breaststroke.
From Breniwooil Bay. 
horseshoe pitcher Dave Tyler 
won a gold medal for his per­
formance in the Division I' 
event finals, July 30 at the Vie 
loria Horseshoe Club.
Tyler won tlie medal with an 
impressive 10 wins aiul tsvo 
losses thronglioiii the compeli-
tlOli,
In orienteering. Rene I’ukilis, 
18, of ,Si<lney, (ilaeed fiflli 
overall in llic Ih-iodlLycars 
class. 1 Ic'also finished seventli 
in the relay result,'., conijiciiiU! 
w i I h lAV o fi‘ 11 o w /. o n e 6 a i h La i.' s
from Duncan.
file addition;il medals mean 
Saanich I’eninsiila athletes won 
10 gold medals, eight silver 
medals and si\ hionze medals in, 
indi’.'idnal and team events diir- 
iii).', the .Summer Games.
BCPilRKS
It’s a real holiday.
Gulf Islands Kayaking tlry it, you’ll liko ilB 
Victoria T’ai Chi doinonslrations 
Canadian Rod Cross (you may die If you 
don’t 800 this!)
Victoria Kilo Store (soo klto tlyiiHl at Its 
most oxcltinq!)
Harvoy'a Sporting Goods sponsors a
ll«‘;hiog Hr»rhy




Forry loaves Port of Skinoy ovoiy half hour (or as 
close to It as possible. EVERY ONE TRAVELS 
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Slegg Lumber 
34 non ‘ifj. ft.
Industrial/commercial space 
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Summer Games festival of sports and pride
By HUBERT BEYER
VICTORIA - By most standards, Canadians are a pretty con­
servative lot. Our eyes don’t get misty looking at the Maple Leaf 
flag.
No lump in our throats when the band strikes up Oh Canada. 
Most of the time, we don’t stand on guard for thee, but against 
any overt exhibition of national pride.
But every so often, we get caught off guard. That’s what hap­
pened to about 15,000 people attending the opening ceremonies 
of the B.C. Summer Games in Victoria. Tossing aside all conser­
vative notions, they revelled in feelings of unabashed pride, and 
for good reasons.
From the opening ceremonies, through all the competitions, to 
the closing ceremonies, the Games were spectacular. The spirit 
of both athletes and spectators was great, the organization superb 
and skies blue and warm throughout.
The opening ceremonies had more than just a passing resem­
blance to Olympic competitions. Imagine 4,800 athletes march­
ing into Centennial Stadium, set into the lush grounds of the Uni­
versity of Victoria campus.
They came from eveiy corner of the province to test their skills 
in numerous sports from track and field to under-water hockey, 
from swimming to soccer, from softball to lawn-bowling.
They weren’t all of Uiat magical age at which physical prowess 
is at its peak. The oldest competitor was well over 70, tlie 
youngest was a mere seven years old. One sfwrts writer called it 
a festival with a sports theme, a good description.
The organizational efforts that went into tlie Games was her­
culean. About 800 volunteers had been working for close to a 
year to make the Games a success. They were joined by an army 
of 4,000 more volunteers during the last four weeks, leading up 
to tlie three-day event.
The lineup of entertainment was equally impressive. The Sky 
Hawks, a crack Canadian Armed Forces sky jumper team, had 
the crowd roaring during the opening ceremonies. The Victoria 
Police Choir gave a memorable performance. So did the 
hundreds of youngsters, dancing on the stadium Held.
Throughout the Games, the athletes excelled, giving it their 
best shot. And while no Olympic or world records may have 
been broken, the spirit of the participants was every bit as high as
that which marks world-class sporting competitions.
A lot of people received praise for tlie Games during those 
three days, except the ones whose legacy they are. For those 
whose memories don’t go back that far, I would like to mention 
here the names of two people who, more than anyone else, 
deserve tlie credit for the Games.
Meet Bill Bennett and Grace McCartliy. Remember them? 
They took the germ of an idea and ran with it. Way back, in 
1976, then Premier Bennett started the ball rolling. Like every 
good idea, this one, too, was met with its share of skepticism and 
cynicism, but it look hold. The B.C. Summer and Winter Games 
have become the model sporting events, looked at with envy by 
others.
At the outset, this column was to have no negative comment. 
Unfortunately, sometliing is afoot that prompts me to introduce a 
sour note. The formal of die Games, we are told, is to be changed 
from broad-based to elitist.
What that means is the B.C. Games are no longer to be festivals 
with a sports dicme. They are no longer to be events in which 
athletes of lesser ability can compete for the sheer joy of it. No 
longer are the Games to be merely a gathering of British Colum­
bians, celebrating their own enjoyment of physical competition.
Instead, the B.C. Games are to become highly competitive. 
They are to become the testing ground for Olympic and World 
competition. What a shame. And what an alienation of a beauti­
ful idea.
Turning the B.C. Summer and Winter Games into a breeding 
ground for Olympic athletes may help bring a few more precious 
medals to our province every four years, but at what price?
I consider myself a damned good downhill skier and I was 
determined to make it into the next winter games in Nelson, but 
I’m afraid that al 53, my reflexes don’t quite measure up to those 
of 20-year-old Olympic material.
I’d never make it past the U'ials if die B.C. Games are to be­
come truly elidst. The same goes for the 74-year-old who com­
peted in last week’s summer games.
That puts the B.C. Games at cross roads. They can remain the 
"broad-based" and friendly sports festivals or they can become 
dead-serious compeddons. Which should it be? For my money. 
I’ll lake the B.C. Games just the way they are, thank you.
What do you think?
ROWBOTTOM INSURANCE BROKERS
Mr. Martin Hall is pleased to an­
nounce a new partnership with Mr. 
Vic Rouse.










Open 6 Days a Week in the
Save-On-Food Complex
383-3114
A division or Harding & Hall Ins, Ltd.
ime^
ROLL-UP ALUlilNUM AWNINOS
Sun when you want it. . . Shade when you need it. . .
Complete control of window shading 
SI Protects carpels, draperies from fading 
fi Increases the value of your home 
Bi 12 colors
life lUnc awnings need no maintenance
Sandolun Windows
856-9863
Air cadet sets CF-18 in sights
RIDE THE NEW
ferry’^
To SIDNEY SPIT PROVINCIAL PARK
From a Cessna 172 single­
engine aircraft to a CF-18
fighter jet — that’s the plan 
Travis Brassington hopes will 
fly.
By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
Last week the 17-year-old 
Stelly’s Secondary School 
honors student was in his fourth 
week of a seven-week Air Cadet 
League of Canada flying school 
scholarship at Cadet Camp Pat 
Bay.'
Brassington came up through 
the ranks of the 676 Kittyhawk 
squadron and air cadet officers 
have high prai.se for the abilities 
he demonstrates.
The commanding officer says 
he “exemplifies what we are 
hoping to achieve in the Air 
Cadet movement.’’
“Anything he touches he ex­
cels at,” .said Capt. Bernice 
Doherty. Brassington, 17, is a 
warrant officer (second cla.ss) 
and the .senior ranking officer at
Sidney’s Kittyhawk .squadron.
He signed up for air cadets in 
January 1984, and completed 
his basic training at Penhold, 
Alta.
Last summer Brassington 
received his Ministry of 
Transport glider pilot wings 
after completing the six-week 
Pacific Region Gliding School 
program in Princeton.
Brassington scored 94 per 
cent on a league test and ap­
peared before a three-member 
board before being awarded the 
scholarship, worth about 
$6,000.
A total of 27 students from 
across Canada are on flying 
scholarships at Cadet Camp Pat 
Bay. During the seven weeks 
they complete 48 hours of flying 
time and 40 hours of ground 
school before a private pilot’s 
license is issued.
It doesn’t leave much free 
time for goofing off.
“We live in proper military 
style with inspections once in a
while,” Brassington said. 
“We’re up at 5:30 a.m. and get 
to eat the wonderful food.”
Sunday is the only day off. 
Other mornings a bus arrives at 
the barracks on Kittyhawk 
Road at 7 a.m. Some students 
go to ground school at the Vic­
toria Flying Club in the morn­
ing and fly all afternoon, others 
fly in the morning and go to 
ground school in the afternoon. 
The bus returns them to bar­
racks at 4 p.m.
“Part of the fun of getting in­
to cadet camp is the pillow 
fights and herbie beaters,” 
Brassington joked. He knows 
many of the others in the camp 
from the glider school in 
Princeton and testifies to the 
camaraderie they feel.
For the future, Barssington 
plans to join the Canadian 
military, cross his fingers and 
hope for a fighter pilot’s seat.
“It’s a lot of work to get 
there,” he said. “It’s kind of if­
fy all the way through and you 
have to be the best.”
Brassington, the son of air
traffic controller Barry Brass­
ington, plans on hitting the 
books hard to stay on top in his 
bid for a fighter pilot’s seat. But 
one little detail in his physical 
examination could ruin all the 
hopes.
The distance from his hip 
bone to his knee has to be a cer­
tain length so he can eject from 
a CF-18. The first thing done is 
the measurement. If it’s too 
long, Brassington is out.
But if the measurement is 
OK, it’s off to Toronto for 
more tests. Then he may get to 
fly Musketeers and advance to 
Tudors. If all goes well the air 
force then decides to put the 
pilot into rotary aircraft, 
transport planes or fighter jets.
Brassington .says most of the 
others in the program plan to 
become commercial pilots but 
his sights are firmly set on a 
military career.
There is no military commit­
ment for air cadets after they 
leave the ranks.
“We’re trying to turn out bet­
ter Canadians,” said Doherty.
Departs doily from 
Seaport Marine Ltd.
1 block North of 
Beacon Ave. Wharf 
on Seaport Place, Sidney.
MAY 21 - SEPT. 5th
DEPARTURE TIME
V\/EEKDAYS
10 am ® 12 noon ® 2 pm ® 4 pm
WEEKENDS & HOLIDAYS 
HOURLY SERVICE: 10 am - 5 pm 
Returns on the half hour
FARES: (Round Trip)
$6 Adults $5 Seniors $4 Children
TO BOOK GROUPS OF 10-40 PERSONS
CALL (604) 655-4465
WELCOME ABOARD!
The Island’s Largest Selection of 
Patio & Rattan Furniture
PILOT IN TRAINING 
poses In front of Cadet 
Camp Pal Boy last week 
In his flying suit. Travis 
Brassington, 17, the 
senior officer at 67G Kit­
tyhawk Squadron, hopes 
to become a fighter 
pilot. Ho Is currently 
undergoing the first stop 
towards his goal through 
on Air Cadet League fly­
ing scholarship fro a 
private pilot license.
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Sonio ionious
The Arthtitis .Society reminds 
us ihal of Ihc more thiin 100 dif- 
T'erenl types of arihrilis, some arc 
serious and some are noi,
Tin- degiccs of disaliilily vary 
vsidcly, as do inctliods of treai- 
mcnl-
Check & Compare





or llic cstimaicd 320,(MX) 
people ill ILC. with aidiiilis, 
,3,.5(X) arc children under the age 
oi'lO.
For Irec inlomiaiion. please 
write or call Danda Humphreys. 
Communicaiions Cooidinaior, 
The Aiihrilis .Swieiy, B.C, and 
Yukon Division, H95 West lOili 
Ave., Vancouver, B.C., V.5Z 1L7. 
Phonn 870-7511 liv'id 310 or
314.
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Ste. 6 - 9843 2nd St., Sidney, B.C. 
(In Marina Court) 
656-2411
Deficit dogs hospital board
More money — from govern­
ment or the community — is 
needed to keep Saanich Penin­




By VALORIE LENNOX 
Review Staff Writer
For the second year the 
hospital has recorded an 
operating deficit, according to 
the 17th annual report.
Board chairman Melissa 
Hernblad blamed the overrun 
on increased use of the hospital 
by a growing community and 
refusal bv the Workers Com-
“The funding has not drop­
ped but there is not enough fun­
ding to handle the increased 
visits,” Hernblad said, adding 
there is little chance the W'CB 
bill will be paid.
Hospital administrator ,Iohn 
Benham said use of the hospital 
is up 28 per cent in emergency. 
12 per cent in outpatient visits 
and five per cent in acute care. 
The increased load reflects in­
creasing population, he said.
“The Saanich Peninsula 
growth is going to be quite spec­
tacular to the year 20fK),'’ he
AGF
Investment
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The WCB bill, now written 
off as a bad debt, was incurred 
through emergency ward 
charges between April 1 and 
Aug. 1, 1987. As of April 1 the 
government had eliminated 
emergency user fees for ail but 
government agencies.
Fees for WCB use were not 
negotiated until Aug. 1 that 
year and the compensation 
board has refused to pay any 
charges levied between April 
and August, Benham e.xplained.
The opening of 25 additional 
extended care beds in June 1987 
added about 30 more staff to 
the hospital and the union con­
tract, negotiated province-wide, 
also increased staff costs. In the 
1987-88 budget, staff costs were 
5502,565 more than in 1986-87.
Another bill facing the 
hospital board is the additional 
542,000 required for the 
hospital’s e.xpanded lab now 
under construction.
The tender for the project 
came in at 5442,000, well over 
the original provincial govern­
ment estimate of 5225,000, 
Benham said.
The province approved up to 
5400,00(1 for the project, leav­
ing the hospital to find the addi­
tional 542,0(X).
‘‘It was either see the lab go 
down the tubes, so to speak, or 
come up with the funds,” Hern­
blad said. The lab is to open in 
September this year.
Satellite labs, one in Brent­
wood and one opened last year 
in Sannichton, make money for 
the hospital. Charges for lab 
work are levied against the 
health plan.
‘‘It increases our income,” 
Hernblad said. That income 
may help clear the deficit or the 
hospital may have to rely on 
donations or increased govern­
ment funding.
Hernblad said the hospital 
had a deficit of approximately^ 
540,000 in 1986-87, compared to 
the 517,728 deficit recorded in 
the past year.
A provincial review of the 
hospital'may produce increased 
funding. The hospital did not 
receive any of the increased fun­
ding announced by the ministry 
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WORK PROGRESSES on Saanich Peninsula General Hospital’s new laboratory. The 
$442,000 structure should be finished by September, administrator John Benham 
said. Shown working on floor drains is Gerry Patterson of Highland Plumbing and 





And it’s how much Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital Board 
chairman Melissa Hernblad 
wants the hospital foundation 
to pull in over the next five to 
10 years.
An increasing population to 
serve and increasing medical 
and equipment costs will re­
quire major fundraising to of­
fset limited government 
allocations.
tion has raised between 
530,000 and 540,000 for the 
hospital.
‘‘We do need a major fun­
draiser. We’re anxious to get it 
off and running,” Hernblad 
said.
She praised the work done by 
the hospital auxilary, which 
has donated S5O,0OO to the 
hospital over the past two
years.
Hospital administrator 
John Benham also praised the. 
auxiliary, noting the organiza-, 
tion is the major contributor 
toward.s the 575,893 received 
in 1987-88 and tlie 556.743 
received in 1986-87.
‘‘We need to emphasize the 
need for donations through 
the hospital foundation,” 
H e r n b 1 ti d s tt id.
Bursary winner announced
The hospital must now 
cover one-third to one-quaricr 
of the cost of new medical 
equipment for the 14-year-old, 
225-bed facility.
rhe foundation was formed 
in 1986. Chairman is hospital 
board viec-clniirmiin Joltn 
Reynolds, J’o d.'ttc the fouiniit-
Camosun College nursing 
student Margaret Johnston is 
the first recipient of the 5500 
Claude Butler Bursary.
The bursary was presented by 
Butler’s widow, Jean Butler, at 
the Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
Socicty’.s annual general 
meeting.
The bursary was established 
in recognition of Claude 
Butler’s contribution to the 
community as a clnirter ;md 
long-time member of the 
hospital board who was in­
strumental in encouraging con­
struction of the hospital. lie 
died in 1986.
Auxiliary's year highlighted 
by $50,000 donation
triitl marriage between the 
hospitiil’.s volunteers and its 
auxiliary, plus completion of a 
5,50,000 doniiiion towards ptii- 
chase of ii new lieari monitoring 
system, highlighted of the 
S.'ianicli Peninsula llospiial
Auxiliiiry yetir.
Including the hospiiiil 
\’oluntcers with the auxiliary on 
ti ye.'ir-long trial I'msis, sttirting 
in I'chnitiry 1988, givcv the iinx- 
iliary 147 members, Candy 
Stripers ttre tilso linketl with the
tnixilitiiy.
Itpcoining efforts ineluilc the 
Cireen I'hiiinti ptciici.'i to tillow 
construction of ti new poiTible 
m;iri|iu*e whidi will give exteml- 
ec! ctirc ii.tiienls a gat den tiiid 
visiting aie.'i.
'1V''F ‘ I'j-liT'VV T'' e FM frV V'.I'l g













Re-wrlflng an old wrong
By ANN M. SMITH
Bankers in this country really 
iu'e the limit. From all tlieir huff­
ing and puffing and carrying on, 
you’d almost lliink tlicy had been 
unfairly raked over the coals 
these past few montlis.
Instead, it has become some­
thing of a joke to hear them uilk 
about how hard done by diey’ve 
been on the issue of bank service 
charges.
Throughout this debate, bankers 
have done a lousy job of 
legitimizing many of the con­
tentious “service” fees now un-
The market power of die banks, 
Bulloch says, makes it very risky 
for small business owners in par­
ticular to go public widi their 
grievances. The often delicate re­
lationship between bank manager 
and small business customer - 
whicli is exacerbated in a rural, 
one-bank town situation -- makes 
it logistically impossible for the 
majority of business owners to 
shop around. And, says Bulloch, 
the banks know it.
The current stand-off began 
when groups like CFIB started lo
push Ottawa lo act on some of die 
more blatant abuses.
As Bul'och puls it, “All we’re 
talking aboul here is injecting 
some decency and fairness into 
die system. Iniplcmenung such 
simple business habits as full no­
tification and disclosure of new 
rate hikes is lumdly revolution­
ary.”
Their resistance, however, is 
just one more example of how far 
behind the banking comniunily 
lags in the area of business 
credibility.
CTIRIINIICS
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dcr such close public and political 
scrutiny. Take, for example, the 
question of disclosure of bank 
service charges and notification 
of changes in the fee structure.
Banks currently hold a very 
tight reign in dicir dealings witli 
small business accounts to die ex­
tent that customers have Ixigun to 
vigorously complain about treat­
ment by the banks, including no­
tification of new or increased 
charges has proved exU-emely dif­
ficult for many small business 
owners.
Public concern over this prac­
tice led one newspaper editorialist 
to recently comment: “The only 
thing remarkable aboul diis revolt 
is that it has never happened be­
fore.”
Still others say it is not un­
reasonable to ask that diesc very 
basic business practices be ad­
hered to by die banks. John Bul­
loch, president of the Canadian 
Federation of Independent Busi­
ness, calls the current situation “a 
cruel joke” and wonders why die 
banks are so strenuously resisting 
proposed recommendations that 
would make some of the more 
oudandish charges fully public.
Many small business owners, 
he says, are resentful of the prel- 
erential treatment afforded the 
financial institutions that make 
any real possibility of competi­
tion in die banking marketplace 
virtually impossible. This very 
privileged position in the econo­
my has given the banks far Too 
much power relative to con­
sumers and small businesses.
“The whole attitude of the 
banks on diis issue is shocking,” 
he said. “Small businesses in this 
country arc upset with die lack of 
value for money they receive vis- 
a-vis dicsc so-called service fees. 
And these fees continue lo multi­
ply, widi the most vulnerable 
bank customers - small finns - 
being hit the hardest.
“The problem is, of course, dial 
die banking community doesn’t 
have to worry aboul competition 
- they arc currently allowed to 





nil # Putting a different pro)K',llcr on 
a fishing bixti engine may save 
' B.C. fishermen thousands of dol-
lars in fuel costs, according to 
UBC mechanical engineering 
|)iofessoi Sander Calisal,
He’s spent the last four years 
working on Project I-'lSIl, a 
sophisticated computerized pro- 
gram that can iinaly/.e the propul­
sion system of any (ishing vessel 
ami determine tlic amount of fuel 
consumed.
Minor niodilicaiions to tlic 
engine (tr piopcllcr can rcsnll in
snbslitnting savings, he said.
“In oni initial tests, wc had a 
couple o( cases whciv the 
fisherinen slorxl to save alxtni 
$10,000 in the first year,” Calisal 
: said, “Thai's nmisnal. but many 
fisherinen can recoup the costs ot 
upgrading i\ *’cs‘:cl in the iiist two 
or ihrcc years.”
T'o prove his point, (.'alisal has 
pul his research project on the 
® road this summer aud is ollering 
a free Ixini testing serviee to B.C. 
lishennem Housed in a van and 
stalled by UBC meelnnncal 
engineering students, ITojeiT 
I’KSll will visit M B,C, govern 
ment vvharb’ 'dnng ihe coast iu 
Inly ami Angiisl,
The van will visit Viehviia, but 
,h,. date hasn’t Itecti announced
^ h lakes about 20 mimitcs for 
fisheiiiicn to eompleic a brief 
qucsliomiaio' which asks (or 
details such as the engine miHlel. 
horsepower, vessel dimensions, 
ami atypical trip scemuio,
"Uie infunnalion is run 
ihiongh the cumpiiicr to
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Support Your Luns Association
A REAL FOODS STORE
IT’S STILL TOO HOT 
TO ADVERTISE! . . .
HOW ABOUT A . . .
CHILLED GAZPACHO SOUP
AT FRESH APPROACH 
lunches NATURALLY?
BRENTWOOD BAY
7060 W. Saanich Rd.:
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ll Prestige office space for rent. Only 2,000 || 
II sq. ft. left. Spacious hallways, elevator, lots ||
Prestige office space for rent. Only 2,000 
sq. ft. left. pacious hall ays, elevator, lots 
of parking.
Prime retail space facing 5th Ave. and Cour­
tyard.
656-1125 Slegg Lumber
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Tlic rapid exiinclion of species is the order of the day. We of 
ihc industrial age are proud of our control oyer nature. We har­
ness our impressive rushing rivers, our dwindling forests, our 
fossil fuels and our nuclear poicnual for power, greed, and profit
in the belief that we are building the good life.
But man cannot live by Cadillacs, the Concord, Hibernia, stock 
markets, bread, high rises and nuclear subs alone. Can wc not 
spare a little of our national purse or spirit to keep the land 
pleasant to sec and to live in?
We patrol our super highways, the skyways and the olt-shorc 
waters but wc ctumot control the filth and pollutants which find 
their way into our drinking water and the air we breathe.
Wc post guards over our museums and galleries in order lo pre­
vent the theft of human works of art while species representing 
millions of years in the making are stolen from beneath our
noses. . . , 1 XT K
Flights of passenger pigeons which once darkened Nonn
American skies for days on end with their passing arc gone
forever.
So are the Labrador duck, the heath hen, the great auk and the 
Carolina parakeet, along with scores of oilier species. And the
pace is quickening. . , . ,
Fortunately, the superb elk, or wapiti, the impressive plains and 
wood bisons, the fleet pronghorn and the handsome kit fox have 
been saved from the very brink of extinction. With the exception 
of the moose, the wapiti is the largest member of the North
American deer family. ^ . • j c x
Wapiti once ranged over much of the northern two-lhirds or the 
United Slates and from northern Alberta to southern New Mexi­
co. However, with the increasing settlement of our continent, 
they diminished rapidly in numbers and completely disappeared 
from the eastern stales many decades ago.
They are now found in relatively isolated pockets in Wyoming, 
Montana, Washington, Idaho, Manitoba, Alberta and British 
Columbia. While the species is often referred lo as elk, this name
is still iKsed for the moose in the Old World.
Wapiti is probably the name used by the Shawnee Indians for
this member of the deer family. • u .4
Wapiti tend to be sociable animals, banding together in herds. 
They tend to spend the summer grazing and browsing al higher 
altitudes but winter in herds at lower elevations where they feed 
largely upon the twigs of aspen poplar, juniper, Douglas fir and
During particularly hard winters when much of Uieir browse is 
buried beneath deep snow, wapiti resort to Uie bark of aspen 
poplar which later form characteristic black scars on the lower
Lrunics
Following the prolonged elemental bugling and autumn rut 
characicrizcxi by much fighting and the fonnation of rather large
harems, the bulls shed their superb antlers in late winter.
With the coming of spring, wapiti bulls again return to h‘gi'Al­
pine meadows where grasses, sedges and forbes form a rich diet 
and the cool breezes tend to discourage flics and other biting m-
'’^They arc followed shortly by the cows and their spotted young­
sters. The new anUers which arise from projections m die tronial 
bone of the bulls arc now in the velvet and growing rapidly.
The velvet covering the growing tuulcrs is actually a layer ol 
hairy skin charged widi a great many blocxl vessels which 
nourish the developing bone beneath. It is later shed and rubbed 
off, leaving the tmtlcrs hard and smooth. Strangely, bodi sexes
carry “eyeTeeth” or canines. ,
The race cu.mnUy found naturally on Vancouver Island is the 
Roosevelt Elk which formerly also occupied deciduous areas ol 
the Fraser River della until il was exterminated there well over a
ccnlurv 320.
Mike Bolling, Barrett Drive, called to say that he had spotted a 
great horned owl near his place. This may well be the same owl 
that others have reported in the same general area.
WAPITI OR ELK Cy Hampson photo
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Keith McErlane, a pharmaceuti­
cal analyst, hopes die two-year 
study will be the framework for 
Canadian guidelines which will 
govern the use of antibiodcs ip 
the aquaculture industry.
“With some of these 
antibiotics, particularly penicillin, 
there arc allergies in humans to 
quite small quantities, so every­
body involved in the industry 
wants to ensure that die 
antibiotics arc below dciccudde 
limits,” said McErlane,
The project will analyze how 
cfrcciivcly antibiotics arc ad­
ministered to farm salmon. Cur­
rently in Canada, dierc arc no of­
ficial regulations and few meth­
ods for measuring aniibiotic 
residues in fish.
"Widi the recent explosion of 
fish farming in B.C. coastal 
waters, farmers may be using 
antibiotics closer to marketing 
day than advisable,” said McEr- 
litnc. ‘‘We’re trying to put logcih- 
cr some .solid data for monitoring 
in Canttda, just as tliey luwe for 
beef. ixM'k and fo'.'.'l.”
Salmon raised in fish farms arc 
sulijcci to infections which can l>e
economically disastrous if left un­
treated, McErlane .said. Most 
losses in the aquaculture setting 
tire caused by disease, spread as a; 
result ofitccowded; condiiionSijni 
which hundreds of thousands of' 
fish may be raised in a confined 
area.
Farmers and veterinarians arc 
faced with a dilemma, added' 
McErlane. If the withdrawal lime 
from antibiotics is loo long, there 
is a danger of llic infection reap­
pearing and wiping out large fish 
populations.
If the withdrawal lime is loo 
short, it is possible that the 
antibiotics will remain in the li.s- 
suc in sufficient quantities to 
cause rctictions in humans. 
Working with Helen Burl from 
the facility of Pliarmaccuticttl 
Sciences and David KitUs from 
i'otxi Science, McErlane will de­
velop rceommcndtiiions aboul the 
time retiuired between medication 
anil harvesting.
The team is lioping to arrange 
for a supply of test fish from lish 
larins which siaitd to reap sub­
stantial beiiefils Irom the study, 
said McErlane.
IlSHilMPAiR ImiiiiKl
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Police lose shirts In fiissle with teen
A trio of police officers lost 
their shirts in a late night tussle 
with an apparently intoxicated 
Sidney teenager, provincial 
court Judge J.M. Hubbard 
heard Thursday.
Jennifer Sverdrup, 18, plead­
ed guilty to obstructing a police 
officer.
Reading from a police report. 
Crown counsel Ken Kardish 
said police attended a noisy par­
ty near Durrance Lake at 11:45 
p.m. June 3. At the site police 
found about 60 young people 
gathered around a bonfire 
drinking alcohol.
The group was ordered to
BEAT
BREAK-IN
A residence on Eagle Way in 
North Saanich was broken into 
and a cassette stereo was stolen 
about 9 p.m. Aug. 2.
Sidney RCMP believe entry 
was made through an unsecured 
window. The investigation con­
tinues.
NOISY PARTIES 
During the past week Sidney 
RCMP responded to several 
complaints of noisy parties in 
Sidney and North Saanich.
Many of the gatherings in­
volved youths consuming liquor 
in a public place.
Police are strictly enforcing 
laws set out in the Liquor Con­
trol and Licencing Act and have 
been handing out S50 fines to 
minors in possession of liquor 
and $100 fines for consuming li­
quor in a public place.
LOST BANK DRAFT 
A resident of Victoria 
reported to Sidney RCMP that 
he lost a Bank of Montreal bank 
draft in the amount of 5,600 
British pounds ($11,400 Cdn.) 
somewhere on Beacon Avenue 
during the afternoon of Aug. 4.
If anyone has found the bank 
draft they are asked lo turn it in 
to the Sidney RCMP detach­
ment.
DINGHY LOST 
A Victoria resident reports 
losing a seven-foot white 
wooden dinghy that was being 
towed behind a sailboat from 
Canoe Cove to Sidney Spit dur­
ing the afternoon of Aug. 1,
SOFT DRINK SMACKS
A spilling soft drink was the 
cause for a two-vehicle accident 
on Resthaven Drive, north of 
Beacon Avenue, about 9:30 
p.m. Aug. 3.
A Sidney resident apparently 
hit an oncoming vehicle while 
pulling away from a parked 
position and trying to rescue a 
falling soft drink.
She was charged with failing 
to confine her vehicle to the 
right lane by Sidney RCMP. 
Total estimated damage is 
$1,400. No one was injured in 
the mishap.
IMPAIRED
A 26-year-old Esquimau 
woman was charged with im­
paired driving, refusing to pro­
vide a breath sample and having 
no driver’s licence after her car 
left the road and entered the 
ditch about 9 p.m. Aug. 2,
Sidney RCMP report damage 
to the vehicle was minimal and 
the driver suffered no injuries 
after tlic accident in the 2200- 
block McTavish Road.
DRINKING AT LAKE 
Sidney RCMP leport (hey 
have leeeived numerous coiii 
plaints from residents in the 
tirca of Durrance l.ako abi'ut 
people drinking alcohol tmd 
blocking the laiad for communi­
ty residents.
It’s illegal to consume alcohol 
in a public place. Violators pay 
a SICK) fine.
FENCE BROKEN 
A portion of a fence between 
the 7-Eleven Store and the 
Emerald Isle Inn was broken 
down sometime during the night 
of July 23-24.
Damage is estimated at $500 
and Sidney RCMP said they are 
interested in talking to anyone 
who witnessed the incident.
VANDALISM 
Agriculture Canada reported 
$300 in damages resulting from 
someone slashing screens in a 
screen house overnight July 22- 
23.
Aboul 10 screens were slash­
ed with a sharp instrument.
CHEVRON B&E 
Clair Downey’s Chevron ser­
vice station was broken into and 
about $700 worth of merchan­
dise was stolen overnight July 
25-26.
The thieves gained entry to 
the service station through a 
rear window. Sidney RCMP are 
investigating.
POP STOLEN 
About $16 worth of soft 
drinks were stolen from Gur- 
ton’s Garage on McTavish 
Road overnight July 25-26.
Sidney RCMP believe the 
thieves did not get inside the 
building, but broke a window 
and reached inside to steal the 
merchandise.
disperse and police were in­
vestigating a liquor offence in­
volving a young male when they 
were approached by Sverdrup.
Sverdrup attempted to pull 
her friend aw'ay from police 
and, despite repeated warnings, 
verbally abused the officers.
She was arrested and a scuffle 
followed, during which Sver­
drup kicked at police and tore 
two officers’ shirts.
Once placed in the back of 
the police cruiser, she pounded 
on the window with a beer bot­
tle and drank a bottle of cider in 
the police car. Police removed 
both bottles, Kardish reported.
Upon arriving at the police 
station. Sverdrup refused to 
leave the police car. During the 
ensuing struggle she ripped 
another officer’s shirt, tearing 
off all the buttons.
She was held overnight in a 
cell.
In addition to any other 
penalty, Kardish requested $25 
restitution to pay for two of the 
shirts.
Sverdrup said she had not 
been as violent as stated in the
police report. Pointing out she 
was only being charged for two 
shirts, she said she had not rip­
ped the three to four shirts 
claimed in the police report.
“1 just didn’t like him (the 
police officer),” she said.
She told the judge she was 
working and hoped tq return to 
school in September.
Noting that Sverdrup does 
not have a criminal record. 
Judge Hubbard ordered a writ­
ten pre-sentence report. He said 
he did not necessarily want to 
give Sverdrup a criminal record.
The case was adjourned to 
Sept. 1 for sentencisig.
Make no Furniture purchases until you 
see the NO INTEREST, NO DOWN 
PAYMENT, NO PAYMENTS TILL 

















Services from your church or 
in either of our chapels at










The management and staff of Century 21 Saanich Peninsula Realty Ltd. take pride 
in congratulating Anne Dalgliesh for achieving the position of top producer for Ju­
ly. We are also proud to congratulate Heather Watt and Edythe Barrie for their 








owe it to our 
diiidren.
If the well being of your children depends on 
regular child support, payments, you can now 
register with a new program of the Ministry 
of Attorney General to ensure you receive 
those payments on time, After all, we owe it to 
ourchildren.
Starting now we'll do ail we can to ensure 
your children receive their support payments. 
Simply call either of the toll free nur'nbers listed 
below, or fiiick up a filing kit al any court house, 
government agent or legal aid office.
Caill toll free.
lower Mainland residents call
660'3E81
Outside Lower Mainland residents call
1'800'6)63 •%66
Bud iiiTiiiti, Attorney C»0fu.)ral,
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Moving & Storage 
Music 
Obituaries 




Pets & Livestock 
Plumbing & Heating 
Real Estate for Rent 
Real Estate for Sale 







Small Engine Service 
Travel
Tree Services 
T.V, and Stereo 







WILL GIVE T.L_C. to your child, my 
Sidney home. Full or part time. 655- 
4201. 32/32
ODD JOBS, GARDENING and small 
hauls. 652-3670. 32/32
LOVING MOTHER OF TWO, N/S, will
babysit, my home, full or part-time. 
655-3897. 32/32
WILL CARE FOR 2-4 year old in my 
home. Full time preferred. 655-7020.
32/32
MR. J’S WINDOW WASHING Ser­
vices. Professional, reliable work. Fully 
guaranteed, fully insured. 380-0146. 
Mr. J’S has moved but still serving 
Peninsula. 29/30
C.K. DRAPERY, we make it fast and 
right, free estimates. Custom made 
drapery alterations. Phono 655-1469 
evenings and Saturdays. 29/52
COLLEGE STUDENT LOOKING for 
work. Will cut lawns, gardening and 
other odd jobs. Phone Paul 7-11 p.m. 
655-1641. 32/32
13 DRYWALL
COMPLETE DRYWALL SERVICES. 
Painting and texture. Complete base­
ment development. 652-0836. 21/35
T.R.SKin ELECTRICIAN 
25 YEARS EXPERIENCE 
» RESIDENTIAL, • INDUSTRIAL 
• COMMERCIAL 
”No Job Too Small” 
656-5604
LE COTEAU FARMS













A PRODUCT YOU CAN BEUEVE IN. 
Camelion Hosiery is seeking independ­
ent sales representatives to market our 
luxurious run resistant pantyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great busi­
ness. Call 656-4507 anytime. If no 








RESIDENTIAL NEW WIRING 
REWIRING • EXTENSIONS 
E. PLUS ELECTRIC HEATING 
ALSO COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL 
CALL JOHN — 655-7100
#204-2405 BEACON AVE.
656-4311
*24 HOUR FAX SERVICE ‘OFFICE RENTAL 




















• PERENNIALS® CLEMATIS 
• HOUSE PLANTS • HIBISCUS 
OPEN DAILY 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM 
304 Walton Place 658-5888
POLSON’S 
Excavating & Tractor 
Service Ltd.
® BACKHOE SERVICE 
® TRACTOR SERVICE 
656-1671
3005 VICTORIA SIGNAL ARMY 
CADETS has a program for M/F age 12 
to 18. It will continue with some activi­
ties thru the summer. Activities include 
archery, 22 target shooting, rapelling 
and sprort parades. Starting in Septem­
ber, we will be meeting in a Sidney 
location. Call Captain J.R. Hungar at 
381-0584 or 382-8376. Program is 
free. 25/32
PART TIME NANNY needed in Sidney. 











TEACHERS: TUTORS WANTED for 
tutoring all subjects, especially secon­
dary levels. Send brief resume to SDE 
Grade-Aide Tutoring, 1125 Marchant 
Rd., Brentwood Bay, B.C. VOS 1AO.
31/32
THE NEXT BEST THING 
TO BEING THERE ...
We provide special, loving 
care for your pet while you’re 
away, or a helping hand when 
life gets hectic. Petsitting, 






UNIVERSITY STUDENTS — occa­
sional tutoring available. Send trans­
cript and brief resume to: SDE Grade- 
Aide Tutoring, 1125 Marchant Rd., 
Brentwood Bay, B.C. VOS 1 AO. 31/32
■i PATIO CUSHIONS 
, , AND UMBRELLAS






ON ANY RENTALS OVER $25.00
Royal Oak , . , .

















• We Load pickups & trailers 
MON-SAT 8 am-5 pm





SMALL LOCAL BUSINESS requires 
receptionist/bookkeeper. Position 
available Aug. 29/88. Apply to 656- 
3955. 32/32
.. J i V -dcif. 5 - i
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY — sales 
person with lloorcovering or window- 
covering experience. United Carpets 
655-4858. 32/32
PEDICURE AND NAIL technician with 
full or partial dientelle wanted for local 




Auto - Residential - Commercial 
(Bonded, Licenced, Locksmith) 







THURSDAY 3 PM 
WORD ADS 
FRIDAY 5 PM
Ads are accepted Monday 
through Friday, from 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m.
656-1151
RELIABLE, RESPONSIBLE PERSON 
to pick up our son at school. Drive him 
homo. Do house-keeping. $10,/hr min, 
2 hr. day. 655-4792. 32/35
REQUIRED — SECRETARY for sale 
practitioner law office, To commence 
Sept. 15. Experience on word proces­
sor and some bookkeeping preferred. 
Please reply In writing, stating qualifica­
tions, to #109-2506 Beacon Avo., Sid­
ney, B.C. V8L 1Y2. 31/31
NANCY’S MOBILE HAIRDRESSING 
will do your hair in your home al your 
convenience. Mon.-Fri, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Shelley is our Sidney hairdresser. For 
an appointment please call Shelley, 
656-9565 anytime. 07/33
COMPANION - home nurse care, 24 
hr. Also hiring. I.J.N, Health Services. 
305-2421. 28/32
Would you be happier with 
a more beautiful home? A 
more elegant and up-to- 
date bathroom? Added 
den? An improved business 
lease space?
References attest to 
Tony’s skill, helpful at­
titude, and honesty. Call 
for a competitive estimate 
from this old-world crafts­
man who cares about the 
work he turns out.
BACKHOE 
Slumps • Sewer Slorm Drains 
• Septic Fields • Waterlines 
• Driveways 
LEWIS SEVIGNY 












f OUR ANNUAL MaInT.
programsAREVERY 
1 REASONABLE
CALL US FOR FREE ESTIMATE 
655-7065
WILL PAY $8.00 per hour lor time and 
local iravol. Noodod — a male holpor 
with car lor elderly gontlornan. 652- 
2012, 32/32
OFFICE SPACE for ront. Includes kit­
chen facilities, private entrance, private 
key and 4 olficos, each 250 sq. It. 
















GENERAL HELP — active person 
required by local lawn care service. 
Please call 656-5006, 32/32
NOTICE CF COPYRIGHT 
Full complete and solo copyright 
In any advertisement produced 
by Island Publishers Ltd. is 
vested In and belongs to Island 
Publishers Ltd., provided, 
however, that copyright In that 
part and that part only of any 
such advertisement consisting ol 
Illustrations, borders, signatures 
or similar components which is ot 
are, supplied in tinlahed (onn to 
Island Publisliers Ltd. operating 
as the Review by the advertiser 
and Incorporated In said advor 
tisoment shall remain In and 
belong lo tho advorilser.
WARNING 
No material covered under the 
copyright outlined above may bo 
used without the written permis­
sion of Island Publishers Ltd,
PERMANENT PART TIME miflnighl 
shift available), Would suit somi-rotlrod 
portion. Part liom shill work for older 
studoni avniinblo, Sidney Answering 
Sorvico, Call Pnt or Mnuroon boiwoon 
Mon-FrI.O-Gp,01,656-4311. 32/32
WORD PROCESSING. Evening 
courses are ollorod in WordPerfect and 
in MultiMaid. Privnto luloring in com­
puter applications also avniinblo at 
reasonable ratos. Cull Island Olllco 
Trends at 652-1622. 20/tl
BABYSITTER NEEDED Fridays only 
from Sopiombor to Juno lor I0-monih 
old child, Roloioncos please. Call 656- 
2561, 62/32
AURORA WOODWORK specializing 
In unique fiigh qunliiy cablnot making 
and ioinory. CnII John Denny, 655- 
1166 niter 5 p.m, 20/32
going on HOLIDAY? Mature, pro- 
losfilonal lady (rogisterod nurao) will 
look alter your liome In Deep Cove -■ 
Land's End area, while you are awny, 
Loving enro also given to your pels. 
Fee negotiable atxording to liurvices 
required. Phono or leave message iil 
0Ga<ig'1f). 20/35
CONSTRUCTION 




IS JUST A CALL AWAY
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
GARDENING
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPE 
MAINTENANCE. Lawn care. Complete 
Sorvico, Certified Pesticide oppliailor. 
Free o.stimalos. G52-4606 39/il
DAN'S GROUNDS KEEPING. All 





NO JOB TOO SMALL 





E & B GARDENING. 7 years experi­
ence, Lawn cutting, wooding, general 






Classiliod Rate; tut inseition ■™" 
15c a word, minimum chqrgo 
$2,75. rTnd and Kubfjoquoni In- 
GQftion ™ 10c u woid pur insor- 
tiofi. iiiiiiimuni ciiutyo JiL.lU. 
3ox number ~ $2,00 per ad,
fiOVf TiMf: AND nriKiifl m yont ill)
ililU (.iiiti voi;i ViliA Oi (AASTLnCACd),
EXPERT PRUNING . TRIMMING and 
goruirul gauiening, Petmannltlo tales, 
Call 650-53132 alter 33/tl
ELECTROLUX SALES end service 
CnII Knihy Wiley, 6r.2-!>H70 nllor 5 p,m. 
Free delivery, 30/33
NEED YOUR WINDOWS WASHED? 
For a quality job call Blnlne at 656- 
1475. Mont houson $17,00, Outside or 
Insido windows, 33/11
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING 
AND GARDENING SERVICE, Corli 
(lori PoBliokle applicator. Currently 
spraying lor L-vergreon Tip Moss, lawn 
Insects, woods, etc. Free osilmalos, 
652 4O60, 33/11
CLARICE TARAGOFF IS a Polarity 
ihoraplst ollering healing (or yournelt 
and your Irimlly, 0 yeara experience, 












SOD or SEED 
FREE ESTIMATES
HAULING, CLEAN-UPS, YARDS,
biwemoniri, onvesirouatis, etc, Mt)dgo3 
trimmed, windows cleaned innldo or 
out Pninling or nny |ob you donT Fed 
time In do 652 0722 32/11
I ACCOUNTINGSERVICES
BUILDERS OF 
FINE QUALITY HOMEG^ 




RELIABLE PROPERTY CARE • Lawn, 
Garden and lloutie Mtunlenance. Why
!'v:U rVaennH' time '-enf'iiTden work to a 








"RED TRACTrdR" Farm and Garden 
rti-irvC-on; pni't peimaitv-r aerierinn: 
complete loticDii — large or rimnll, Alrio 
plough, dific, rolo, bruali-cuiiing, Cull 








RAVENHILL HERB FARM open every 
Sunday 1-5, Froah bnail, lavender, herb 
vinegnru, herb prjaier, Noel's cook­
book, herb plants and more, 1330 Mr. 
Newton X Rd. 20/33
MULCHER 6 H.P. Crnltamnn, Good 
candilion, $200, 6r)2-2707, 32/32
COMPLETE GARDENING Services. 
Hodge pruning, cIonn• u pa , 












WANT TO FEEL GOOD? ITolleve 
utrorui rind tonnion? Phono Terry, rogin- 















COMPANioN AVAII..AOLE on Irourly
biKiirs (or elderly or |K5uL,ebiiund l<«,ly 
tight iHTuimkeeping. t'lelcrenaiti aup- , 
plied, Pkxuio apply box !,>7()i
Smxmd St,, Sidney, lie. 31/32
iDISPLAYAOVEHnSING; 
Fifttos on roqur'nt
thing dono,«roi.inr.l the hout*e? Well, 
bore'n tho aolutloni t lire m ntudom le do 
edd jubii. t>Au/tMy -a cUu-bii-sd.
Weslleke Appliance 
Repairs
Rmoalnst fo most ma)or 
Appliances & HelrlgorHiora. 




















POOFBSIONAt MUSIC INSTRUCTION 






PIANO AND ORGAN loaivona, CI*t?»mF 
cel and popular TtifHvy irwilrucuon anil
6&6-0301. Mary louHie Hodgnen.
V'f»/3?








1981 HONDA XR80, very good condi­
tion. $650. 478-2949. 31/32
1980 HONDA HAWK 400. $750. 652- 
5786. 32/32
WIN
REVIEW SUBSCRIBER BONUS 
If you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus J20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total of 
$30.0;': in gift certificates.
RECREATIONAL
VEHICLES
WANT TO INCREASE YOUR MAR­
KET? For $159. per week we can place 
your Classified Ad in more than 70 
popular, well-read community newspa­
pers which are delivered each week to 
more than one million homes through­
out B.C. and the Yukon. Simply call our 
Classified Department at 656-1151 for 
details. 11/If
DELUXE KING-SIZE WATERBED,
new mattress, padded rails, bookcase 
headboard, exc. cond. $300.; large 
freezer, 21 cu. ft., runs fine $75. 652- 
2707. 32/32
FOR SALE; FRIDGE and stove $500.; 
stove $200.; hot water heater (6 
months old) $100. 655-1808. 32/35
MOVING SALE — Sun. Aug. 14th, 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. 9451 Braun Cres., 
Sidney. (Canora & down Frost). Beads 
(or cralt work, collector items, books, 
records and much more. Come early 
and pay double. 32/32
21’ AIRSTREAM LAND YACHT for 
sale, incl. two 40 Ib. propane tanks. 
Fully self-contained, immaculate condi­
tion, must see — $6,500 OBO. Phone 
or leave message at 478-1554. 31/tf
DO YOU HAVE trouble gening in and 
out of the bath, or off the toilet? Let us 
install a grab rail. Free estimate. Phone 
656-6656. 15/t(
HAND KNIT SWEATER; fashion show 
and dinner, Oct. 5th at Colombo's. Call 
lor tickets. 655-7037. $15. each. 32/38
AUG. 13TH & 14TH 10-4, 2303 Malav­
iew. Lots of things, especially boy's 
clothes, 8-11 years. 32/32
Unscramble the seven words below in Ihe boxes on the right. All 
seven words are linked to the same theme + take the letters 







1978 23 FT. G.M.C./Okanagon Mini­
home 400. Motor full power, 47,000 
miles. Nearly new 8-ply tires, 2 gas 
tanks, T.V. antenna and C.B. One 
owner. Price $15,500. 656-9471. 32/32
ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK. 
Guided trail rides. Open year round. 
Rockhaven Ranch. Reservations. 478- 
3023. 15/tf
WHAT WOULD YOU give (or throe 
days of pure good tasting water? For in 
home demonstration of purifiers, call 
656-7940. 32/35
MOVING SALE — Tools, furniture,
olds and ends. Sat. 13lh, 9;30-4:00, 







COMPLETE CAMERA OUTFIT; Fujica 
AZ-1 camera body; power winder; 43- 
75mm F3.5 zoom lens; 28mm F2.8 
lens; auto strobe AZ flash; 11mm, 
20mm, 30mm extension lubes; 2X tel- 
overter; Slik 800G tripod; remote shut­
ter release; deluxe gadget bag. Com­
plete kit only $650 or nearest offer. 
478-1056 evenings/weekends. 13/If
KENMORE WASHER AND dryer. 




GOLF CLUBS — Haig-Ultra irons 
32SW $145.; golf bag $30.; chest 





•82 BALDWIN ELKA organ, 2 key­
boards, 16 rhythms, 12 solo presets, 6 
orchestral voices and much more. 
Fteplacoment value, $4,000. Must sell 
immediately, $2,000 or any reasonable 
offer accepted. 656-2799. 29/32
DAY BED WITH COVER and bolsters, 
$45.; two men's suits, size 40, $20, 
each; bicycle, $20.; laundry tub and 
taps, $25. 656-4845 32/32
30 GALLON AQUARIUM with stand 
and equipment, $45.; electric (once





Drop your enlry off al Tanner’s. The first correct entiy drawn al 
noon the following Monday will win a $10.00 Tanner s 
tificate. If the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 
gilt certilicate will be awarded.
SPEED QUEEN white apartment 
washer spin dryer, $175; two fire­
screens, black steel and copper, solid 
painted exterior door, $20; Good Year 
Wrangler (new) 7;50R16 radial tire on 8 
hole wheel, $150; 20 lbs. horizontal 
propane camper tank, $40; level ride 
frame hitch (or '73-'80 G.M. pickup, 
$40; Johnson stainless steel (SST) 
propeller for '85 - 115 H.P. outboard, 
$150; Johnson aluminum (re-pitched) 
propeller for '65 - '75 H.P. outboard, 
$65.652-3703. 29/32
FRENCH POLISHING — 1 will do 
repairs to your existing polishes in your 
home. No need lo move your valuable 
antiques. If major repair is noodod, a 
complete restoration service is availa­
ble in my shop. 652-0204, 32/32
NOW DISTRIBUTING PIONITE 
Decorative Laminates & MEDITE 
Medium Density Fibreboard. 
•Wholesale/Retail
• Hardwood Lumber 
•Softwood Luimber




No. 4 - 6809 KIRKPATRICK CRES. 
R.R. 3, VICTORIA, B.C. V8X 3X1
SOFA TWEED FABRIC, orange and 
brown pattern. Swivel rocker to match. 





Please check one: ■
□ lam a Review paid subscriber.
D ! am not a Review subscriber
□ 1 wish to become a Review 
paid subscriber.
Please drop your entry off at:
July 27 winner of a $10 gift cer­










PINE PICNIC TABLE, 21-inch Califor­
nia Trimmer, power lawnmower, arbor- 
ite kitchen table, Erie lawnspreader, 
652-9647. 30/33
AFRAID TO DRINK the water? Install 
your own water treatment unit for only 
5c a gallon. Call now for your free, 
no-obligation, 4 day trial. You'll taste 
the difference! 655-1975. 32/33
HARDWOODS 
PLYWOOD 




I MAKE BEAUTIFUL hand knit sweat­
ers. Let me make one for you. Call 
Laura, evenings, 655-7037. 30/33
GOOD CLEAN WORKING washer & 
dryer set$150. Phone 656-3649. 32/32








the boating specialists since 1957
FOR FENCE INSTALLATION and 
repairs, call “Red Tractor" Farm and 
Garden Services; also have plough, 
discs, roto, brush-cutter ready for the ■ 
large or small jobs. Still call Ed at 
652-2333. 30/33
VIKING 13 CU.FT. all fridge, $400,; 
Mark IV 30" range, available Aug. 21 st; 
sump pump, $40.; 4 new 15" Chev 




FOR SALE — nearly new. 1800 watt, 
two outlet lighting plant. Fits in trunk of 
car. Spring mounted. Care, instruction 
sheet incl. 655-1926. 30/32
CULLIGAN WATER SOFTENER; 
large freezer; 7' oak bar; children's 
furniture, toys, wagon; cabinet stereo; 
















• Huaqvarna • Pioneer • Toro
• Shlhdaiwa • Jocabsen -^rtner
OPEN MON. TO SAT... 
10134 McDonald Park Road 
.S56-7714
• BOAT RENTALS from ^S^'/hr.





2240 Harbour Rd., Sidney
at DOeSUN’eS LANDING
HITACHI APT. SIZE washer, $300.; 
Kenwood KR7600 receiver 100 w/ch., 
$400.; Alpage FL4000 cassette deck, 
$200.; Akai CS34D cassette deck, 
$75.; baby’s playpen, safety gales, 
wind-up infant swing. 652-0807 after 5 
p.m. ai/34
6' X 8' UTILITY TRAILER, 4 foot 
removable sides, hinged tail gate, 







9768 - 3rd St. 
655-4787
V.G. CONDITION. Goodyear 
Viva Pi95/75 Rl5 radial tires. $100.; 
set of four, $60. a pair. 652-9702. 31/33
GLASS SLIDING DOORS for regular 
fibreglass bathlub/shower. Regular 
retail. $218. For sale for $85. Phone 
656-2171 3M33
BLAZE-KING FIREPLACE INSERT, 
loose cushioned chesterfield, loveseat, 
magnificent large rosewood dining­
room table. Bowfronl dresser, assorted 
drapes, two antique chaise lounges, 
garden carts. 655-4472. 32/32
AVOCADO MCCLARY STOVE and
various copper light fixtures. Phone 
656-7863. 32/32
BEAUTY BAR FOR LADIES and 
Gentlemen introduces the new Martier, 
non-surgical face reconstructor. Why 
pay thousands for a surgical face lift 
when you can look and feel years 
younger with the inexpensive Martier 
system? Believe it, it works. Call now 
for free and private consultation. 655- 
3044 or 656-6085. 30/33
FOR SALE — Samsonite cardtabie
and 4 padded chairs, $95. 656-7857.
32/35
NO TIME TO SUNTAN? Come to 
Country Rays. Open 24 hours. Special 














^BUS 656-1114 RES 656-1235^
RALEIGH 3 WHEEL adult tricycle, 
large rear basket, $185. OBO. 656-, 
(4264. ■
COPPERTONE FRtDGE, $250.; cop- 
oertone stove, $250.; while Moffat 
stove, $200.; hot water tank46 mon. 
bid), $100.; nearly new 1500 watt base­
board heater with controls, $25. each; 
1000 watt baseboard heater, $20. 655- 
1808. 31/34
NORITAKE CHINA. WELLESLEY pat­




5 years old, asking $20.
32/33
HARD TOP TENT TRAILER to sleep 
six, fridge, Aug. 19-Aug. 29. 655-3963 
or 656-1148 (Terry). 32/32








auto motive • INDUSTRIAL 
• MARINE









SERVING SIDNEY a DISTRICTS
INTERIOR - EXTERIOR 
& WALLPAPERING 
FREE ESTIMATES 727-0527
GARTSIDE MARINE ENGINES Lim­
ited, 2202 Harbour Rd,, Sidney. Call 
Ben for prompt service and repairs. 
Open Saturdays. 655-4543, 31/34
UPRIGHT FREEZER, WHITE, $375.; 
boy's Lange skates, 8 1/2 medium, 
$25.; ladies full length leather coat, 
quilted lining, size 10, $35.; 656-3791,
32/32
GARAGE
GRUMMAN EAGLE CANOE. 17 ft. 
$600. or oilers. 656-4647 alter 6 p.m.
32/32
20 H.P. EVINRUDE engine. Excellent 
condition. $450, 656-4915. 32/33
QUEEN SIZE EATON’S Seaiy Aristo­
cratic bod, no headboard. Now $350. 
655-4259. 32/32
HOUSE DEMOLITION & garage sale, 
Sal. & Sun, Aug. 13 & 14, 10-3 p.m. No 
early birds. 975 Towner Park Rd., oil 
VVost Saanich. 32/32
14’ FIBREGLASS BOAT, 50 hp John­
son motor, Roadrunnor trailer, $1800, 
Also, 9.8 Mercury O/B, long shall, 
electric start, 383-0959, 32/32
ELECTRIC LAWNMOWER 18"
Craftsman 100 fool cord, oxcotleni con­
dition $110, OBO, Solid pine dinolto sot 
round 52" table 0 chairs $400. OBO. 
652-0407. 32/35
GARAGE SALE — (urnituro, books
and other misc, 707 Downey Rd., Aug. 
13,9;30-4 p.m. No oarly birds. 32/32
LOVING HOME urgently needed for 
aged but still very pretty and sprightly 
Arabian mare. Good for companion 
horse or lor light trail riding by older 
person; small cart for dog or goat, 
includes harness $100. 652-2707.
32/32
COLLECTIBLES, PLANTS & lots 
more. 9051 Second St. Fri a Sat,, Aug. 
12& 13lh,9:30-4:00p,m, 32/32
HAMSTERS AVAILABLE. $4.99 each. 
The Feed Barn. 10223 McDonald Park 
Rond, Sidney. 655-4433, 32/32
9 0 0 im





. UCENSED MECHANICS ^
• 5 BAYS TO SERVE YOU "
« TUNF.UPS* Bf«AKE.S* LUBRICATION
. TIRES* BATTERIES «
• SECURITY MUEELLH 
• PROPANE CONVERSIONS 
Ypropane SALES 
FOH SERVICE CALL m
656-2921 or 656-0434
(43t C»non, Sidney 9
CYRIL PRIMEAU ~ CAVNIIR
• • • • «9 0 » •
DRIVEWAY SEALING, PATCHING 
and ropnirs. Proioci your driveway from 
gas, oil and water noopago with proles- 
Blonal grade riibborlzod aaphnit Boalor, 








I.CIT.C. CLAIMS • LICENCED 
FnEE PICKUP A DELIVERY 
2072 HENRY BB6-7135 (24 hrs.)
Network CNssifieds
USE OUR COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER NETWORK CIASSIFIEDS, 
07 MEMBER PAPERS THROUCiHOUT B.C. AND YUKON. 
CIRCULATION TO OVER 1 MILLION HOMES,
2.4 MILLION READERS.
25 words for $159.00 
($3.00 each additional word)
Phone; 656-1151
nwnui
AllTOMOTIVtL FOR SALE MI8C. QARDIENINQ
HELP WANTED SERVICES
Buy/lease any gait, diesel 
car or truck, new or used. 
Direct Irom volume factory 
dealer, Call for pro-approv- 




A/flw Construction and Repairs
10410 All Bay Rd., Sidney
Phono 656-1580
•Th0 Engino Profmealonals” 
Complat* Enolnw 8»rvico, 
Gas A DlttUMl.
$1 Down leases a now car or 
truck. Seven year warranty. 
Payments from $139./Mo. 
O.A.C, Call lease mnnagor 
niJfln4)466-B931, DLS684,
BUSINESS PERSONALS
For Sale. Garrett Metal 
Doieclors for all typos of 
ifOflsuro hunting and pros- 
pocllng, For further Inform- 
tdlon contact Canadian Met­
al Locators. R.R, WO, Water­
ford, Ont. MOE 1Y0, or call 
1.800-265-0034. Dealer In- 
qulrlos Invited.
Greonhouao and l-lydroponic 
Equipment and Supplleii - 
The most oornplolo soloclion 
In Canada. Low prices, plus 
we are a Gold Card retailer. 
Send $2, for cniologuo and 
free magazine to Western
Beautiful Gull Islands farm 
roquirns a full-time person 
to assist In our hospitality 
oporntlon Duties will In­
clude maid work, prosorv-
Waior Farnis, 1244 Soyiripur 
Street, Vancouver, B.C, VBB
Ing, some cooking and ^on-
3N9, 1-CQ4-6Q2-6B.36.
Exchango Cyl. M*«d« 
" ,rlnAiilomotivo, Marl m. Induntrlal
655-3737
10121 Mcdontild Park Rd.
75^ SECRETARIALSERVICES sniTiSH EunopEAH MOTons.Piirt* and sorvico for nil Imports 10184C McDonald Park Rd, 665-1161,
Dlanetlcs, Tho Evolution of 
0 Science by Ron Hubbard, 
Your first book on the ap­
plied Phlioitophy which 
shows you the rood to a 
bolter life with fewer prob­
lems. Just 0ot It, Rend It, 
and uno It. Price $10, Wrlto 
today to; Oianelics Center, 
40.5 West Hastlnao, Von- 
couvor VBB 1L5j
Porloble class room irallorn, 
office trailers, 42 man bunk 
house, camp Incinerator, re­
creation truilers complete 
with washrooms and shnw- 
ors. Cell .588-3529 days,
HELP WANTED
Earrings And Beads from 
$1,(X) doz. Hair goods, nov­
elty Homs. Newest Hems, 
lowest prices. Wright Im­
porter. Box 223, Fort Erie, 
Ontario, L2A 6M9, 1-416- 
295'(i443, Distributors Also 
Needed. __
TYPING SERVICES. Typing, typasel- 
■ g. From (ling A word procoaein th rosiimeB, 
loltom, to mnnuscripia A books. Rea- 
Mottuuiu luUiii, Dig Cil i.triut'i, tJ&ih'.'sirt 
(III. B66 6466, 01m





luyg fclLVER PLYMOmU Coll, one 
driver. 71,000 km, $2800. 666-3736,
31/34
KAREN'S SECRETARIAL SERVICE.
Tytiiuj u! all bCtts temuTi, fftmirnon,
rerxiiia, etc, In my homo or tompomry 
socroiarial asBlaiant In your olfice. Call 
Karen, 062-6082, U1/30
iwtfl MERCURY lO-PASS. 8 W 
loaded. Excellent sttape, ljuo.
662-4276. ■
TP SECRETARIAL SERVICES, Com- 
ploin eocreuiriftl aiirvices for Indii'iduale 
ifirtd Brnntl bucInoeBott. 852'0fi34. T)rp- 
ing, word ptocxiiuting, resurrifta, iMtierB, 
bocrkkerjping IMfinuaPComputerlzed), 
mailing lists. posUiJ coding, dale romln- 
dor, photoaspying, telex wrvioss,
»nn« ceniio. nddroftalng, computer 
input, crferitrvci a>py.
'«? CMfV «COTf»DAI.JK, HD 1/2 ion. 
VB auto, P/3, P/B, many options Ind, 
4(X)0 miles, *1 s.ooo. 68a-'.*tidb, aif/dh
1976 COURIER MOTOR 1900 « 
retiulll wlitt trans $400, imi 8000,
32/32
Free: 1988 guide to sludy-
ot.hemn corrospenrlnnce
Diploma courses lor presti­





Travel. Oranton (1 A) 106o 
West Georgia 81. ff2W2, 
Vt^ncmiver. 1.RrK).?«ft.ll2l.
MACHINERY _____
your welch tolling 
’Ploase Hurry Up'^
imagino
you to ’’....... .
your morning wake up 
slariTt. The new, feature * 
packed ialoki Tulkinu watch 
does this and much more, 
Excrtllant for those looking 
for on Innovative, nuBlIty 
wflteh Of the hard of s«o- 
Ing. Free inlormotion, I nan 
Markeilno Group, 810 West 
Broadway, «512*B, Van­
couver, 0.6. V5Z 4C9, 732- 
____________
Housewives, Molhora, In­
terested persons. Lost 
month to aiart anlllng Ipyn 
and gllltt at homo part lea 
this year, No invoslrnorit, 
dollvorlos, or money colloc-
lloh. _(f)_19) 2Sn-79{)5. _____
RoFresontailvos wanted lor 
Homo Party prosontallona of 
adult novelties, lover's toys, 
and llngofle. Would suit 
working girls and homo 
makers. Vehicle roqulred, 
The Lovo Nest, 101 East ist 
Street. North Vnncmiver. 
907-1115.
oral cleaning, $1,300. 
/month lo start, Thurs, • 
Mon, work week, excellent 
bonoflls. Wo are looking for 
r»n Individual who Is organ­
ized, cheerful, reliable and 
onorgotlc and who Is looking 
to build a career, Please 
reply lo; Clam Bay Form, 
R.R. f/1, Pender Island, 
B.C, VON 2M0 or call col- 
loci 1-029-0313,
"ICBC Offered mo $3,-500. 
Carey Linde gol me $194,- 
000,", G,N, - Abbotsford. 
Vancouver Lawyer Carey 
Linde (since 1972) has Free 
Inlormullon. Phono 1-004- 
7798. Second Opinions Qlad- 
ly Given.^
ICBC Injury Claims? Call 
Dale Corr-Horrls - 20 years 
a trial lawyer with five years 
medical school before law. 
0-809-4922 (Voricouvor). Ex­
perienced In head Inlurv 
and other rria|or claims. Pc 
■'enmne fees available
'or*
Press Oprjralor Roqulrorf. 
Minimum one year’s exper­
ience on GTO and Camera 
Operator for black/svhlio 
process camera with prev­
ious slflpplng axperlnnce. 
Contact H & H Printing, 
Hoy 1508, Yellowknlfn, 
N.W.T. 403.020-2794,
le^tcjir Induilry *rt opportunity, No In-
mly In wHfmfl f* vestment. Full Kelrilng pro-
•79 CHWV HALF T'CXN, reliable trans- 
pOftailon. $1000, OfSO. 652-1726,
Repossession; 1969 544 
John Deere louder, 19/2 
300-W Monashea Sklddar, 
Bucking Mill 39 Inch cir­
cular blade, PSP Morbark 
Pole Peeler Serial 138. 493- 
bVJU «tfeuii U ___ ________
Lighting Fixtures, Western 
Cartada s largest display. 
Wholesitiln and irfiftil. riee 
Cfttaiegues Available. No;; 
burn Lighting Centre., 4600 
East Hasting* Street, Bum- 
'■ V5C 2K5, Phono/lby,_B^.C._
Person rsqulrsd to msintftin 
display arsAS of wtll known 
upper ond furnlUira galHiry. 
Opperlimlty la lesrn lacoli 
of Inferior design. Irxper- 
tenc* In earvl o un
eiiit, Bei 
Marian FI „ 
tin* FurnHurn* Rutfary 
4240 Manor SIreol, Burn-
...
V/nrk Oversea* ■ Europe, A 
lantfifttic challenge owatls 
you. Vs/orK In lUliusi, lJun- 
mark, Sweden. Nor way, 
Germany, The Nelherlnnds. 
Single prmplo hetween 19- 
28, fnierostftd in Foreign 
Agrlfultur.*, Crinlact 
l.A.E.A,, 206, ' 1501 • 17 
Avenue S,W , Calgary, Al*
T-'T
Expending lashlon design 
company In Irtoklng for 
career oriented sales ro-
pr(v,‘iontfMiv'i‘4 '.’’i r,on''1ur:.t
home lashlon shows, Man
Now low coat homo socurlty 
ayaiorn stops burglars be­
fore they enter your homo, 
For Information nnd a (roo 
home socurlty record book 
for recordino your valuables 
and personal poasosBlons, 
send $2. (ot postage and 
tiendllng to. Exclusive Dis­
tributing, 410 • 1755 West 
Broadway, Vancouver, B.C. 
V6S 4S5, ______ ______
___tnnovnUi'HY system /cornpiele 
training. Real Eatate with* 
nut helng a Realtor, fi ateiin 
opran / ex pond In g, Ft anchises 
(funi $ifi,i.K,iU, UYjfujf iiMi* 
work. 1.455 Ellis St,, Keiow- 
O.C
Millions available $$,, Mort­
gages, Loans, Consolida­
tion, plus much much inora. 
Any nrevlmin credit prob-. 
toms • no problem. Call 
compiiliblo Mortgage Com­







Wilt tiedi) 1984 24 
deluxe mutorhome 
vvaterifont vacation prepoi- 
ty. Call Ron 2(1,'J.9065 oven..
Inoi (Vitnconv^r I
S.Towturds; Two free ntghls 
tmrkmg. Yumtii, Ariyona In- 
cliKitts all luxury (acllllios; 
Write now for no obllQallon 
dolallB, Hogor'a R.V, f4»- 








FOUND — Men’s Aviva runners, size 
14. iike new. in airport area. 656-9416.
32/32
lost — semi-Persian, friendly older
cal. mottled colors, oranges, browns, 
greys. Kinked 4 inch tail. Ardwell- 
Resthaven area. 656-9209 or 656- 
2294. 32-/35
FOUND — SET OF VOLKSWAGON




WATER SKI FOUND In Todd Inlet.
656-1873. 32/32
lost — WOMEN’S WATCH and two
rings on Sidney Spit on July 29th. 
Reward offered. Phone Janet 656- 
5584.
Notice is hereby given in accordance 
with Pesticide Use Permit No. 252 002 j 
88/90 that Sallas Forst Ltd. Partnership 
No. 310. 2025 West 42nd Avenue. Van­
couver (phone 266-1818) is the holder of 
said permit authorizing ground applica­
tion of up lo 4.25 Kg A.I. of glyphosate 
between July 1 1988 and July 1 1990.
m BUSINhSS 
133 OPPORTUNITIES
This application is required to control 
competing vegetation on 17 ha. ori 
Sidney Island. Application will be a spot 
treatment using back-pack spraying. A 
copy of the permit and the map of the 
treatment areas will be posted at the 
above Sallas Forest Ltd. Partnership ad­
dress.
CASTLE PROPERTIES (1982) LTD. requires two 
active Realtors. Commission split starting at 75 per 
cent. Semi-private office in busy shopping centre 
location. Some leads supplied. No franchise or 
deskfee.
Company pays for:
☆ Business Cards ☆
☆ Signs
☆ MLS Book fees ☆
☆ All stationery ☆
24 HR. Telephone Answering Service















New. modern, air conditioned, good 
location, excellent parking, wheel chair 
access, up lo 1,900 sq. ft.
652-5222 after 5 p.m.
DEAN PARK, by owner. 3 bdrm., no 
step, rancher. 4 months old. Ample 
storage, skylights, ocean glimpse, 
largo garage. Approx. 800 sq. ft. 655- 
4591. 32/35
NEW MEXICO - 38 acres near Demin. 
$24,500. Easy terms. (503) 639-1156.
31/32
RELAX— ENJOY
Move right in this delightfully immaculate home with a beautifully 
landscaped lot on a quiet cul-de-sac. The perfect blend of com­
fortable living, choice location and affordable price. Three good 
sized bedrooms and sunny family room. Great value al $120,000.
I 'I REiBESiAlB OREGON. BRAND NEW custom home near Portland. Many extras. 
$135,000 cash. (503)639-1156. 31/32
by owner. Good 2-storey family 
home. Sidney. 3 BR. 1 1/2 baths, large 
lounge, dining area, den, unique 
design, adjoins field, park and elemen­
tary school. Offers on $107,000. 655- 
3187:370-1279,bestS-IOa.m. 31/32
K PERSONALS
required immediately — sales 
person with floorcovering or window­
covering experience. United Carpets 
655-4858. 32/32
THANKS TO THE Sacred Heart of 
Jesus. Mother of Perpetual Help and 
Saint Jude — For favour received with 





fWl'l NEW & RE-UPHOLSTERED
7/ANNA’S FABRICS 
U 852-6422 
' 6803 Kirkpatrick Cres
CAROL OAKFIELD 
656-8606
BOAT CHARTER/WATER TAXI 
BUSINESS FOR SALE — INCLUDES BOAT AND BOAT HOUSE. 




BILL AND PEGGY LUFF will be cele­
brating their Golden Wedding Anniver­
sary. Aug. 13th at 2 p.m. at Glen 
Meadows Golf and Country Club. 
Friends are welcome to drop by and 




Stucco/glass 2 storey Art Deco on a full acre, for the ‘country life'. 2 
fireplaces, ornate ceilings, 4 BR/3 baths, thermal glass, glass walls, 
equestrian trails, horses OK. PLUS ‘Hardwood floors ‘2-car garage 
‘Great family area ‘Family room ‘Quiet street ‘Ocean views 
‘Passive solar ‘Woodburning stove ‘Balcony ‘Skylights ‘Modern 
kitchen *Easy-care landscaping ‘Shake roof ‘Den. HOME IS 
SITUATED IN A RURAL SETTING WITH ROOM FOR A HORSE, 
immediate move-in. VIP’s best buy! $169,000. MLS #29623
Some people take 
months to sell 
Their house . . .
To sell yours it 
takes just WEEKS 
cal! JACK WEEKS 





1 Block to Town 
4 Blocks to Ocean
LARGE PANHANDLE LOT. Unde­
rground services. New sub-division on 
Northbrook. 656-5708. 32/32
FROM
OCEANVIEW, 3/4 ACRE, level fenced. 
9191 Rideau, North Saanich. Fourbed- 
rooms, kitchen, den, IK/ingroom, dining 
room, solarium, three fireplaces, four 
bathrooms, four garages, patio, sun- 
deck. By Appointment. $162,900. 655- 
4472. 32/32





2 BDRM. RANCHER, quiet cul-de-sac, 
Robert’s Point, double garage, den, 
new carpet, fireplace, electric heat, 









' Plus Registration Fee
'MSTLE PROPERTIES (1982) L TO. 
US-9764 FIFTH STREET 







We invite your 





1 Bdrm. plus bungalow, livingroom, 
kitchen with room for table plus 6’ x 
11’ area could bo extra room. Good 
sized lot. Crawl space. Oom Heat, 
Needs TLC and some structural re­
pair. Vendor may carry 1st Mtg. New 
MLS.
FREDDY STARKE 652-9602 
656-0747
1/2 AN ACRE 
DEAN PARK
Lovely treed building lot next to 1665 
Dean Park Rd., no restrictions. Build 
your dream home or builder will build 
to suit. $55,900. Exclusive.






P.O. Box 1000, 
Saanichton, B.C. 
VOS 1 MO.
I don’t have a shortage of buyers but I 
definitely need good homes between 
$75,000 & $125,000. If you feel your home qualifies, call me now for a 
no obligation market evaluation.
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY!
1-2 Bedroom cottage with privacy to $85,000.
—- 2-3 Bedroom with inlaw (or room to inlaw) to $95,000 and 
close to airport.
■— 1/2 lo 3 acres with home & country setting.
— 1-2 Bedroom home under $80,000 in Sidney.




1 This 2 bodroom rancher has just boon 
complotod, Footuros includo: kllchon 
with adjoining family room, 4-pco. 
onsuito off tho maslor bodroom, 3 
skylights and much moro. Ooloro you 












to chooso your colours. Phone right 
now. Now MLS.
FREDDY STARKE 656-0747 
or JOE STARKE 
656-0747 (24 hrs.)
Funds needed to fund costly, 
modern, medical equipment 
not financed by Governments.
THANK YOU.
OAVTON, Jo««ph L. pUBOotl nwny 
pocKiPlully at iho Sfinnlch Ponirmulri 
Hoapiiol on August 3, 1008 In hlo OOih 
vonr. Survived by hlti loving wllo ’'l lq- 
nof"iThoir oorio: Jolin nnd ihroo chit 
dron. nobort nnd wilo f^onny nnd throo 
chlldron, nil ol Voncouvor nnd David 
rmd lilu non ol MontronI; 2 Blutor-ln-low 
in tho Okanngon, nioata nnd nopliowa 
nnd mnny Iriondti, Dr, Qnyton pra- 
dunlod Irom Mnnilobn Modlcnl School 
In 1931. I lia drat prncfico won nt Rob- 
non, IVC, -- altor which ho aptinl tho 
(omnlndor ol fil» working ll|« in I’ublic 
Hoallh. At fotiromoni ho wna 
tho M.l 1.0, in Gronlor Vancouver. Ho 
wns very Iniorciatod In tlio well boing of 
hlft community and frionda mound him. 
Joo romalnod very oclivo In hlo cburcti. 
Iho Maaonic lodgo and aporw, At tho 
time of hiB damn ho wa» a vnluod 
mombor of I'll PnnI’a LIntfoif Church in 
Sldnov lie, A MomorInl Sorvico waa 
holdaiGl, Puul'ii Unilod Church ?4to 
Mnlaviow Avo., Stdnoy, B.C, on f-rlday, 
AiJlJUttI 5. I0e» nl 2,00 p.iri, In lion of 
itewow, rlonnllona mny bo mndo to tho 
ChrlBlIan Kducnilofi Gomniiuuo in aim 
of St. naul'B Unitnd Church or to tho 
charily of ono'a cholco, Snnd'o Victoria,
LOOKING FOR MR. & MRS. RIGHT 
1804 Barrett, Denn Park
Need couple who desire a lovely rancher in prestigious Doan 
Park, 2 BR. plus den which could bo used (or 3rd bedroom 1 /3 
acre lot, gorgeous patio. Many added features. Reasonably 











IN HEART OF SIDNEY
Just a short walk to shops, boach, 1- 
ownor, 2-storey homo a really practical 
buy. It has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths and 
family room. Tho largo oundeck has 
views of ocean and Iho Anacortos 
ferry. The alloy at tho back makes for 






This Immaculate 2 bedroom home In 
Sidney Is just ideal for starters or 
rellromont. Hard to boliovo that at this 
price ll has sopnrate garago/work- 
shop, garden shod, Insulated stor.igo 
shod plus insulated studlo/guost 
cabin all situated on a tidy attractive 




miss fhls one, phono right now! MLS, 
FREDDY STARKE 





1500 sq. (I. ninchor In immaculals 
condition throughoul, SIluatod at the 
nnd of n cul do-sac on a fully fenced 
and landocapod lot, Sundock oil fam. 
Ily with ffi view ol Ml. Baker, Stopsaver 
kllchon wifh Uioakfnov bar, 1,-shtipod 
llving-dlnlng room wifh floor lo coll­
ing F.P, MasIsr bdrm. with full 
oneultn. Slain glass windows snd 
French doors are only some of Ihe 
many (oHluros this euper rancher has 
lo offor. Priced lo soil quickly due to 




LARGE FAMILY HOME 
$99,500 — TILLICUM
One-ownor, well-looked after homo 
built lj«eAn70 JwwinnRiiilable 
Thro(p9«)o(iOi[ l&hon|llTtTl»t
fenced back yard. Clone lo all amenl- 
tion. Asnumablo lirni mongage to 







Thit top qualfy 3 bodroom rancher 
will bo ready lor occupancy August 
31, Extra targe kllchon with loads ot 
eablnela. 4 piece nnaultn, double gar­
age, built-in vac roughod-ln, air 
exchangor and much more, Codar 






$109,900 WHY PAY RENT!!
SUPER RANCHER
SIluatod on a Irafflc-iroe olreel, with 
Immaculate mature londsoaplno. 1600 
sn.ll. jsAiua/acljaiWiBJIvliiq. EtiiliMilgn- 
otyicMpfXtiMnrapjl^ puraTr^g
roonlmMak#fll»'|f






2 BR condo — blight corner unit. Well 
managed building clone to town and 
irannportatlon. Spacious roomo plua 
glassed-in balcony. Small pel wel- 
corns, Early occupancy can be 




Duo to wxtiomoly busy aalos volumo wo roquiro your homo for 
our listing Invontory, Wo may have a purchaanr for your homo on 
our ©xclusiwo ‘Purchasoro Priority List*. Got action and good 
sorvico and pay only 1% commission plus roglfttratlon foo-
Will anyono knowing fh« 
whoioaboufs of a groy col- 
o II r o d 1 8 0 0 M o n It a 
(Chovrolel), LIconso no,
\ wiLK .iTei ■ pi'ww.-.G
j fotophon© 0EG-9SH**
our STANDING VALUic 
207DPIERCY, SIDNEY
Irnmaculafo bungnli.'jw In quid location 3 good niro bnfltoomr-i, 
2 ball). Tho master bedroom i'J unusualy (rifgo "Too invniy foRf«: 
and irull iroos am the porlwot frame for K'ia cozy homo winch iu 
idaalfor a young (amily or lotirod couplo. Call (txiay.
LYLE DOWNES 479-1667
OPCN HOUSn 2-4 PM SUNDAY
Mnrrmi ifo —■ Whlttomo Roaltv (24 hrs.) 479-1667
An alternate Real Estate Marketing system.
The ^Homeowner Assisted Sales Plan*
For a small rogistralion loo, your homo Is rogmtorod with iho 1% 
Rnnliy Sruvico’s Homoownor Asslstod Salas Plan. Our llconsod 
Roaltoir, do tho roflll Onca your hnuso has sold you pay only 1% 
commission. Find out moth, phono any of our licanaod Roaltoro at;
65G-0747 (24 hrs.)








AUGUST 11,12 AND 14th -1:30-3:30 PM
8 YEAR OLD RANCHER ON SECLUDED 
.62 ACRE — 5 MINUTES FROM SIDNEY 
IN-LAW POTENTIAL
$119,900
TOM & ELAINE FISHER
PEMBERTON HOLMES (SIDNEY) LTD. 656-0911
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT. Includes 
kitchen facilities, private entrance, pri­
vate key, and 4 olfices, each 250 sq. ft. 
Piease cali Ken at 656-8888. 29/tl
ROOM FOR RENT. Roommate wanted
to share with single mother in Sidney. 
N/S, N/D. Ciose to bus stop. Phone 
between 5 p.m.-8 p.m. at 656-5629. 
Avaiiable immediateiy. 29/32
RESPONSIBLE PERSON REQUIRED 
to share very nice 2 bdrm. home in 
Sidney. $250. plus half utilities. Call 
Dan at 655-4192. 32/32
THE LANDMARK. $39.00. Available
Aug. 1st. Adult oriented, no pets, ideal 
for seniors. Ed Besser, 656-5251. 31/tf
THE LANDMARK. $1550. 2 BR luxuri­
ous penthouse. Living/dining room, 
den, family room. 2 1/2 baths, laundry, 
F/P, 7 major appl., wrap-around deck, 
panoramic ocean view, underground
parking, sound resistant concrete build­
ing. Avail. Aug. 1st. By appointment 
only. Ed Besser, 656-5251. 31/tl
EXECUTIVE TUDOR STYLE house. 
2400 sq. ft. on acreage in North Saa­
nich. Suit quiet professional or retired 
couple. N/S. No pets. View to long term 
rent. $l,lOO./month rent negotiable for 
guaranteed care. References please. 
Available Irom Nov/Dec., 1988. 656- 




4 BDRM. MAIN FLOOR, 5 appliances. 
No pets. References please. $725. 
includes utilities. Near North Saanich 
school. Sept. 15th. 652-4275. 32/32
2 BDRM. SUITE, $475. includes heat 
and cable. Mature adults. 658-8845.
REALTY WORLD SIDNEY REALTY
2348 Beacon Avenue, Sidney
656-3928
REALTY WORLD
LARGE 3 BR HOUSE, near elemen­





BUYING, SELLING, OR JUST PLAIN 
TALKING REAL ESTATE
MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE
BRENTWOOD — new one bdrm. 
basement suite. Chrisiain working 
adults prelorred. Abstainers. No pels. 
$425. including utilties. Washing facilit­
ies, drapes. 652-5346. 32/32
DON’T SMOKE




Frank Fenn — 656-0779 Sandy Sandison — 656-9372
Kal Jacobsen — 656-2257 Frank Skidmore — 656-9639
John Bruce — 656-6151 __
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION on this 
1040-3 Bdrm. 1978 rancher, on a nice 
cul-de-sac near shopping. Lot is Hat, 
60x133, excellent condition, great loca­




21 1] REAL ESTATE0 WANTED^^^^^ /- 21
1) REAL ESTATEi 
0 WANTED
SAANICHTON MODERN 1 BDRM. 
suite in new home. Includes all utilities 
and laundry. Near bus and shopping. 
N/S. .$350./month. Available Sept. 1st. 
Call 652-2685. 32/34
NEWER 4-BDRM. HOME with the 4th 
in finished basement. Perfect for teens, 
guest or in-laws. Two baths plus 
ensuite. Two F/P's w/inserts. Good 
neighbourhood. Close to all amenities. 
$115,900,727-2757. 30/33
Owns small, well-behaved dog: Re­
quires 2 bedrooms or one bedroom 
and a workshop: Will locate 
anywhere on Saanich Peninsula. 
Mature female, non-smoker, non­
drinker, quiet. Phone 384-3793 or 
656-1151.
RESPONSIBLE FAMILY looking to 
rent with an option to buy, lamily size 
homo in Stelly's School District by 
Sept. IBI. G.55-3409. 29/32
MATURE COUPLE REQUIRE condo 
or apartment lor March and April. Pref­
erably Sidney area, N/S. 652-6083.
HOUSE IN CORDOVA BAY with view. 
2 bdrm. main floor, $850.; one bdrm. 
suite also view $550. 652-0375. 32/33
ONE BDRM. GROUND level suite. 
Fridge, stove, use of washer, dryer, 
shared bathroom. One person. No 
pets References. $300. 656-2144.
32/32
TWO LUXURY OCEAN view homes, 
Cordova Bay area. One with acreage, 
$259,000 and one with 11,000 square 
foot lot, $225,000. Also several lots and 
one ocean view acreage. 380-8101.
30/33
WANTED TO RENT. 2-3 bdrm. house 
or duplex in Sidney area. Maximum 
rent $600. Will sign lease. Phone 656- 
4658. 2 i
AVAILABLE SEPT. 1ST 2 bdrm. 
$575./month. Dishwasher and F/P. 
656-9969, evenings. 32/32
OPEN WED 1-4 2316 Amherst. Well- 
maintained 4 Br., 2 bath home with fully 
fenced back yard. MLS. $104,500, Call 
Helen Jones. 382-7181, 384-4830. 
Northern Pacific Realty Ltd. 32/32
ACCOMODATION WANTED — very 
clean, refined, responsible couple, N/S, 
N/D, seeking living accomodation in 
Sidney area, for 1 Sept. '88. (1) small 
well upkepi cottage; (2) small well 
upkept house, or (3) part of house with 
private entrance. Preferably with view, 
near waterfront. (P.S.) Will care for 
your home, garden and do minor work 
when necessary in exchange for rea­
sonable rent. Anytime — 385-7090.
3 BDRM RANCHER at 8002 Tiffany. 
$87,900. Available for rent Sept. 2, 
$700.656-6233. 32/33
SIDNEY FOUR BEDROOM split-level, 
fireplace, sundeck plus one bdrm. 
suite, new roof, enclosed garage, work­
shop, 9609 Lapwing. $110,900. 655- 
4472. 32/32
HELP! MY OWNER 
HAS BEEN TRANSFERRED. . .
And has to leave me. I'm a 4 bedroom contemporary home on over 
'/z an acre in the Curteis Point area. I have a spacious living room 
with fireplace and large dining room with solid oak floors and 
sliding glass door leading out onto superbly designed sundeck and 
hot tub. My kitchen is roomy with oodles of cupboard space and 
large eating area. These are just a few of rny many fine features —- 
come and see them tor yourself! Ottered lot sale at 185,500,
THIS IS NO ORDINARY HOME
A must to see for those desiring quality and elegance in a home. 
This 3 bodroom Dean Park home is located on the South slope and 
receives lots ot sunshine and waterviews. Separate dining room is 
elegant and leads into largo modern kitchen with spacious eating 
area. Large unfinished basement is nice and open and available for 
devolopmenl with area for lots of rooms, woodstove and bathroom. 
Garage is big enough to handle large cars and pick-up trucks. Now 




Located just steps to ttKi! water and rnlnutos from downtown 
Sidney, this one has the best ol botli woilds This brand now split is 
located near 6 other brand now homos in Lockliaven Esiatos on 
Lochside Drive. Spacious kitction has (3ating area and leads down 
a few stairs Into the family loorn with woodstove and also back to 
tho dining room with its bay window and watorvievi/, 3 bedrooms in­
cluding largo master with 4 piece onsuito. Many oxlro touchos In 
this well built, 2x6 consirucied, split lovol homo, T/ee, Reduced 
to $148,000,
ESTATE STYLE LIVING . . .
Is possible on this 1.50 acre property located in Deop Covo, Tho 
homo, over 3,000 sq. It., is well constructed and do-signed, 
Roomy, elegant living room leads into dining room and a sprawling 
kitchen with lots ot cupboard space and a large comtortablo eating 
area. Upstairs you'll (ind tho bedrooms (4) including a corntoitablo 
rnastor suite. Family Room upstalis is big oriough (or a pool tablo 
and much more. Elegant giounda are in the (lont ot Iho property 
with .13 stall barn and 3 largo paddocks al Ibo roar ot Ihrj property,
T897, Ottofod lor sale at $198,000.
Call today and let me put my
proven marketing program
to work for you.
ENJQY GULF ISLAND living lor sev­
eral months. Swap homos .—- Victoria, 
Sidney aroa with South Pender para­
dise. We bolli win! Phone 1-629-6670 
alter 5 p.m. 31/32
A (ITOOILATElii 
TO CLASSIFY
SEMI-RETIRED SINGLE N/S, N/D 
technician seeks quiet rental by Sep­
tember. Please write: John Bekesy, 
Box 2, Fullord Harbour, B.C. VOS iCO.
APARTMENT FOR RENT. Brentwood 
Bay, 2 bdrm. apt. close to all conve­
niences. No pels. $415. 652-5005; 
652-1884 adult oriented. 32/32
FOR SALE — chesterfield and chair, 
rocker recliner, T.V., set of Encyclope­
dia Britanica 656-2700. 32/32
WANTED TO RENT with option to buy 
2 or 3 bdrm. rancher or double wide 
with lot. North Saanich, Sidney area for 
Oct. 1st. 381-4262. 32/35
BRENTWOOD BAY. Quiet treed view 
lot at end of cul-de-sac. Serviced. 
$65,000,652-1604. 32/32
RETIRED ALBERTA COUPLE willing 
to housesit Sidney area Nov,-Jan. N/S, 
N/D. References. Phone 754-8708 until 
Aug. 31, after (403) 430-7907. 32/35
CRAFTSMAN — 8 H.P. riding mower. 
Electric start. $600, 656-0436. 32/32
TENOR SAX (YVETTE), $225.; Alto 
(Buesher), $225. Both for $425. Phone 
656-0042. 32/32
I IREAB: I
ENJOY EVER-CHANGING VALLEY VIEWS
With the mountains in the background from this superior quality 
1700 sq. ft. rancher in new subdivision only minutes from Victoria. 
Loaded with quality extras this home was built to be the builder's 
own home and includes economical “electric-plus" heating. For 
details on this fine home call us anytime. Priced to sell at only 
$154,900. ML29309
WATERFRONT RETREAT! ONLY $119,000!
Here's your chance to own that waterfront home you've always 
dreamed of! This character chalet is suitable for year-round or 
summer living, features now European kitchen, cozy fireplace in­
sert for chilly evenings, loads ol deck for summer entertaining, On­
ly minutes by boat to private parking compound in Swartz Bay. ML 
No. 30300.
PAM KING BOB KING
PAM & BOB KING
NRS BLOCK BROS. SIDNEY
656-3257
656-5584
A M liKIC A’S XRil.'IXlSl/Vrii MAlVKin'lNG system.
$143,000 
A RARE FIND
Not very oflon door; a homo ol this quality come to tho markut, 
This 2500 sq, ft , 3 hoaroom, 3 baili tiomt;f war. built in 1977 by tho 
prosent ownors. Just some' ot tho (oalumo includo huge country 
kitchen vdlh eating area, Kopnrato diningroom, largejamiiy / roc 
room combinaiiOM wan iifopiacu iind v/id bar ■ • also 700 sq. ft. of 
unriovolopc’d nroa rtownstalfs. All this on a lot that is almost ,75 
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The ihrcc remaining onions from Iasi year’s crop have just ar­
rived in die kitchen from their storage area in the garage, where it 
has to be 100 degrees during the day. This year’s onions are al­
ready as large as I’d like them for winter storage, so the next step 
is to widihold water. Soon the parched lops will die back, and 
very shortly they will be ready to be pulled.
We will go into die next stage in a week or so, since onions re­
quire proper treatment or they get a horrible disease called “neck 
rot.” Most of you probably don’t grow onions for winter use, 
and already arc saying, “Blelch! Why doesn’t she talk about 
something of more general interest?’’ Sorry', we just happen to be 
onion fans; baked, boiled or fried, we loves ’em (indigestion be 
darned). Bear widi me. I’ll try to make it short.
This summer our corn is something to be reckoned with ... the 
tallest wc have every grown. Talk about com as high as an 
elephant’s eye, this stuff would put a sly in a giraffe’s eye. Mind 
you, this isn’t nc-ccssarily anything to be recommended. I recall 
widi horror die year wc had enormously tall com. It blew down 
in an unusually strong and out-of-season gale. That was the year 
1 decided to give up gardening in favor of basket-weaving.
“Himself” is away on another fishing trip or I’d ask him to 
hold one end of the measuring tape so I could tell you the exact 
height ... the variety is Illini Extra-early sweet, but at this stage 
who knows how it will taste, and that is what com is all about.
The swallows arc so busy these days it is exhausting to watch - 
I’m sure glad I’m not a bird. There are only two babies (as far as 
wc can judge, using the binoculars to monitor the bird-house) 
and die parents, both working dawn to dusk, have a hard lime 
keeping up with the demands of these hungry chicks. These dear 
Hide things squat at the opening, yelling their heads off for food, 
while that cvcrlasdngly watchful crow surveys the situadon 
whenever he has a chance.
Wc stand guard as much as wc can, but he flew off the other 
day with what I was certain was a baby swallow in his mouth.
The sparrows, meanwhile, have almost completely given up 
their harassment, dicir young being already safely launched. I 
suppose their territory is no longer threatened. We will now pul a 
piece of wire-netting over the air-vent at die end of the house, 
where one pair has been nesting. They will have to find accom- 
modadon elsewhere. They do make a dismal noise, incessant, 
and their babies haven’t been bowel-trained, either. We may 
have to repaint!
Don Smith arrived the other day with a nice a head of broccoli 
as I’ve seen this year. Since “Himself” was away I ate the whole 
thing, and loved every mouthful. I’ve given up growing broccoli 
at this dme of the year, just loo many problems. How we grow it 
over winter, so we’ll have a crop in really early spring, so Don’s 
gift was a real treat!
Gould 1 make a suggesdon? If your petunias have fallen on evil 
ways, dieir branches long, scraggly, and no longer covered with 
flowers, its lime to cut Uiem back to about half-size. Only do half 
of them at one time, so your beds or boxes aren’t completely
bare, but pmning is really worth-while.
With the applicadon of some ferliliz.cr (say a teaspoon of 6-8-6 
or equivalent per plant and lots of water to wash it in, they will 
again produce like magic. The same thing goes for most flowers 
that have finished their first blossoming. Cut them back, and they 
will give you another flush of flowers which .should carry the 
garden through the rest of summer. Earlier on I nipped off the 
nicodana, and now it is, once again, llowcring beautifully. Do 
keep on dead-heading roses, swcci-pcas, sweet William, snap­
dragons, geraniums, pinks, and anything else that needs it.
This water-shortage will make most of us slop and think about 
our watering habits. No more sprinklers going on for hours, and a 
lot more hand-watering is in store. Do mulch after a thorough 
soaking with whatever you can find. I’ve used several inches of 
pine-needles (and cones) under the tomatoes, the lawn clippings 
have gone on the potatoes, and about now the compost piles arc 
going to be called upon for pardally decomposed leaves, etc. to 
help conserve that precious moisture.
JUST US 
FREE ESTIMATES
• CARPET CLEANING 
* UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
Owner Will Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northlawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C.
Phone: 656-4754 - 30 Years Experience
DISTRICT OF CENTRAL SAANICH
Public Notice
By-Law No. 893 - 
Sewer Connection Charge
The Council of the Corporation of the District of Central Saanich 
proposes to adopt By-Law No. 893, cited as ‘‘Central Saanich 
Sewer Regulations By-Law, Amendment By-Law No. 1, 1988”, by 
September 12, 1988.
The intent and purpose of By-Law No. 893 is to increase the sewer 
connection charge from $900 per connection to $1,800 per con­
nection.
Draft By-Law No. 893 may be viewed during regular working hours, 
being 8:30 AM to 4:00 PM, Monday through Friday.
Funds help
Funds raised by The Arthritis 
Society are used for the Society’s 
programs of research and educa­
tion.
For free information, please 
write or call Danda Humphreys, 
Communications Coordinator, 
The Arthritis Society, B.C. and 
Yukon Division, 895 West lOlh 
Ave., Vancouver, B.C., V5Z 1L7.
Phone 879-7511, local 310 or 
314.
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14/2 NMD7 COPPER WIRE
4 PATTERNS TO CHOOSE FROM
EARWIG BAIT
i 454 grams




. 40 POUND BAG 
STEAM STERILIZED
10” BLACK AND DECKER
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